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6.. Three of the great Powers, the United States, the United
Kmgdom and France, have formally submitted a proposal
[Aj1943] for proceeding with the regulation, limitation
and balanced reduction of all armed forces and all
armaments, including atomic weapons. It is an essential
condition of this programme that there be a system of
disclosure and verification of all armaments, in successive
stages; and concurrently, an effective system of international
inspection to verify the adequacy and accuracy of this
information.
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5. Yet the instinct of survival must remain strong even
in the human species which seems to be hell-bent for
suicide. It is not, I am sure, the unseemly derision with
which some have greeted here a serious proposal for peace
that bespeaks the deepest instincts of the human race, but
rather the simple wisdom of the humble people of all lands
who value the great boon of life above all things. This,
in the end, must decide the great issue of war or peace, not
the grim ironic humour which delights in ridicule and
seems determined to win a debating point even at the cost
of universal catastrophe.

7. The distinguished representative of the Soviet Union
has poured unmitigated scorn on this proposal. He has
impatiently brushed aside a proposal that, to every honest
mind, is fertile with possibilities for calm and orderly
consideration. But his sarcasm cannot conceal the fact
that this new tripartite proposal represents a substantial
advance from a position previously held by the United
States of America. For the first time we have the possibility
of an actual census of atomic weapons, along with other
weapons, organically linked to the objective of regulating
and limiting armed forces and armaments of all kinds,
including the control of atomic energy and the prohibition
of atomic weapons. Mr. Vyshinsky admits that a method
of inventory is appropriate for counting candles, boots and
other household goods, thereby implying that it is wholly
unsuitable for the ultimate purpose of regulating armaments,
controlling atomic energy, and prohibiting atomic weapons.
Strangely enough, Mr. Vyshinsky himself provided the
best· refutation of his own argument, for in the same breath
he then proceeded to read out impressive statistics about
industrial progress in the Soviet Union. Yet it is certainly
not more important for our peace of mind to know how
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I SPEECHES BY GENERAL ROMULO (PHILIPPINES), MR. Vy
'. SHINSKY (UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REpUBLICS), SAYED

"f··· HASSAN IBRAHIM (YEMEN), MR. ROHERT SCHUMAN
· (FRANCE) AND THE SECRETARy-GENERAL

r
· 1. General ROMULO (Philippines): Every session of the
• General Assembly since 1946 has been described as a

crucial one. This perhaps proves nothing except that the
·1 United Nations since its birth has been moving precariously

from crisis to crisis.

• 2. Today the superlatives are exhausted. They have all
t. but lost meaning and the capacity to impress. Far more
· . impressive than any qualifying adjective is the evidence

r
we have heard from this rostrum of a dangerous freezing
of attitudes towards peace. Infinitely more eloquent than
any speeches are the atomic explosions echoing from the

· Siberian waste lands and from the deserts of Nevada.

-I' 3. The one salient feature of this debate has been the
curious fact that everybody is for peace. The task of this

· Assembly would doubtless be easier if there were two

f

clear-cut sides to this debate, one favouring peace and the
· other favouring war. But everybody is decidedly against

s~n. Yet it is this unanimous yearning for peace that must
· glve us comfort in these parlous days. Without giving
f everybody equal credit for speaking sincerely, there is a
!r'" certain consolation to be derived from the fact that nobody
\ has so far come forward to proclaim the necessity and
• inevitability of war. We have, at least, been spared the

brazen glorification of war by the dictators who are now
happily dead and gone.

4. There was a time when war could be a seminal factor
of progress, and when it was a fairly good gamble promising
dividends to the victor. But there is no longer any percen
tage in a future atomic war. It has therefore been suggested

r

" that, s~nce men cannot be expected to abjure war of their
own free will, they may now, in this atomic age, be persuaded
to do so by the compulsion of fear. Unfortunately, some of
the speeches we have heard here have given us no cause
to thmk so.
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1. General ROMULO (Philippines): Every session of the
General Assembly since 1946 has been described as a
crucial one. This perhaps proves nothing except that the
United Nations since its birth has been moving precariously
from crisis to crisis.

, 2. Today the superlatives are exhausted. They have all
• but lost meaning and the capacity to impress. Far more
. impressive than any qualifying adjective is the evidence

we have heard from this rostrum of a dangerous freezing
of attitudes towards peace. Infinitely more eloquent than
any speeches are the atomic explosions echoing from the
Siberian waste lands and from the deserts of Nevada.

3. The one salient feature of this debate has been the
curious fact that everybody is for peace. The task of this
Assembly would doubtless be easier if there were two
clear-cut sides to this debate, one favouring peace and the
other favouring war. But everybody is decidedly against
sin. Yet it is this unanimous yearning for peace that must
give us comfort in these parlous days. Without giving
everybody equal credit for speaking sincerely, there is a
certain consolation to be derived from the fact that nobody
has so far come forward to proclaim the necessity and
inevitability of ,,'ar. We have, at least, been spared the
brazen glorification of war by the dictators who are now
happily dead and gone.

4. There was a time when war could be a seminal factor
of progress, and when it was a fairly good gamble promising
dividends to the victor. But there is no longer any percen
tage in a future atomic war. It has therefore been suggested
that, s~nce men cannot be expected to abjure war of their
own free will, they may now, in this atomic age, be persuaded
to do so by the compulsion of fear. Unfortunately, some of
the speeches we have heard here have given us no cause
to thlllk so.

5. Yet the instinct of survival must remain strong even
in the human species which seems to be hell-bent for
suicide. It is not, I am sure, the unseemly derision with
which some have greeted here a serious proposal for peace
that bespeaks the deepest instincts of the human race, but
rather the simple wisdom of the humble people of all lands
who value the great boon of life above all things. This,
in thc end, must decide the great issue of war or peace, not
the grim ironic humour which delights in ridicule and
seems determined to win a debating point even at the cost
of universal catastrophe.

6. Three of the great Powers, the United States, the United
Kingdom and France, have formally submitted a proposal
[Aj1943] for proceeding with the regulation, limitation
and balanced reduction of all armed forces and all
armaments, including atomic weapons. It is an essential
condition of this programme that there be a system of
disclosure and verification of all armaments, in successive
stages; and concurrently, an effective system of international
inspection to verify the adequacy and accuracy of this
information.

7. The distinguished representative of the Soviet Union
has poured unmitigated sCorn on this proposal. He has
impatiently brushed aside a proposal that, to every honest
mind, is fertile with possibilities for calm and orderly
consideration. But his sarcasm cannot conceal the fact
that this new tripartite proposal represents a substantial
advance from a position previously held by the United
States of America. For the first time we have the possibility
of an actual census of atomic weapons, along with other
weapons, organically linked to the objective of regulating
and limiting armed forces and armaments of all kinds,
including the control of atomic energy and the prohibition
of atomic weapons. Mr. Vyshinsky admits that a method
of inventory is appropriate for counting candles, boots and
other household goods, thereby implying that it is wholly
unsuitable for the ultimate purpose of regulating armaments,
controlling atomic energy, and prohibiting atomic weapons.
Strangely enough, Mr. Vyshinsky himself provided the
best refutation of his own argument, for in the same breath
he then proceeded to read out impressive statistics about
industrial progress in the Soviet Union. Yet it is certainly
not more important for our peace of mind to know how
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1. General ROMULO (Philippines): Every session of the
General Assembly since H146 has been described as a
crucial one. This perhaps proves nothing except that the
United ~~tions s.i~ce its birth has been moving precariously
from criSIS to cnSIS.

, 2. Today the superlatives are exhausted. They have all
• but lost meaning and the capacity to impress. Far more

impressive than any qualifying adjective is the evidence
we have heard from this rostrum of a dangerous freezing
of attitudes towards peace. Infinitely more eloquent than
any speeches are the atomic explosions echoing from the
Siberian waste lands and from the deserts of Nevada.

3. The one salient feature of this debate has been the
curious fact that everybody is for peace. The task of this
Assembly would doubtless be easier if there were two
clear-cut sides to this debate, one favouring peace and the
other favouring war. But everybody is decidedly against
sin. Yet it is this unanimous yearning for peace that must
give us comfort in these parlous days. Without giving
everybody equal credit for speaking sincerely, there is a
certain consolation to be derived from the fact that nobody
has so far come forward to proclaim the necessity and
inevitability of 'var. We have, at least, been spared the
brazen glorification of war by the dictators who are now
happily dead and gone.

4. There was a time when war could be a seminal factor
ofprogress, and when it was a fairly good gamble promising
dividends to the victor. But there is no longer any percen
tage in a future atomic war. It has therefore been suggested
that, s~nce men cannot be expected to abjure war of their
own free will, they may now, in this atomic age, be persuaded
to do so by the compulsion of fear. Unfortunately, some of
the speeches we have heard here have given us no cause
to thmk so.

5. Yet the instinct of survival must remain strong even
in the human species which seems to be hell-bent for
suicide. It is not, I am sure, the unseemly derision with
which some have greeted here a serious proposal for peace
that bespeaks the deepest instincts of the human race, but
rather the simple wisdom of the humble people of all lands
who value the great boon of life above all things. This,
in the end, must decide the great issue of war or peace, not
the grim ironic humour which delights in ridicule and
seems determined to win a debating point even at the cost
of universal catastrophe.

6. Three of the great Powers, the United States, the United
Kingdom and France, have formally submitted a proposal
[Aj1943] for proceeding with the regulation, limitation
and balanced reduction of all armed forces and all
armaments, including atomic weapons. It is an essential
condition of this programme that there be a system of
disclosure and verification of all armaments, in successive
stages; and concurrently, an effective system of international
inspection to verify the adequacy and accuracy of this
information.

7. The distinguished representative of the Soviet Union
has poured unmitigated sCorn on this proposal. He has
impaticntly brushed aside a proposal that, to every honest
mind, is fertile with possibilities for calm and orderly
consideration. But his sarcasm cannot conceal the fact
that this new tripartite proposal represents a substantial
advance from a position previously held by the United
States of America. For the first time we have the possibility
of an actual census of atomic weapons, along with other
weapons, organically linked to the objective of regulating
and limiting armed forces and armaments of all kinds,
including the control of atomic energy and the prohibition
of atomic weapons. Mr. Vyshinsky admits that a method
of inventory is appropriate for counting candles, boots and
other household goods, thereby implying that it is wholly
unsuitable for the ultimate purpose of regulating armaments,
controlling atomic energy, and prohibiting atomic weapons.
Strangely enough, Mr. Vyshinsky himself provided the
best refutation of his own argument, for in the same breath
he then proceeded to read out impressive statistics about
industrial progress in the Soviet Union. Yet it is certainly
not more important for our peace of mind to know how
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many kilowatt-hours the Soviet Union now produces as
compared with other States,· than to know how many
atomic bombs and jet planes each of them has and must
forgo for the sake of peace. It would appear that
Mr. Vyhinsky has no real objection to counting things,
except the things that really count.

8. Since all the Powers must simultaneously agree to a
common system of inventory, verification and. inspection,
it is difficult to understand why one Power alone should
object to such a proposal. The dangers of disclosure, if
there be any, will be suffered equally by all of them. Indeed,
the situation will be that the one Power which now objects
to the system will receive, in exchange for the information
regarding its armed forces and armaments, analogous and
comparable information regarding three Powers which
it regards as its potential enemies. It is difficult to imagine
a more advantageous deal than this. Therefore, unless and
until a foolproof system of verification and inspection is
first established and in actual operation, the United States
of America cannot be expected to reveal, and we should,
in fact, ask it not to reveal, any information which might
endanger the security of the world.

9. Underlying this whole controversy, of course, is the
absence of good faith. One regrets to have to say that the
USSR proposals exhibit this vice to an extreme degree.
We recall, all of us who have attended tbe previous sessions
of the General Assembly, the original proposal of the Soviet
Union f01' a reduction of all armed forces by one-third, at a
time when the whole world knew that all the great Powers,
excepting the Soviet Union alone, had disbanded their
troops. We also recall the well-known USSR proposal for
the prohibition of atomic weapons, at a time when it was well
known tbat the United States enjoyed a clear superiority
in the production of such weapons which served as a
counterpoise to the superiority of the Soviet Union in
armed forces.

10. These proposals formed part of the so-called USSR
" peace, offensive", a very appropriate term to describe
a calculated attempt to win the battle of propaganda with
proposals on disarmament which obviously could never
be accepted by the other side. All such so-called " peace
offensives" must therefore be regarded with suspicion.
For the¥ proceed .fro:n motives ;Vhich have little or nothing
to do WIth the Objective of genume peace. They are bound
to create counter-offensives in kind) and thus reduce the
search for peace to a dishonest and even absurd competition
for the applause of the gullible.

11. A certain competitive spirit can be useful in the
quest for p~ac~. But the object of the competition ~:lUght not
to be the wmnmg of an argument but rather the d1minution
of argument through mutual accommodation and conci
liation. What the peace-loving peoples of the world would
like to see-yes, even the millions who are said to have
si~ned the so-called Stockholm Peace Appeal-is not anyot the great Powers invidiously claiming that it alone is
nght and all the others wr?ng, but all of them working out
togethel' a sane and pract1cal programme for the mainte
nance of peace. The peoples of the world are less interested
in finding out whose claim to peaceful intenthns is more
eloquently ~dval1ced, than in knowing,wh~ther the great
Powers are, m fact, ready to translate theu repeated peaceful
affirmatioIls into deeds.

12. It is our humble submission that, in order to achieve
this end, there ought to be a moratorium on argument
merely for the sake of winning a debating p,oint as well as
a moratorium on recrimination, with all the use of invectives
merely. for the sake of heaping blame on each other. What

the world would like to see, I repeat l is an honellt and In the mean
sincere effort to get down to brass tacks : for the represen- . £ ne clear sign
tatives of the great Powers to get together and apply or ~ S iet Un
themsoeIves to the workmanlike task of securing all mankind of t e oVwe are'
from the unimaginable horrors of an atomic war. I have rostrumm 'ns l'n e

. '1 1 1'1 . b ak' that re aldeSCrIbed th1S tas, as wonman 1,e, as aJo m to masonry, . 't This aJ
and carpentry, in order to show t~at it cannot possibly be1slcun h' the deve
achieved by methods of incantatIOn or legerdemain, nor i~ t}rD1Jnited Natio
Yet by clever short cuts no matter how attractIve these may . °th a t bl' hment

I ' f 1 . t d fi' . e es a 1Sseem. t IS a process 0 aymg stone on s one an ttmg "r ' f the wo
the joints together carefully, one step after another, taking reglOns 0

care to sm?ot~ out the roughnesses, completing one stage 17. Seventeen I:

before begmmng the next. •. to repel communil
13. The USSR disarmament proposal [A/1944J hardly f( military action ~v
confol1ns to this conception of our quest for peace. It ,; .. "zation. Tot!illy In

depen~s almos~ entirely on the assume~ ~agical properties . United NatlOns e:
of a pnor and slmple agreement to proh1b1t the manufacture 'f' ficent fkl~ demO!
and the use of atomic weapons. It glosses over the more of coll~ctlve sect;
laborious details of military inventory, verification, and imparual men to
inspection by an international or supra-national authority I. brunt of the stl'U!
which are essential prerequisites for the regulation and (' are p,:"oud to ha;
limitation of armaments. It ignores the possibility that ,I histonc undertalu
while all the great Powers may readily adhere to an~ the me,n o,f fifteE
agreement not to use atomic weapons, such an agreement f1 determmatl?n th2
would not in itself create the basic good faith which alone r' that potent1~1 agg
can give peace of mind and security to the world. It ignores from the actlOn 0

the further possibility that even if the great Powers were ' 18 A . It
' d f 'tb 'f sal esuto agree m goo a1 not to use atomIC weapons or h' G 1 k

aggressive war, none of them would be likely to forgo its t e ~nerarr J,
use for purposes of self-defence and retaliation unless there 'T" [re~olutlOn 3 (
were absolute assurance against the clandestine production . ~tiU ~f TNs(re
and stockpiling of atomic weapons. None of them, in short"'f' e Dlt~ ha 101
will ever surrender its capacity for defence unless all the peace, ?leaC es 0

others surrender equally and simultaneously their power . Collect1ve Meas\
to attack. . report 1 to the Gf

~ a monumental pr
14. It is J;lrecisely at this point where the proposal of the kind in the histOJ
Soviet Umon is weak, that the new tripartite proposal hope that it will b
exhibits many features of strength. The tripartite proposal it fully deserves.
advances a flexible plan that can be studied, blueprinted,..); ..~
modified and worked out, stage by stage, in step with the _ 19. ~t the sam
growth of mutual understanding and confidence among [' establishment ane
the nations. Within its framework, the door remains open gements in aCCOl
to the mutual accommodation of views and the conciliation Charter. The
of varying interests. In contrast, the proposal of the Soviet . arrangements, in
Union is based on fixed and inflexible premises. It starts I' Reciprocal Assist
from an assumption of mutual good faith and confidence , ,patent, and noh
which do not exist, and builds t!le wh?le structur~ ofp~ace . designs ,;vhate,:er
on the hope that all the Powers, mcludmg the Sov1et Umon, .' them, as m a m1rr
will keep their pledged word without verification or eheck r In particular, tlu
up. This is to build on quicksand. A sense of realism I the Pacific area ~
compels us to suggest that the method of working gradually . wh~~h ~wes its 0

towards mutual confidence is to be preferred for the ( Philtppmes, hav(
purpose of erecting a sound and durable structure of worldr. communist aggn
peace. "r'" f~ct that the FiliI
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the SovIet Ulllon, wInch has accomplIshed prod1gIes of defe c 't
achievement in war and peace, ought not to be deterred by n e agams c
the prospect of laborious effort. This is a challenge to the 20. As the whe
Soviet Union, not to abandon its legitimate interests, but to I by the United S
co-operate in working out a common programme of peace been virtually for
that will be for the endui-ing benefit of all the world's by it with consid,
peoples. For here is merely a set of suggestions in the on this rostrum,
elaboration and execution of which the Soviet Union will rthe ~eriean pee
have the opportunity to express its views and make its own commItments ass
suggestions in a manner befitting its place and power in economy and str
the world. But the first essential is a willingness to be . No one should it
reasonable and a desire for conciliation. This means that I
the one great danger that must be avoided at this stage is the .
freezing of attitudes towards peace. 1 See Official Reel

ment No. 13,
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many kilowatt-hours the Soviet Union now produces as
compared with other States, than to know how many
atomic bombs and jet planes each of them has and must
forgo for the sake of peace. It would appear that
Mr. Vyhinsky has no real objection to counting things,
except the things that really count.

8. Since all thc Powers must simultaneously agree to a
common system of inventory, verification and. inspection,
it is difficult to understand why one Power alone should
object to such a proposal. The dangers of disclosure, if
there be any, will be suffered equally by all of them. Indeed,
the situation will be that the one Power which now objects
to the system will receive, in exchange for the information
regarding its armed forces and armaments, analogous and
comparable information regarding three Powers which
it regards as its potential enemies. It is difficult to imagine
a more advantageous deal than this. Therefore, unless and
until a foolproof system of verification and inspection is
first established and in actual operation, the United States
of America. cannot be expected to reveal, and we should,
in fact, ask it not to reveal, any information which might
endanger the security of the world.

9. Underlying this whole controversy, of course, is the
absence of good faith. One regrets to have to say that the
USSR proposals exhibit this vice to an extreme degree.
We recall, all of us who have attended tbe previous sessions
of the General Assembly, the original proposal of the Soviet
Union for a reduction of all armed forces by one-third, at a
time when the whole world knew that all the great Powers,
excepting the Soviet Union alone, had disbanded their
troops. We also recall the well-known USSR proposal for
the prohibition of atomic weapons, at a time when it was well
known that the United States enjoyed a clear superiority
in the production of such weapons which served as a
counterpoise to the superiority of the Soviet Union in
armed forces.

10. These proposals formed part of the so-called USSR
" peace, offensive", a very appropriate term to describe
a calculated attempt to win the battle of propaganda with
proposals on disarmament which obviously could never
be accepted by the other side. All such so-called " peace
offensives" must therefore be regarded with suspicion.
For they proceed from motives which have little or nothing
to do with the objective of genuine peace. They are bound
to create counter-offensives in kind) and thus reduce the
search for peace to a dishonest and even absurd competition
for the applause of the gullible.

11. A certain competitive spirit can be useful in the
quest for peace. But the object of the competition ought not
to be the winning of an argument but rather the diminution
of argument through mutual accommodation and conci
liation. What the peace-loving peoples of the world would
like to see-yes, even the millions who are said to have
si~ned the so-called Stockholm Peace Appeal-is not anyot the great Powers invidiously claiming that it alone is
nght and all the others wrong, but all of them working out
togethel' a sane and practical programme for the mainte
nance of peace. The peoples of the world are less interested
in finding out whose claim to peaceful intentio'ns is more
eloquently advanced) than in knowing whether the great
Powers are, in fact, ready to translate their repeated peaceful
affirmations into deeds.

12. It is our humble submission that, in order to achieve
this end, there ought to be a moratorium on argument
merely for the sake of winning a debating p,oint, as well as
a moratorium on recrimination, with all the use of invectives
merely for the sake of heaping blame on each other. What

the world would like to see, I repeat) is all honest and ';j
sincere effort to get down to brass tacks : for the represen· i

l
'

tatives of the great Powers to get together and apply 1

themsoelves to the workmanlike task of securing all mankind
from the unimaginable horrors of an atomic war. I have
describcd this task as workmanlike, as a job akin to masonry ,
and carpentry, in order to show that it cannot possibly be ~
achieved by methods of incantation or legerdemain, nor i
yet by clever short cuts no matter how attractive these may
seem. It is a process of laying stone on stone and fitting'
the joints together carefully) one step after a~other, taking 1
care to smooth out the roughnesses, completmg one stage
before beginning the next.

13. The USSR disarmament proposal [A/1944] hardly I'
confOlms to this conception of our quest for peace. It":
depends almost entirely on the assumed magical properties .
of a prior and simple agreement to prohibit the manufacture '1
and the use of atomic weapons. It glosses over the more
laborious details of military invcntory, verification, and
inspection by an international or supra-national authority I
which are essential prerequisites for the regulation and ,
limitation of armaments. I t ignores the possibility that ,I
while all the great Powers may readily adhere to an l'
agreement not to use atomic weapons, such an agreement ,
would not in itself create the basic good faith which alone 'I
can give peace of mind and security to the world. It ignores
the further possibility that even if the great Powers were
to agree in good faith not to use atomic weapons for .
aggressive war, none of them would be likely to forgo its I
use for purposes of self-defence and retaliation unless there '1
were absolute assurance against the clandestine production
and stockpiling of atomic weapons. None of them, in short, '1
will ever surrender its capacity for defence unless all the
others surrender equally and simultaneously their power
to attack.

14. It is I?recisely at this point where the proposal of the
Soviet Umon is weak, that the new tripartite proposal
exhibits many features of strength. The tripartite proposal
advances a flexible plan that can be studied, blueprinted,.J;
modified and worked out, stage by stage, in step with the
growth of mutual understanding and confidence among
the nations. Within its framework, the door remains open
to the mutual accommodation of views and the conciliation
of varying interests. In contrast, the proposal of the Soviet
Union is based on fixed and inflexible premises. It starts
from an assumption of mutual good faith and confidence 
which do not exist, and builds the whole structure of peace
on the hope that all the Powers, including the Soviet Union,
will keep their pledged word without verification or check
up. This is to build on quicksand. A sense of realism
compels us to suggest that the method of working gradually
towards mutual confidence is to be preferred for the
purpose of erecting a sound and durable structure of world
peace.

15. This method is bound to be tedious and difficult, but
the Soviet Union, which has accomplished prodigies of
achievement in war and peace, ought not to be deterred by
the prospect of laborious effort. This is a challenge to the
Soviet Union, not to abandon its legitimate interests, but to
co-operate in working out a common programme of peace
that will be for the enduring benefit of all the world's
peoples. For here is merely a set of suggestions in the
elaboration and execution of which the Soviet Union will
have the opportunity to express its views and make its own
suggestions in a manner befitting its place and power in
the world. But the first essential is a willingness to be
reasonable and a desire for conciliation. This means that
the one great danger that must be avoided at this stage is tlle
freezing of attitudes towards peace.
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many kilowatt-hours the Soviet Union now produces as
compared with other States, than to know how many
atomic bombs and jet planes each of them has and must
forgo for the sake of peace. It would appear that
Mr. Vyhinsky has no real objection to counting things,
except the things that really count.

8. Since all thc Powers must simultaneously agree to a
common system of inventory, verification and. inspection,
it is difficult to understand why one Power alone should
object to such a proposal. The dangers of disclosure, if
there be any, will be suffered equally by all of them. Indeed,
the situation will be that the one Power which now objects
to the system will receive, in exchange for the information
regarding its armed forces and armaments, analogous and
comparable information regarding three Powers which
it regards as its potential enemies. It is difficult to imagine
a more advantageous deal than this. Therefore, unless and
until a foolproof system of verification and inspection is
first established and in actual operation, the United States
of America. cannot be expected to reveal, and we should,
in fact, ask it not to reveal, any information which might
endanger the security of the world.

9. Underlying this whole controversy, of course, is the
absence of good faith. One regrets to have to say that the
USSR proposals exhibit this vice to an extreme degree.
We recall, all of us who have attended tbe previous sessions
of the General Assembly, the original proposal of the Soviet
Union for a reduction of all armed forces by one-third, at a
time when the whole world knew that all the great Powers,
excepting the Soviet Union alone, had disbanded their
troops. We also recall the well-known USSR proposal for
the prohibition of atomic weapons, at a time when it was well
known that the United States enjoyed a clear superiority
in the production of such weapons which served as a
counterpoise to the superiority of the Soviet Union in
armed forces.

10. These proposals formed part of the so-called USSR
" peace, offensive", a very appropriate term to describe
a calculated attempt to win the battle of propaganda with
proposals on disarmament which obviously could never
be accepted by the other side. All such so-called " peace
offensives" must therefore be regarded with suspicion.
For they proceed from motives which have little or nothing
to do with the objective of genuine peace. They are bound
to create counter-offensives in kind) and thus reduce the
search for peace to a dishonest and even absurd competition
for the applause of the gullible.

11. A certain competitive spirit can be useful in the
quest for peace. But the object of the competition ought not
to be the winning of an argument but rather the diminution
of argument through mutual accommodation and conci
liation. What the peace-loving peoples of the world would
like to see-yes, even the millions who are said to have
si~ned the so-called Stockholm Peace Appeal-is not anyot the great Powers invidiously claiming that it alone is
nght and all the others wrong, but all of them working out
togethel' a sane and practical programme for the mainte
nance of peace. The peoples of the world are less interested
in finding out whose claim to peaceful intentio'ns is more
eloquently advanced) than in knowing whether the great
Powers are, in fact, ready to translate their repeated peaceful
affirmations into deeds.

12. It is our humble submission that, in order to achieve
this end, there ought to be a moratorium on argument
merely for the sake of winning a debating p,oint, as well as
a moratorium on recrimination, with all the use of invectives
merely for the sake of heaping blame on each other. What

the world would like to see, I repeat) is all honest and "j
sincere effort to get down to brass tacks : for the represen· i

l
''

tatives of the great Powers to get together and apply 1

themsoelves to the workmanlike task of securing all mankind
from the unimaginable horrors of an atomic war. I have
described this task as workmanlike, as a job akin to masonry ,
and carpentry, in order to show that it cannot possibly be ~
achieved by methods of incantation or legerdemain, nor i
yet by clever short cuts no matter how attractive these may
seem. It is a process of laying stone on stone and fitting!
the joints together carefully) one step after a~other, taking I
care to smooth out the 1'oughnesses, completmg one stage
before beginning the next.

13. The USSR disarmament proposal [A/1944] hardly I'
confOlms to this conception of our quest for peace. It -:
depends almost entirely on the assumed magical properties
of a prior and simple agreement to prohibit the manufacture '1
and the use of atomic weapons. It glosses over the more
laborious details of military invcntory, verification, and
inspection by an international or supra-national authority !

which are essential prerequisites for the regulation and i

limitation of armaments. I t ignores the possibility that ,I
while all the great Powers may readily adhere to an"
agreement not to use atomic weapons, such an agreement •
would not in itself create the basic good faith which alone 'I
can give peace of mind and security to the world. It ignores I
the further possibility that even if the great Powers were
to agree in good faith not to use atomic weapons for
aggressive war, none of them would be likely to forgo its I

use for purposes of self-defence and retaliation unless there '\
were absolute assurance against the clandestine production I

and stockpiling of atomic weapons. None of them, in short, "
will ever surrender its capacity for defence unless all the
others surrender equally and simultaneously their power
to attack.

14. It is I?recisely at this point where the proposal of the
Soviet Umon is weak, that the new tripartite proposal
exhibits many features of strength. The tripartite proposal
advances a flexible plan that can be studied, blueprinted,.J;
modified and worked out, stage by stage, in step with the
growth of mutual understanding and confidence among
the nations. Within its framework, the door remains open
to the mutual accommodation of views and the conciliation
of varying interests. In contrast, the proposal of the Soviet
Union is based on fixed and inflexible premises. It starts
from an assumption of mutual good faith and confidence 
which do not exist, and builds the whole structure of peace
on the hope that all the Powers, including the Soviet Union,
will keep their pledged word without verification or check
up. This is to build on quicksand. A sense of realism
compels us to suggest that the method of working gradually
towards mutual confidence is to be preferred for the
purpose of erecting a sound and durable structure of world
peace.

15. This method is bound to be tedious and difficult, but
the Soviet Union, which has accomplished prodigies of
achievement in war and peace, ought not to be deterred by
the prospect of laborious effort. This is a challenge to the
Soviet Union, not to abandon its legitimate interests, but to
co-operate in working out a common programme of peace
that will be for the enduring benefit of all the world's
peoples. For here is merely a set of suggestions in the
elaboration and execution of which the Soviet Union will
have the opportunity to express its views and make its own
suggestions in a manner befitting its place and power in
the world. But the first essential is a willingness to be
reasonable and a desire for conciliation. This means that
the one great danger that must be avoided at this stage is tlle
freezing of attitudes towards peace.
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6. In the meantime, and while the rest of the world waits
or one cle~r sign.of such willingness and desire on the part
,f the Sovlet Unton~and none has come so far from this
'ostrom-we are compelled to pursue the only alternative
:hat remains in order to maintain international peace and
;ecurity. This alternative is being pursued in two ways:
through the development all paper as well as in the field
'lE a United Nations collective security system, and through
the establishment of mutual defence arrangements in various
regIons of the ,vorId.

17. Seventeen months ago the United Nations decided
to repel communist aggression in Korea in the first collective
military action ever undertaken by an international organi
zation. Totally improvised and developed from scratch, the
United Nations effort in Korea has today become a magni
ficent fi-eld demonstration of the potentialities of a system
of collective security, Full credit must be given by all
impartial men to the United States which has borne the
brunt of the struggle. For our part, we in the Philippines
are proud to have contributed our modest share to this
historic undertaking. For what has sustained our men and

L the men of fifteen- other nations in Korea has been the
determination that aggression shall not go unrepelled and
that potential aggressors shall draw the appropriate lesson
from the action of the United Nations.

18. As a result of the communist aggression m -Korea,
the General Assembly decided at the last session

;. [resolutioll 377 (V)] to .p,rocecd with. the stud'y. and ela~o
ration Df measures, pohtlcal, economIC and mllitary, whlch
the 'United Nations may tnke in case of future threats to the

• peace, breaches of the peace,. and acts of aggression. T~e
Collective Measures Committee has now presented Its
report 1 to the Gencral Assembly, That report is, ill effe~t,

a monumental project on collective securi.ty, ,the first .of its
kind in tl~e h~story of i~ternatio!lalorgamzatl0Il;' It. lS ~ur
hope that It Will be conSidered wlth the care and ImagmatlOn

. it fully deserves.
"
. 19. At the same time, ptogl'ess has been made in the

establishment and strengthening of mutual d7fence arran
gements ill accordance with principles sanctIOned by the
Charter. The purely defensive character of all these
arrangements, including the Inter-Arnerica~ Treaty ~f
Reciprocal Assistance and the North Atlantic rreaty,. IS

patent, and nobody can read into them any aggl"essr~e

designs whatever, unless it be those who see reflecte~ In

them, as in a mirror, their own hidden purpose of aggre~slO~..
In. particular, the series of new mutual d;efence tr~atles ID

the Pacific area and the project of a PaCIfic se.cunty pact,
which owes its origin to the vision of the Presldent of the
Philippines, have been directly inspired bJ: the f~ar of
communist aggression. The measure of thlS fear IS, the
fact that the Filipino people have had to. swallow tJ:e bltter
pill of an unsatisfactory peace tre~ty WIth Japan 10 order
to permit the integration of Japan Into a systen; of mutual
defence against communism in the western Pacdic.

20. As the whole world knows, the leadership assumed
by the United States in effecting these arrangements has
been virtually forced upon it by circumstances. and ac~eptec1
by it with considerable reluctance. Mr. ~yshmsky hIms~lf,
on this rostrum, has pointed out ~he ternfic burden which
the American people are shoulder!ng by reason of the vast
commitments assumed by the Umted States.to suppo~ the
economy and strengthen the defences of fnen~ly natlO~s.
No one should imagine that they enjoy the sacnfices WhlCh

1 See Official Rec()rds cf the General Assembly, SiN-eh. Sessirm, Stlpple
ment No. 13.
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these commitments will entail for a long time to come. It
has been claimed on behalf of the Soviet Union that its
resources are being used to raise the living standards of the
Soviet peoples . Yet the vast uninterrupted armaments
programme of the Soviet Union must inevitably slow down
the elevation of the peo:ple's livelihood. How can anyone
conceive that the AmerICan people, who have long been
accustomed to the highest living standards in the world,
would readily accept a diminution of those standards by
rea~Ollof the rearmament programme unless they understand
it to be absolutely necessary i The sacrifice is obviously
unequal, for what the Soviet people have never had thcy
will not miss, while the. American people will miss what
they have always had. Here again, the American people
have no choice. They must give of their substance to other
peoples in order that the latter may be saved from the
misery, chaos and anarchy on which communism feeds.
They must rebuild their abandoned defences and help
other countries build uf their own in order to redress the
dangerous imbalance 0 power which, since the end of the
war, has so greatly favoured the Soviet Union.

21. It is a favourite argument of the pacifists that an
armaments race must inevitably lead to war. But the
argument is really valid only in reverse. We can have
assurance of enduring peace only if all the Powers agree
simultaneously to give up their power to attack, In the
present state of power politics, the surest way to proyoke
war is to maintain a condition of imbalance in military
power, in short, a condition of unilateral disarmament which
places one side at the mercy of the other.

22. The peace resulting from the establishment of these
regional mutual defenc,e al'rangcl.U;cnts .~nd the consequent
m~dntenance of a certam balance m mlhtary power will be
at best a precarious peace. It is not the peace wc want;
it is not the peace we must continue to ~eek. It. is an
expedient that harks back to the makeshift. l'~medles of
classical diplomacy in the past and, hence, ~s m~deql1a~c
to the needs of our present world. Our world ~n thiS atomiC
age requires guarantees of peace far more sohd than those
afforded by the conventional system of balance of power.

23. When Mr. Vyshinsky denounces these treaties of
mutual defence, he should at least remember that they ,:ould
almost immediately be rendered unneccs~al'Y at.a smgle
stroke by the Soviet Union itself. Here, mdeed, IS where
a single peaceful act on the part of Mose~~ would work
like magic in dissip~ting ~he feaJ:s and SusplclOns that ha~e
settled on men's mInds hke an mcubus. -~et the Krc~llIl
but give such proof to the world, and thiS awful weight
would be lifted from the nations and this mad race to\yards
disaster halted at once. We have ,heard Mr. Vys.hmsky
several times in a few days from thls rostrum.. It lS very
sad to admit that no sign has so far come from hlm, that the
word that heals has not been spok~n. All, that we have seen
so fal' is a white dove of peace With which he was fJhoto.
graphed just before the meeting this afternoon. A 1 m~il
who love peace must continue to hope that the dove w~ll
be more than a conventional symbol, and that men WI
not turn away from this session of ~the Gen~ral A~sehb~y
in bitter despair and with a gnawmg emptmess lfi t elr
hearts.
24. In 1948, during the third session ?f the Gene!:l
Assembly in Paris, the Mexican del~gatlOn, under t e
distinguished leadership of our Presldent, lhresented f
resolution which, in our records, n9w bears t e name. 0

his illustrious country. That resolutlOn [1,90 (III~1, whlbh
lled upon the great Powers to settle theIr dlffel ences y

c~aceful means in accordance with the Charter, was
~nanimouslY approved by the General Assembly.
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6. In the meantime, and while the rest of the world waits
or one clear sign of such willingness and desire on the part
,f the Soviet Union-and none has come so far from this
'ostrum-we are compelled to pursue the only alternative
:hat remains in order to maintain international peace and
;ecurity. This alternative is being pursued in two ways:
through the development all papcr as well as in the field
'lE a United Nations collective security system, and through
the establishment of mutual ctefcnce arrangements in various
regIons of the ,,,arId.

17. Seventeen months ago the United Nations decided
to repel communist aggression in Korea in the first collective
military action ever undertaken by an international organi
zation, Totally improvised and developed from scratch, the
United Nations effort in Korea has today become a magni
ficent fi-eld demonstration of the potentialities of a system
of collective security, Full credit must be given by all
impartial men to the United States which has borne the
brunt of the struggle, For our part, we in the Philippines
are proud to have contributed our modest share to this
historic undertaking. For what has sustained our men and

L the men of fifteen- other nations in Korea has been the
determination that aggression shall not go unrepelled and
that potential aggressors shall draw the appropriate lesson
from the action of the United Nations.

18. As a result of the communist aggression ill -Korea,
the General Assembly decided at the last session

;., [reso/utioll 377 (V)] to .p,roceed with. the stud,Y. and elal:JO
ration Df measures, pohtiCal, economIC and mlhtary, whICh
the 'United Nations may take in case of future threats to the

, peace, breaches of the peace,. und acts of aggression. T~e
Collective Measures CommIttee has now presented Its
report 1 to the Gencral Assembly, That report is, ill effe~t,

a monumental project on collective securi.ty, ,the first.of Its
kind in the history of international orgalllzatI0Il;' It, IS ~ur
hope that it will be considered with the care and Imagmatlon

. it fully deserves.
". 19. At the same time, pl'ogI'ess has been made in the
, establishment and strengthening of mutual defence arran-

gements ill accordance with principles sanctioned by the
Charter. The purely defensive character of all these
arrangements, including the Inter-Arneticat; Treaty ,?f
Reciprocal Assistance and the North AtlantIc rreaty,. IS
patent, and nobody can read into them any aggressr~e

designs whatever, unless it be those who see reflecte~ 10

them, as in a mirror, their own hidden purpose of aggre:'8Io~.,
In. particular, the series of new mutual d;efence tr~atles m
the Pacific area and the project of a Pactflc se,cuTlty pact,
which owes its origin to tlle vision of.the PreSIdent of the
Philippines, have been directly inspIred b~ the f~ar of
communist aggression, The measure of thIS fear IS, the
fact that the Filipino people have had to, swallow tJ:e bItter
pill of an unsatisfactory peace tre~ty Wlth Japan m order
to permit the integration of Japan lUto a systen; of mutual
defence against communism in the western PacIfic.

20. As the whole world knows, the leadership assumed
by the United States in effecting these arrangements has
beeXl virtually forced upon it by circumstances. and ac~eptecl
by it with considerable reluctance. Mr. ~yshmsky hlms~lf,
on this rostrum, has pointed out ~he ternfic burden WhlC~
the American people are shoulder!ng by reason of the vas
commitments assumed by the Umted States.to suppo~ the
economy and strengthen the defences of ft1en~ly natlO!1s•
No one should imagine that they enjoy the sacrIfices WhlCh

, See Official Rec()rds cf the General Assembly, Sixth SessirJn, Stlpple
mml No. 13.

these commitments will entail for a long time to come, It
has been claimed on behalf of the Soviet Union that itB
resources are being used to raise the living standards of the
Soviet peoples , Yet the vast uninterrupted armaments
programme of the Soviet Union must inevitably slow down
the elevation of the peo:ple's livelihood. How can anyone
conceive that the AmerIcan people, who have long been
accustomed to the highest living standards in the world,
would readily accept a diminution of those standards by
reason of the rearmament programme unless they understand
it to be absolutdy necessary? The sacrifice is obviously
unequal, for what the Soviet people have never had thcy
will not miss, while the. American people will miss what
they have always had. Here again, the American people
have no choice. They must give of their substance to other
peoples in order that the latter may be saved from the
misery, chaos and anarchy on which communism feeds.
They must rebuild their abandoned defences and help
other countries build uf their own in order to redress the
dangerous imbalance 0 power which, since the end of the
war, has so greatly favoured the Soviet Union.

21. It is a favourite argument of the pacifists that an
armaments race must inevitably lead to war. But the
argument is really valid only in reverse. We can have
assurance of enduring peace only if all the Powers agree
simultaneously to give up their power to attack. In the
present state of power politics, the surest way to provoke
war is to maintain a condition of imbalance in military
power, in short, a condition of unilateral disarmament which
places one side at the mercy of the other.

22. The peace resulting from the establishment of these
regional mutual defenc,e al'rangeill;ents .~nd the consequent
maintenance of a certalll balance m mIlttary power WIll be
at best a precarious peace. It is t;l0t the peace we ,,:ant ;
it is not the peace we must contmue to ~eek. It ,IS an
expedient that harks back to the makeshift. l'~medles of
classical diplomacy in the past and, hence, ~s m~deqlla~c
to the needs of our present world. Our world ~n thIS atomIC
age requires guarantees of peace far more sohd than those
afforded by the conventional system of balance of power.

23. When Mr. Vyshinsky denounces these treaties of
mutual defence, he should at least remember that they c,ould
almost immediately be rendered unneces~ary at.a smgle
stroke by the Soviet Union itself. Here, Indeed, IS where
a single peaceful act on the part of Mosc?~ would work
like magic in dissip~ting ~he feat;s and SuspICIOns that ha~e
settled 011 men's mlllds ltke an Incubus. -~et the Kre~lm
but give such proof to the world, and thIS awful weIght
would be lifted from the nations and this mad race to\yards
disaster halted at once. We have ,heard Mr. Vys,hmsky
several times in a few days from thIS rostrum.. It IS very
sad to admit that no sign has so far come from hIm, that the
word that heals has not been spok~n. All. that we have seen
so far is a white dove of peace WIth WhICh he was fJhoto.
graphed just before the meeting this afternoon. A 1 m~il
who love peace must continue to hope that the dove w~ll
be more than a conventional symbol, and thai fen hi
not turn away from this session of ,the Gen~ra ~sem'y
in bitter despair and with a gnawlllg emptmess In theIr
hearts.
24. 11'1 1948, during the third session ?f the General
A bI m· Paris the Mexican deleaatlOn, under thessemy '. .
distinguished leadershIp of our PreSl ent, Phresented a

f, l' h ' ds now bears t e name 0resolutIOn w lle , Ln our recor , , Il} hich
his illustrious country. That resolutIOn [1,90 (~ ~" w b
called upon the great Powers to settle theIr dl elences y

eaceful means in accordance with the Charter, was
~nanimouslY approved by the General Assembly.
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6. In the meantime, and while the rest of the world waits
or one clear sign of such willingness and desire on the part
,f the Soviet Union-and none has come so far from this
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;ecurity. This alternative is being pursued in two ways:
through the development all papcr as well as in the field
'lE a United Nations collective security system, and through
the establishment of mutual ctefcnce arrangements in various
regIons of the ,,,arId.

17. Seventeen months ago the United Nations decided
to repel communist aggression in Korea in the first collective
military action ever undertaken by an international organi
zation. Totally improvised and developed from scratch, the
United Nations effort in Korea has today become a magni
ficent fi-eld demonstration of the potentialities of a system
of collective security, Full credit must be given by all
impartial men to the United States which has borne the
brunt of the struggle, For our part, we in the Philippines
are proud to have contributed our modest share to this
historic undertaking. For what has sustained our men and

L the men of fifteen- other nations in Korea has been the
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kind in the history of international orgalllzatI0Il;' It, IS ~ur
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arrangements, including the Inter-Arneticat; Treaty ,?f
Reciprocal Assistance and the North AtlantIc rreaty,. IS
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them, as in a mirror, their own hidden purpose of aggre:'sIo~..
In. particular, the series of new mutual d;efence tr~atles m
the Pacific area and the project of a PacIfic se,cunty pact,
which owes its origin to tlle vision of.the PreSIdent of the
Philippines, have been directly inspIred b~ the f~ar of
communist aggression. The measure of thIS fear IS, the
fact that the Filipino people have had to. swallow tJ:e bItter
pill of an unsatisfactory peace tre~ty Wlth Japan tu order
to permit the integration of Japan Into a systen; of mutual
defence against communism in the western PacIfic.

20. As the whole world knows, the leadership assumed
by the United States in effecting these arrangements has
beel1 virtually forced upon it by circumstances. and ac~eptecl
by it with considerable reluctance. Mr. ~yshmsky hlms~lf,
on this rostrum, has pointed out ~he ternfic burden WhlC~
the American people are shoulder!ng by reason of the vas
commitments assumed by the Umted States,to suppo~ the
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No one should imagine that they enjoy the sacnfices WhlCh
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these commitments will entail for a long time to come, It
has been claimed on behalf of the Soviet Union that itB
resources are being used to raise the living standards of the
Soviet peoples . Yet the vast uninterrupted armaments
programme of the Soviet Union must inevitably slow down
the elevation of the peo:ple's livelihood. How can anyone
conceive that the AmerIcan people, who have long been
accustomed to the highest living standards in the world,
would readily accept a diminution of those standards by
reason of the rearmament programme unless they understand
it to be absolutdy necessary? The sacrifice is obviously
unequal, for what the Soviet people have never had they
will not miss, while the American people will miss what
they have always had. Here again, the American people
have no choice. They must give of their substance to other
peoples in order that the latter may be saved from the
misery, chaos and anarchy on which communism feeds.
They must rebuild their abandoned defences and help
other countries build uf their own in order to redress the
dangerous imbalance 0 power which, since the end of the
war, has so greatly favoured the Soviet Union.

21. It is a favourite argument of the pacifists that an
armaments race must inevitably lead to war. But the
argument is really valid only in reverse. We can have
assurance of enduring peace only if all the Powers agree
simultaneously to give up their power to attack. In the
present state of power politics, the surest way to provoke
war is to maintain a condition of imbalance in military
power, in short, a condition of unilateral disarmament which
places one side at the mercy of the other.

22. The peace resulting from the establishment of these
regional mutual defenc,e arrangeill;ents .~nd the consequent
maintenance of a certalll balance m mIlttary power WIll be
at best a precarious peace. It is t;l0t the peace we ,,:ant ;
it is not the peace we must contmue to ~eek. It .1S an
expedient that harks back to the makeshift. r~medles of
classical diplomacy in the past and, hence, ~s m~deqlla~e
to the needs of our present world. Our world ~n thIS atomIC
age requires guarantees of peace far more sohd than those
afforded by the conventional system of balance of power.

23. When Mr. Vyshinsky denounces these treaties of
mutual defence, he should at least remember that they c.ould
almost immediately be rendered unneces~ary at.a smgle
stroke by the Soviet Union itself. Here, Indeed, IS where
a single peaceful act on the part of Mosc?~ would work
like magic in dissip~ting ~he feat;s and SusplclOns that ha~e
settled 011 men's mmds ltke nn lllcubus. -~et the Kre~lm
but give such proof to the world, and thIS awful weIght
would be lifted from the nations and this mad race to\yards
disaster halted at once. We have ,heard Mr. Vys.hmsky
several times in a few days from thIS rostrum.. It IS very
sad to admit that no sign has so far come from hIm, that the
word that heals has not been spok~n. All. that we have seen
so far is a white dove of peace WIth WhICh he was fJhoto.
graphed just before the meeting this afternoon. A 1 m~il
who love peace must continue to hope that the dove w~ll
be more than a conventional symbol, and thai fen hi
not turn away from this session of .the Gen~ra ~sem'y
in bitter despair and with a gnawlllg emptmess In theIr
hearts.
24. Ill. 1948, during the third session ?f the General
A bI m· Paris the Mexican deleaatlOn, under thessemy '. .
distinguished leadershIp of our PreS1 ent, Phresented a
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called upon the great Powers to settle theIr dl elences y

eaceful means in accordance with the Charter, was
~nanimouslY approved by the General Assembly.
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asked me a very direct question and he made an observation~
which caIls for a direct answer. He asked whether or not 1, ~

as President of the General Assembly, ....-as impressed bY!I.
the fact that the representative who asked to speak \vas the J

representative of a great Power. That observation calls fot .
an answer. ~

35. I am not at all impressed, as President, by the impor-l'
tance of the countries represented here. My duty is a vcr}'
limited one. I do not have any powers which arc not gi\.eol"
by the General Assembly. The President of the Genera! •
Assembly is the servant of and is under the ,ulthority of the
General Assembly. My functions are very limited, but 1
intend to perform those functions to the best of my ability, i
with absolute impartiality, and without being subjected.
to the pressure of any side or of any representative from 1
whatever corner of the world he may come. That being ~
so, I shalI reply that according to the rules of procedure f
there is nothing particular about the general debate. i
Anybody who is familiar with the rules of procedure will ;
know that the same rules apply both to tbe debate in ~
committee and to the debate in plenary session. Rule.
69 states that" The President shall c~l1l upon speakers in ~,

the order in which they signify their desire to speak ". "
That is the duty of the President. Any representative who i1
presents his name to be inscribed before the list of speakers I'

is closed, comes under this rule. l
ff

h
36. I am perfectlyflweII aware that in the past no speaker .i,.

as requested the oor for a second time, except during
the plenary meetings in which the twenty-year programme 1,.'..

for achieving peace through the United Nations, presented
by the Secretary-General, was dealt with. In those meetings ~
tW? speakers of the same country were alIowed the floor. .
With that exception, no speaker has requested the flaor ~
!or a second time. If they consider that the best thing to do
IS to ~peak ~nly once in the exposition of their point of \'icw, ;
that IS a POlllt for representatives themseh'es to decidc, but it
I agree that the precedent is that on other occasions no ~'
representatives have requested the floor twicc in the general 'Id
debate, with the exception I have mentioned. t
37. However, I am bound by the rule I have mentioned ,.
and my duty is not to try to forbid in any way the liberty
of expression of any representative, either of a small or
~reat country. That is why I have put on the list, as being i'
III order, the name of the representative of the Soviet Union.
T~erefore I did ~ot asc~rta~n beforehand what the represen
tative of th~ Soviet UnlO~ Intended to say but now that the
representative ~f AustralIa ha,s aske~ the question, it is for r
the. representative of the Soviet Ulllon to give the answer.
I give the floor to the representative of the Soviet Union.

38. M,r. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
RepublIcs) (tTanslat~dfrom Russian): I had nevcr imagined ~.
that any representative, whether of a great or a small State, C'Ilf'
~ould. have been pla~ed in so humi}iating a position as that
III which the AustralIan representative has tned to place mc, I
nor that any sl!ch attempt could have been made towards
an~ representative enjoying equality of rights in our Organi- '
~atlOn. We have, of course, become used to aLl kinds of
Illfamous P!oc~edin~s, including police measures and police I
chros~-I~Xt~mmtatlOnh' A1.1t I dbon't submit to the latter. It is, .'.

umlla mg o. ~ ~ s~em ly-I am not referring to the
perso~al humlhatlOfi ..lllflict~~ on me-to reply to the .:,.
questIOn of the AustralIan Mllllster for Foreign Affairs, who Il"

has apparen.tIy not !TI~ste.red th~ elementary rules of I
courtesy which prevail III lllternatlO~al gatherings. ~

39.. I must point out that I did not reach the rostrum at
wh.l~h I now stand by some devious way, but through the
legItImate method of putting my name down two days ago
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25. In 1949, d,uring the laying of t!Je ~ornerstone ?~ the
United Nations III New York over which It was my pnvilege
to preside [237th meeting], I was so deeply impressed by the
historic import of the Mexican peace resolution that I
expressed the wish that it ought to have been included
among the documents which were placed in the cornerstone
along with the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

2Ci. Today we have the opportunity, under the guidance
and leadership of our President, here in the United Nations,
to work out the grave problems of our time in the spirit of
the Mexican peace resolution which he himself sponsored
in 1948. This is a significant coincidence which, I sincerely
hope, augurs weIl for the effective use of the United Nations
as a centre for harmonizing the views and actions of Member
States, and for composing their differences within the
framework of the Charter.

27. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I caIl
on thc representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

28. Mr. CASEY (Australia) (speaking from the floor) :
On a point of order, Mr. President.

29. The PRESIDENT: If you have a point of order will
you come to the rostrum.

30. Mr. CASEY (Australia): I am grateful for the
President's courtesy in giving me a few moments in which
to make a point of order before calling Mr. Vyshinsky
to the rostrum for the second time. It is not that I have the
slightest objec~ion i~ the world to Mr. Vyshinsky's speaking
for a second time; III fact, personally, I would welcome it.
I~ is merely to ask the President if he has proposed to assure
hlI,n~eIf th~t Mr. Vyshinsky,. in seeking this rather unusual
pnyile&e, IS about to c~ntn.bute anything which is new,
which IS urgent and which IS relevant to our discussions.
I.f he. has x:ot, he may get ~ very lengthy addition to the
time III which we have to Sit here in plenary session. If
he has not so assured himself, these plenary meetings may
develop into a debate in the parliamentary sense.

31. I would suggest with the greatest respect that if
Mr. Vyshinsky has new material to offer then all of us
will be only too "\\:iIIing to listen to him ; bdt I must reserve
for myself the nght to ask for the same privilege that
Mr. Vyshinsky is now, I imagine, about to have.

~2. This .is a democratic g~thering. I am quite sure that
In. s~ggcstlllg to ~r. Vyshmsky that he might have the
prlVlle.ge of speakmg a second time the President has not
been Illflu~nced by the fact that Mr. Vyshinsky is the
~epresentatlve of a very great power. So far as this Assembly
~s concern~d, the greatest and the smaIlest Powers are equal
III the President's eyes, so that with the fifty or sixty countries
represented here he may have an almost indefinite extension
of these ple~ary sitti,ngs. If his indulgence to Mr. Vyshinsky
~xtends to ~IS speakIng for a second time-I think that there
IS .no partICular virtue. in numbers-why not a second,
tlmd, or even a fourth time for the rest of us in which case
we. should have a debate of considerable 'dimensions in
which one representative replies to another' he is replied
to, and so on. '

33. I shall not take up the time of the Assembly
further, ~ut with great respect I shall simply ask whet~~
the ~resldent has assured himself in the direction I have
mentIOned, or whether he proposes to do so.

34. The ~RESIDENT: It was my intention to ask the
l'e~resentatlVe o~ the Soviet Union to reply to the represen
tatIve of AustraiJa. However, the representative of Australia

:1
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asked me a very direct question and he made an observation
which caUs for a direct answer. He asked whether or not 1,
as President of the General Assembly, ",-as impressed by
the fact that the representative who asked to speak \\las the
representative of a great Power. That observation calls fot
an answer.

35. I am not at aU impressed, as President, by the impor- .
tance of the countries represented here. My duty is aver}'
limited one. I do not haye any powers which arc not gh'en
by the General Assembly. The President of the Genera!
Assembly is the servant of and is under the allthority (If the
General Assembly. My functions are very limited, but 1
intend to perform those functions to the best of my ability.
with absolute impartiality, and without being subjected.
to the pressure of any side or of any representative from'
whatever corner of the world he may comc. That being
so, I shaH reply that according to the rules of procedure
there is nothing particular about the general debate.
Anybody who is familiar with the rules of procedure will
know that the same rules apply both to the debate in
committee and to the debate in plenar)' session. Rule
69 states that" The President shall call upon speakers in ,
the order in which they signify their desire to speak ". I

That is the duty of the President. Any representative who
presents his name to be inscribed before the list of speakers
is closed, comes under this rule.

36. I am perfectly well aware that in the past no speaker
has requested the floor for a second time, except during
the plenary meetings in which the twentY-year programme '1

for achieving peace through the United Nations, presented
by the Secretary-General, was dealt with. In those meetings
two speakers of the same country werc aHowcd the floor.
With that exception, no speaker has requested the f}aor
for a second time. If they consider that the best thing to do
IS to ~peak ~nly once in the exposition of their point of \.icw,
that IS a pomt for representatives themseh·cs to decide, but
I agree that the precedent is that on other occasions no
representatives have requested the floor twice in the general
debate, with the exception I have mcntionc:d.

37. However, I am bound by the rule I have mentioned
and my duty is not to try to forbid in any way the libertv
of expression of any representative, either of a small or
~reat country. That is why I have put on the list, as being
m order, the name of the representative of the Soviet Union.
T~erefore I did ~ot ase~rta~n beforehand what the rcprcsen
tatlve of th~ Soviet UnlO~ mtended to say but now that the
representative ~f AustralIa ha,s aske~ the question, it is for
the.representatlve of the Soviet Ulllon to give the answer.
I gIve the floor to the representative of the Soviet Union.

38. M,r. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
RepublIcs) (translat~dfrom Russian): I had never imagined I
that any representatIve, whether of a great or a small State ~~
~ould.have been plaged in so humiliating a position as that
III which the AustralIan representative has tflcd to place mc, •
nor that any sl~ch attempt could have been made towards
anJ:' representative enjoying equality of rights in our Organi
~atlOn. We have! of course, become used to all kinds of
mfamous P:oc~cdmts, including police measures and police I
chruoss'-I~xt~nuntatlOtnh' Aut I dboln't submit to the latter. It is, "

mlla mg 0 e ssem y-I am not referring to the '
perso~al humiliation ..inflict~~ on me-to reply to the ,~
questIOn of the AustralIan Mmlster for Foreign Affairs, who !'

has apparen.tIy not ;m~ste.red th~ elementary rules of ,
courtesy which prevaIl III mternatlO!1al gatherings. ..

39.. I must point out that I did not reach the rostrum at I
wh!~h I now stand by some devious way, but through the I
leg'tun." m'thod of putting my n;nn, down two cl.y••go I

25. In 1949, d!-.Iring the laying of t?e ~ornerstone ?~ the
United Nations In New York over which It was my pnvl1ege
to preside [237th meeting], I was so deeply impre~sed by the
historic import of the Mexican peace resolutlOn that I
expressed the wish that it ought to have been included
among the documents which were placed in the cornerstone
along with the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

2Ci. Today we have the opportunity, under the guidance
and leadership of our President, here in the United Nations,
to work out the grave problems of our time in the spirit of
the Mexican peace resolution which he himself sponsored
in 1948. This is a significant coincidence which, I sincerely
hope, augurs weIl for the effective use of the United Nations
as a centre for harmonizing the views and actions of Member
States, and for composing their differences within the
framework of the Charter.

27. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I caIl
on thc representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics,

28. Mr. CASEY (Australia) (speaking from the floor) :
On a point of order, Mr. President.

29. The PRESIDENT: If you have a point of order will
you come to the rostrum.

30. Mr. CASEY (Australia): I am grateful for the
President's courtesy in giving me a few moments in which
to make a point of order before calling Mr. Vyshinsky
to the rostrum for the second time. It is not that I have the
slightest objec~ion i~ the world to Mr. Vyshinsky's speaking
for a second time; m fact, personally, I would welcome it.
I~ is merely to ask the President if he has proposed to assure
hlI,n~elf th~t Mr. Vyshinsky,. in seeking this rather unusual
pnyl1e&e, IS about to c~ntn.bute anything which is new,
which IS urgent and which IS relevant to our discussions.
I.f he. has x:ot, he may get ~ very lengthy addition to the
tlffie m which we have to Sit here in plenary session If
he has not so assured himself, these plenary meetings 'may
develop into a debate in the parliamentary sense.

31. I would suggest with the greatest respect that if
Mr. Vyshinsky has new material to offer then all of us
will be only too \\:illing to listen to him ; bdt I must reserve
for myself the nght to ask for the same privilege that
Mr. Vyshinsky is now, I imagine, about to have.

?2. This js a democratic g~thering. I am quite sure that
In. s~ggestmg to ~r. Vyslunsky that he might have the
pnvl1e,ge of speakmg a second time the President has not
been Illflu~nced by the fact that Mr. Vyshinsky is the
~epresentatlveof a very great power. So far as this Assembly
~s concern~d, tI;e greatest and the smaIlest Powers are equal
III the PreSident s eyes, so that with the fifty or sixty countries
represented here he may have an almost indefinite extension
of these plex:ary sitti.ngs. If his indulgence to Mr. Vyshinsky
~xtends to ~IS spea~mg for a second time-I think that there
IS. no partICular virtue in numbers-why not a second
tlmd, or even a fourth time for the rest of us in which cas~
we. should have a de?ate of, considerable 'dimensions in
which one representative replIes to another' he is replied
to, and so on. '

33: I shall l1,ot take up the time of the Assembly any
further, ~ut With great respect I shall simply ask whether
the ~resldent has assured himself in the direction I have
mentIOned, or whether he proposes to do so.

34. The ~RESIDENT: It was my intention to ask the
l'e~resentatlVe of the Soviet Union to reply to the represen
tatIve of AustraI1a. However, the representative of Australia

35. I am not at all impressed, as President, by the impor- .
tance of the countries represented here. My duty is aver}'
limited one. I do not haye any powers which arc not gi\'en
by the General Assembly. The President of the General
Assembly is the servant of and is under the a\lthority of the
General Assembly. My functions are very limited, but 1
intend to perform those functions to the best of my ability.
with absolute impartiality, and without being subjected.
to the pressure of any side or of any representative from'
whatever corner of the world he may come. That being
so, I shall reply that according to the rules of procedure
there is nothing particular about the genera! debate.
Anybody who is familiar with the rules of procedure will
know that the same rules apply both to the debate in
committee and to the debate in plenary session. Rule
69 states that" The President shall call upon speakers in 1
the order in which they signify their desire to speak". I

That is the duty of the President. Any representative who .
presents his name to be inscribed before the list of speakers
is closed, comes under this rule.

36. I am perfectly well aware that in the past no speaker
has requested the floor for a second time, except during
the ple~ar'y meetings in which the t,wenty-year programme -~
for achlevmg peace through the Umted Nations, presented
by the Secretary-General, was dealt with. In those meetings
two speakers of the same country were allowed the floor.
With that exception, no speaker has requested the floor
~or a second time. If they consider that the best thing to do
IS to ~peak ~nly once in the exposition of their point of ,'ie""
that lS a pomt for representatlves themseh'cs to decide, but
I agree that the precedent is that on othcr occasions no
representatives have requested the floor twicc in the general
debate, with the exception I have mentioned.

37. However, I am bound by the rulc I have mentioned
and my duty is not to try to forbid in any wa; the Iibertv
of expression of any representativc, either 0 a small or
~reat country. That is why I have put on the list, as being
111 order, the name of the representative of the Soviet Union.
Th;erefore I did ~ot asc~rta~n beforehand what the represen
tatIve of th~ SOVIet Umo~ mtended to say but now that the
representatIve ?f AustralIa has asked the question, it is for
the. representatlve of the Soviet Union to give the answer.
I gIve the floor to the representative of the Soviet Union.

38. M,r. VYSHINSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist
Repubhcs) (translat~dfrom Russian): I had never imagined
that any representatIve, whcther of a great or a small State,
70u1d.have been pla~ed in so humiliating a ;position as that
In whIch the AustralIan representative has tncd to place mc,
nor that any sl~ch attempt could have been made towards
anJ: representatIve enjoying equality of rights in our Organi
~atlon. Wc have! of course, become used to all kinds of
mfamous p:oc~edmgs, includi~g polic~ measures and poli~e
cross,-~x::nunatlOn, but I don t submlt to the latter. It lS
humlIIatmg to. ~h~ As~en:bly-I am not referring to the
perso~al humIhatlOn ..lllflIct~~ on me-to reply to the
questIOn of the AustralIan Mmlster for Foreign Affitirs who
has apparently not mastered the elementary rul~s of
courtesy which prevail in internati0!1al gatherings.

39.. I must point out that I did not reach the rostrum at
wh!c,h I now stand by some devious way, but through the
legItImate method of putting my name down two days ago

33: I shall n,ot take up the time of the Assembly any
further, ~lUt WIth great respect I shall simply ask whether
the ~resldent has assured himself in the direction I have
mentlOned, or whether he proposes to do so.

34. The ~RESIDENT: It was my intention to ask the
l'e~resentatlve o~ the Soviet Union to reply to the represen
tatlve of AustralIa. However, the representative of Australia

25. In 1949, during the laying of t!J.e ~ornerstone ?~ the asked me a very direct question and he made an observation'
United Nations in New York over whlch lt was my pr1V1lege which caIls for a direct answer. He asked whether or not I,
to preside [237th meeting], I was so deeply impre~sed by the as President of the General Assembly, "''as impressed by
historic import of the Mexican peace resolutlOn that I the fact that the representative wh~ asked to sp.eak ' ....as the
expressed the wish that it ought to have been included representative of a great Power, 1 hat observatlon caUs fot
among the documents which were placed in the cornerstone an answer.
along with the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

2n. Today we have the opportunity, under the guidance
and leadership of our President, here in the United Nations,
to work out the grave problems of our time in the spirit of
the Mexican peace resolution which he himself sponsored
in 1918. This is a significant coincidence which, I sincerely
hope, augurs well for the effective use of the United Nations
as a centre for harmonizing the views and actions of Member
States, and for composing their differences within the
framework of the Charter.

27. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I call
on the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Rcpublics,

28. Mr. CASEY (Australia) (speaking from the floor) :
On a point of order, Mr. President.

29. The PRESIDENT: If you have a point of order will
you come to the rostrum.

30. Mr. CASEY (Australia): I am grateful for the
President's courtesy in giving me a few moments in which
to make a point of order before calling Mr. Vysrunsky
to the rostrum for the second time. It is not that I have the
slightest objection in the world to Mr. Vyshinsky's speaking
for a second time; in fact, personally, I would welcome it.
I~ is merely to ask the President if he has proposed to assure
hlI,n~elf th~t Mr. Vyshinsky" in seeking this rather unusual
pn:,l1e~e, IS about to c~nt!l,bute anything which is new,
whIch IS urgent and whlch lS relevant to our discussions.
l.f he. has ~ot, he may get ~ very lengthy addition to the
trrne 111 whIch we have to Slt here in plenary session. If
he has not so assured himself, these plenary mectings may
develop into a debate in the parliamentary sense.

31. I would suggest with the greatest respect that if
Mr. Vyshinsky has new material to offer then all of us
will be only too w,iIling to listen to him ; b~t I must reserve
for myself the nght to ask for the same privilege that
Mr. Vyshinsky is now, I imagine, about to have.

?2. This!s a democratic gathering. I am quite sure that
In. s~ggest111g to ~r. Vyshinsky that he might have the
pnvrle,ge of speakmg a second time the President has not
been mflu~nced by the fact that Mr. Vyshinsky is the
~epresentatlveof a very great Power. So far as this Assembly
~s conce~n~d, tl;e greatest and t~e smallest Po~ers are equal
111 the Plesldent 5 eyes, so that WIth the fifty or SIxty countries
represented here he may have an almost indefinite extension
of these plen,ury sitti!1gs, If his indulgence to Mr. Vyshinsky
~xtends to ~lS spea~111g fo!, a second time-I think that there
IS. no partIcular VIrtue. m numbers-why not a second,
tlmd, or even a fourth tlme for the rest of us in which case
we. should have a debate of considerable 'dimensions in
which one representative replies to another; he is replied
to, and so on.
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for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of
all armaments and armed forces " should continue to be
the so-called " United Nations plan for the international
control of atomic energy and the prohibition of atomic
weapons ". But we all lmow that this so-called plan for
the control of atomic energy and prohibition of atomic
weapons, which has already been imposed upon a majority
of the States Members of the United Nations by the United
States, although it may speak of international control of
atomic energy and of achwving the prohibition of atomic
weapons through such control, in reality contains neither
international control nor prohibition of atomic weapons.

46. Have we already forgotten that as long ago as 1946
the United States Committee on Atomic Energy-the
Chairman of which was the present Secretary of State of
the United States of America, Mr. Acheson, whom I am
pleased to see among us-in a report' prepared with the
assistance of its Board of Consultants, headed~ by
Mr. Lilienthal, one of the authors of the " Baruch Plan ",
and composed of such prominent specialists in the produc
tion of atomic weapons as Barnard, Oppenheimer, Thomas
and others, pointed out in referring to this so-called inter
national control plan, which the tripartite statement now
cites, that the plan did not require the United States to
discontinue the production of atomic weapons even after
the international control plan had bcen put into effect ?
Is that a fact or is it not ?

47. Up till now I have received no reply to this question.
Such eloquent members of the United States delegation
as Mr. Austin, who, as we Imow, replies to any question
with a wide variety of objections, have hitherto given no
answer. Perhaps they will answer this time, if only under
rule 74. I will gladly make room for them on this rostrum,
which I shall not occupy forever. ,

48. Perhaps they will reply to the question as to the
meaning of the letter, signed four or five years ago by
Mr. Acheson, to the then Secretary of State, Mr. Bymes,
in which it was stated that even after the so-called interna
tional control plan had been put into effect the United States
would by no means be obliged to discontinue production
of atomic weapons, but that everything would still depend,
on ratification, on discussion of political conditions, on 0

the international situation, which the Senate would be
bound to take into account when it finally decided the
question along with the House of Representatives.

49. Thus the plan which is now cited by-the tripartite
statement not only does not provide for prohibition of
the production of atomic weapons but, on the contrary,
stipulates that the United States may continue to produce
atomic weapons after the international control plan goes
into effect. This is one of the characteristic features of
the Baruch Plan. Another is that it provides for the kind
of international control system for atomic energy that
must inevitably lead to the unlimited power of American
monopolists, who would thereby become masters of the
whole world's economy, including the resources of atomic
energy. Thus this plan is not a plan for international
control but for American control, which bears no relation
to the objectives of a genuine international control organ.
In the terse expression of the head of the USSR Government,
Stalin, it is a take-off, a travesty of international control.

50. Note that this plan, which is supposed to be a plan
for the international control of prohibition of the a~omic
weapon-notice this point particularly-not only falls to

44. In my first appearance here [336th meeting] I was
not able, of course, to subject that statement to the thorough
analysis it fully deserved. I confined myself then to a few
passing remarks, and shall not conceal the fact that I
also informed the Assembly that the statement had made
me laugh. But more of that later, if at all.

45. Take, for examJ?le, such an extremely important
matter as the prohibitIOn of atomic weapons; it turns out
that the statement does not provide for the prohibition
of atomic weapons at all. This is utterly unacceptable.
It is certainly no accident that the tripartite statement,
in paragraph 5, merely mentions casually that the basis
" for the atomic energy aspects of any general pro~ramme
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:rvation! ' .to speak again i~ accordance with rule 7,4 of the rules of
r not I :r.. "procedure, and 1U the knowledge that neither the rules of
lsed by!. procedure, nor the Charter upon which those rules are based,
was the:. contain provisions depriv~ng any delegation of the right to
:a118 for speak twice on any questIOn. Thus the way I have chosen

r' is the usual, constitutional way and no one is entitled to
, , 0 prevent me from speaking again in accordance with rule 74.

,lmpor'1," I would ask the ~resident to be ~uided by rule 74 as welt as
, a yery '. by rule 69. It IS argued that m such Clrcumsta.i1ces the
~ given [Plenary meeting might turn into an endless "long
J'eneral parliament". But that depends on the members and on the
f 0bi the President. If anybody wants to answer my statement, the
, .u.t 1 , President must permit him to reply under rule 74. Some
b?lhty, r representatives will probably desire to do so, the Australian
• ~fcted"'!r 'representative him~elf, for instance. I am not going t? ask
e bt?m him now what he mtends to say j I have enough patIence
t elOg 0 to wait a while and hear him.
lcedure r
debate, 40. It is suggested; if you please, that no objection would
Ire wilt be raised if I had anything unusual to say. I might of course
bate in r retort by asking the leader of the Australian delegation, who

Rule I1 is also the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, to tell

.
Ji.ers in Wme what he regards as unusual. I might answer his question
peak". L by another; but assuming that the question is put in a
ve Whor" friendly way my reply is that what I intended to say will
peakers be unusual from his point of view and entirely usual from

mine. The Australian representative pointed out that this
is ~ democratic assembly. But his speech proves that

spea~er. his position at least has nothing whatsoever to do with
dUring _ 0 democracy.

iramme r
esented 41. To conclude these explanations, I would, with respect,
leetings "r; ask the President to allow me to speak on the substance of
e floor. the matter without wasting any more precious time in
le floor empty prattle and in a slanging match with the Australian
.g to do "0 delegation. By his leave I will now speak on the substance
)f view, r of the matter.

~~s b~~ 42. During the general debate which has now reached·
general .; ~ its ,closing stages, mar:y representative~ have ~o~ched ~n a

senes of extremely tmportant questlOns ansing mamly
o from the statements and proposals of the United States,

Itioned r United Kingdom and French delegations on the one hand
liberty and of the delegation of the Soviet Union on the other.
nall or Although considerable attention has already been paid to
I b~ing ~l· tho~e proposals, not all the questions have been sufficiently
Umon: c1anfied ; they cannot therefore be regarded as exhausted.
lresen- ' ,.
lat the 43. We have already pointed out that these proposals
o Is for or· of the three Powers [A/1943], submitted in their much
~swer advertised plan for the reduction of armed forces and
on' armaments, including atomic weapons, and allegedly aimed
,. at reducing the danger of war and strengthening the secu-
leialist I· rity of all countries, by their very nature do not conform
agined <i~ to the advertisement. A careful analysis of the tripartite
State, r statement containing these proposals is enough to convince

IS that L us that this is so.
~e me, ~r
,war~s
rgant-

;;li~~ I'It is , ;
:0 the 0

) the 'r',who
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, .to speak again i~ accordance with rule 7,4 of the rules of
~ procedure, and 1U the knowledge that neither the rules of

procedure, nor the Charter upon which those rules are based,
contain provisions depriving any delegation of the right to
speak twice on any question. Thus the way I have chosen

, is the usual, constitutional way and no one is entitled to
. prevent me from speaking again in accordance with rule 74.
r I would ask the President to be guided by rule 74 as welt as

by rule 69. It is argued that in such circumsta.i1ces the
plenary meeting might turn into an endless "long
parliament". But that depends on the members and on the
President. If anybody wants to answer my statement, the

, President must permit him to reply under rule 74. Some
representatives will probably desire to do so, the Australian

• 'representative himself, for instance. I am not going to ask
him now what he intends to say j I have enough patience
to wait a while and hear him.

40. It is suggested; if you please, that no objection would
be raised if I had anything unusual to say. I might of course
retort by asking the leader of the Australian delegation, who
is also the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, to tell

~ me what he regards as unusual. I mightanswer his question
. by another; but assuming that the question is put in a
I friendly way my reply is that what I intended to say will

be unusual from his point of view and entirely usual from
mine. The Australian representative pointed out that this
is ~ democratic assembly. But his speech proves that
his position at least has nothing whatsoever to do with
democracy.

41. To conclude these explanations, I would, with respect,
ask the President to allow me to speak on the substance of
the matter without wasting any more precious time in
empty prattle and in a slanging match with the Australian
delegation. By his leave I will now speak on the substance
of the matter.

42. During the general debate which has now reached'
, its closing stages, many representatives have touched on a

series of extremely important questions arising mainly
from the statements and proposals of the United States,
United Kingdom and French delegations on the one hand
and of the delegation of the Soviet Union on the other.
Although considerable attention has already been paid to
those proposals, not all the questions have been sufficiently
clarified ; they cannot therefore be regarded as exhausted.

43. We have already pointed out that these proposals
of the three Powers [A/1943], submitted in their much
advertised plan for the reduction of armed forces and
armaments, including atomic weapons, and allegedly aimed
at reducing the danger of war and strengthening the secu
rity of all countries, by their very nature do not conform
to the advertisement. A careful analysis of the tripartite
statement containing these proposals is enough to convince
us that this is so.

44. In my first appearance here [336th meeting] I was
not able, of course, to subject that statement to the thorough
analysis it fully deserved. I confined myself then to a few
passing remarks, and shall not conceal the fact that I
also informed the Assembly that the statement had made
me laugh. But more of that later, if at all.

45. Take, for eXaIUJ?le, such an extremely important
matter as the prohibitlOn of atomic weapons; it turns out
that the statement does not provide for the prohibition
of atomic weapons at all. This is utterly unacceptable.
It ia certainly no accident that the tripartite statement,
in paragraph 5, merely mentions casually that the basis
" for the atomic energy aspects of any general pro~ramme

for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of
all armaments and armed forces " should continue to be
the so-called " United Nations plan for the international
control of atomic energy and the prohibition of atomic
weapons ". But we all Imow that this so-called plan for
the control of atomic energy and prohibition of atomic
weapons, which has already been imposed upon a majority
of the States Members of the United Nations by the United
States, although it may speak of international control of
atomic energy and of achIeving the prohibition of atomic
weapons through such control, in reality contains neither
international control nor prohibition of atomic weapons.

46. Have we already forgotten that as long ago as 1946
the United States Committee on Atomic Energy-the
Chairman of which was the present Secretary of State of
the United States of America, Mr. Acheson, whom I am
pleased to see among us-in a report' prepared with the
assistance of its Board of Consultants, headed~ by
Mr. Lilienthal, one of the authors of the " Baruch Plan ",
and composed of such prominent specialists in the produc
tion of atomic weapons as Barnard, Oppenheimer, Thomas
and others, pointed out in referring to this so-called inter
national control plan, which the tripartite statement now
cites, that the plan did not require the United States to
discontinue the production of atomic weapons even after
the international control plan had been put into effect ?
Is that a fact or is it not ?

47. Up till now I have received no reply to this question.
Such eloquent members of the United States delegation
as Mr. Austin, who, as we lmow, replies to any question
with a wide variety of objections, have hitherto given no
answer. Perhaps they will answer this time, if only under
rule 74. I will gladly make room for them on this rostrum,
which I shall not occupy forever. ,

48. Perhaps they will reply to the question as to the
meaning of the letter, signed four or five years ago by
Mr. Acheson, to the then Secretary of State, Mr. Byrnes,
in which it was stated that even after the so-called interna
tional control plan had been put into effect the United States
would by no means be obliged to discontinue production
of atomic weapons, but that everything would still depend,
on ratification, on discussion of political conditions, on .
the international situation, which the Senate would be
bound to take into account when it finally decided the
question along with the House of Representatives.

49. Thus the plan which is now cited by-the tripartite
statement not only does not provide for prohibition of
the production of atomic weapons but, on the contrary,
stipulates that the United States may continue to produce
atomic weapons after the international control plan goes
into effect. This is one of the characteristic features of
the Baruch Plan. Another is that it provides for the kind
of international control system for atomic energy that
must inevitably lead to the unlimited power of American
monopolists, who would thereby become masters of the
whole world's economy, including the resources of atomic
energy. Thus this plan is not a plan for international
control but for American control, which bears no relation
to the objectives of a genuine international control organ.
In the terse expression of the head of the USSR Government,
Stalin, it is a take-off, a travesty of international control.

50. Note that this plan, which is supposed to be a plan
for the international control of prohibition of the atomic
weapon-notice this point particularly-not only fails to

I United States Department of State publication ~498.
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~ procedure, and 1U the knowledge that neither the rules of

procedure, nor the Charter upon which those rules are based,
contain provisions depriving any delegation of the right to
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him now what he intends to say j I have enough patience
to wait a while and hear him.

40. It is suggested; if you please, that no objection would
be raised if I had anything unusual to say. I might of course
retort by asking the leader of the Australian delegation, who
is also the Australian Minister for Foreign Affairs, to tell

~ me what he regards as unusual. I might answer his question
, by another; but assuming that the question is put in a
I friendly way my reply is that what I intended to say will

be unusual from his point of view and entirely usual from
mine. The Australian representative pointed out that this
is ~ democratic assembly. But his speech proves that
his position at least has nothing whatsoever to do with
democracy.

41. To conclude these explanations, I would, with respect,
ask the President to allow me to speak on the substance of
the matter without wasting any more precious time in
empty prattle and in a slanging match with the Australian
delegation. By his leave I will now speak on the substance
of the matter.

42. During the general debate which has now reached
, its closing stages, many representatives have touched on a

series of extremely important questions arising mainly
from the statements and proposals of the United States,
United Kingdom and French delegations on the one hand
and of the delegation of the Soviet Union on the other.
Although considerable attention has already been paid to
those proposals, not all the questions have been sufficiently
clarified ; they cannot therefore be regarded as exhausted.

43. We have already pointed out that these proposals
of the three Powers [A/1943], submitted in their much
advertised plan for the reduction of armed forces and
armaments, including atomic weapons, and allegedly aimed
at reducing the danger of war and strengthening the secu
rity of all countries, by their very nature do not conform
to the advertisement. A careful analysis of the tripartite
statement containing these proposals is enough to convince
us that this is so.

44. In my first appearance here [336th meeting] I was
not able, of course, to subject that statement to the thorough
analysis it fully deserved. I confined myself then to a few
passing remarks, and shall not conceal the fact that I
also informed the Assembly that the statement had made
me laugh. But more of that later, if at all.

45. Take, for eXaIUJ?le, such an extremely important
matter as the prohibitlOn of atomic weapons; it turns out
that the statement does not provide for the prohibition
of atomic weapons at all. This is utterly unacceptable.
It ia certainly no accident that the tripartite statement,
in paragraph 5, merely mentions casually that the basis
" for the atomic energy aspects of any general pro~ramme

for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction of
all armaments and armed forces " should continue to be
the so-called " United Nations plan for the international
control of atomic energy and the prohibition of atomic
weapons ". But we all Imow that this so-called plan for
the control of atomic energy and prohibition of atomic
weapons, which has already been imposed upon a majority
of the States Members of the United Nations by the United
States, although it may speak of international control of
atomic energy and of achIeving the prohibition of atomic
weapons through such control, in reality contains neither
international control nor prohibition of atomic weapons.

46. Have we already forgotten that as long ago as 1946
the United States Committee on Atomic Energy-the
Chairman of which was the present Secretary of State of
the United States of America, Mr. Acheson, whom I am
pleased to see among us-in a report' prepared with the
assistance of its Board of Consultants, headed~ by
Mr. Lilienthal, one of the authors of the " Baruch Plan ",
and composed of such prominent specialists in the produc
tion of atomic weapons as Barnard, Oppenheimer, Thomas
and others, pointed out in referring to this so-called inter
national control plan, which the tripartite statement now
cites, that the plan did not require the United States to
discontinue the production of atomic weapons even after
the international control plan had been put into effect ?
Is that a fact or is it not ?

47. Up till now I have received no reply to this question.
Such eloquent members of the United States delegation
as Mr. Austin, who, as we lmow, replies to any question
with a wide variety of objections, have hitherto given no
answer. Perhaps they will answer this time, if only under
rule 74. I will gladly make room for them on this rostrum,
which I shall not occupy forever. ,

48. Perhaps they will reply to the question as to the
meaning of the letter, signed four or five years ago by
Mr. Acheson, to the then Secretary of State, Mr. Byrnes,
in which it was stated that even after the so-called interna
tional control plan had been put into effect the United States
would by no means be obliged to discontinue production
of atomic weapons, but that everything would still depend,
on ratification, on discussion of political conditions, on .
the international situation, which the Senate would be
bound to take into account when it finally decided the
question along with the House of Representatives.

49. Thus the plan which is now cited by-the tripartite
statement not only does not provide for prohibition of
the production of atomic weapons but, on the contrary,
stipulates that the United States may continue to produce
atomic weapons after the international control plan goes
into effect. This is one of the characteristic features of
the Baruch Plan. Another is that it provides for the kind
of international control system for atomic energy that
must inevitably lead to the unlimited power of American
monopolists, who would thereby become masters of the
whole world's economy, including the resources of atomic
energy. Thus this plan is not a plan for international
control but for American control, which bears no relation
to the objectives of a genuine international control organ.
In the terse expression of the head of the USSR Government,
Stalin, it is a take-off, a travesty of international control.

50. Note that this plan, which is supposed to be a plan
for the international control of prohibition of the atomic
weapon-notice this point particularly-not only fails to
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57. What are those things? Atomic bombs, perhaps
hydrogen bombs, tactical or maybe non-tactical ones, I
do not know; at any rate some special ones which Mr. Eden
places in the more important categories, to use his own
expression, or which, in the words of Mr. Acheson, consti
tute " more sensitive areas ". Those I believe are the
delicate questions which the three Powers relegate to the
last stage. We have not the slightest doubt that this cautious
approach is due solely to the desire to avoid, in actual fact,
providing any information on the atomic weapon, which
of course belongs specifically to that most secret category
which, according to Mr. Eden, is particularly difficult to
handle. It is like, if one might say BO, a very sensitive lady
who must be handled with special care and tenderness,
and never exposed to the pu?lic view.
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whose work is well known to be excellent. At any rate the
delegation of the Soviet Union has no .coroplalJ;tt to m~e
against their translations' it finds them mdeed hIghly satis
factory. I repeat, Mr. ACheson said (335t!J meetblg] that
" this system of disclosure, and .venficatlOn ~u~t be .a
system which progresses". fhat IS the first pnncIple : It
progresses. "Which progr~sses from stage .to ~tage ~~ ;~ch
one is completed " : that IS the second prmcIple.. I he
least vital information", he continued, "would be dIsclosed
first ". Where did General ROffiulo get the idea, which
made him so enthusiastic, that notifying, reporting and
providing inf~rmation concerning ~tomic arrnaments would
begin immedIately? Nobody saId anythmg about that.
On the contrary, Mr. Romulo, I must disappoint you and
ask you to approach the study of this statement more care
fully and without enthusiasm.

55. "The least vital information ", said Mr. Acheson,
" would be disclosed first, and we would then proceed 11 ;

here Mr. Acheson used a remarkably apt expression-you
will observe that I can spealc of him not only harshly and
rudely, but also gently and kindly-Cl to more sensitive
areas". The sensitive area, Mr. Representative of the
Philippines, is ultimately atomic armaments, and the
statement promises that we shall come to it lateI' On. Even
that would be all right if later on were not postponed to
what the ancients called the Greek calends ; you will
remember that the calends only existed in the Roman
calendar and never in the Greek.

56. This was confirmed by Mr. Eden in his speech of
12 November [339th meeting]. "We suggest ", he said,
" that this should begin with the less important categories
of armed forces and armaments ". Was I not right in
saying that a start would be made with ordinary rifles,
machine guns and so on, that is to say, with the less impor
tant weapons? That is what Mr. Eden said. I merely

'repeated it, though in doing so I evidently caused a certain
person displeasure. Apparently one must not repeat what
othe people have said even when it is to the point; one must
bring'out something fresh, indeed unusual, as the Australian
reptesentative requested me to do today. Clearly he must
be satisfied, as I am saying something really unusual. '\¥hat
I am saying now is probably absolutely new to him. And
then, Mr. -Eden said, that is to say, after going through the
less important categories, we shall go on to the more
important ones. He went on to explain what was meant
by those more important categories. They are the more
secret ones, and, 'consequently, he went on-another
remarkable expression J-" more difficult to handle ".
You see, when we reach the last, or some later stage, and
it comes to the disclosure of secrets, then, says Mr. Eden.
we come up against the need to disclose even things which
are difficult to handle.
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provide for prohibition of the atomic weapon, b~t provi~es
and this in my opinion is monstrous-that the mtematlOnal
control organ, responsible for ensuring that the future
decision prohibiting the atomic weapon is correctly, honestly
and conscientiously carried out, the very organ created for
that purpose, should possess a research department of
its own which would deal, as is stated in various American
documents, with the development and use o~ the at?mic
weapon. It is enough to make a cat laugh! An mternatlOnal
control organ is to be set up to ensure that no one should
be able to produce the atomic weapon ; and provision is
made for that control organ to include a special research
institution for the further study of the possibilities of
further developing the atomic weapon!

51. That is the plan which, according to the tripartite
statement, is to serve as the basis for that part of the general
programme for the reduction of armaments which concerns
atomic weapons. Naturally the Soviet Union was and still
is unable to agree to a plan which instead of prohibiting
atomic armaments, legalizes the production and Use of
those barbaric weapons for mass slaughter. The plan is
entirely unsatisfactory and cannot be accepted by any
sensible person who really wishes to solve the problem and
really stands for prohibition of the use of atomic energy
for military purposes and for its use exclusively for peaceful
purposes. Nevertheless, the plan is praised to the skies
here by Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden, who are attempting
to win us over by advancing, among their other proposals,
one for the inclusion of atomic weapons in the same" system
of disclosure and verification" as conventional armaments.
Mr. Eden calls this an advance with respect to atomic
armaments, and says that had the three Powers made no
other proposal their statement would nevertheless deserve
study by the Assembly. Even for the wisest it is never
too late to learn; the proverb contrasts le the light of leavning
with the darkness of ignorance ".

52. What is important, however, is not that certain
proposals shiJuld be studied, but the content and value of
those proposals ; whether or not a real and absolutely
necessary solution can be found to this serious, vital problem.
And there can be no serious solution of the problem of
atomi~ arman:ents witho~t their unconditional prohibition,
a subject whIch the Umted States of America, England
and France persistently avoid in their statement. That
is the fact.

53. The th:ee Powers also propose in their statement
th~t a resol~tIOn should be adoI?ted ~oncerning the provision
of mformatIon on armaments, It bemg understood that this
information would be furni.shed progressively, or, in the
words of the statement, " 111 successive stages ". Some
people! ~cluding t~e last spealwr, General Romulo, are
enthUSIastIc about thIS proposal. I do not share his feelings
though I know him to be a very enthusiastic man and not
very d~fficult to inspire with enthusiasm; to command his
enthUSIasm a proposal has merely to originate in the United
States of America, We are used to that and must of course
expect it. An enthusiastic man like General Romulo can
be ~nt~usia~tic even about this proposal. But what, in
realIty, IS thIS system of successive stages ? I should with
your permission, like to go into that. '

54: Mr. Acheson ,said-I should mention here that I am
usmg a Rus~ian transl~tion : it is possible that in places it
may not qUIte tally WIth Some other Russian translation
and differ from the English text in some trifle of a comm~
D.r qu?t~tion mark ; but in the main it is clearly accurate,
Since It IS the work of responsible translators. I am using
the text of the official translators of the General Assembly,
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55. "The least vital information ", said Mr. Acheson,
" would be disclosed first, and we would then proceed " ;
here Mr. Acheson used a remarkably apt expression-you
wlll observe that I can speak of him not only harshly and
rudely, but also gently and kindly-" to mor~ sensitive ~
areas". The sensitive area, Mr. RepresentatIve of the
Philippines, is ultimately atomic armaments, and the
statement promises that we shall come to it latel' On. Even
that would be all right if later on were not postponed to
what the ancients called the Greek calends ; J'ou will
remember that the calends only existed in the Roman
calendar and never in the Greek.

57. What are those things? Atomic bombs, perhaps
hydrogen bombs, tactical or maybe non-tactical ones, I
do not know; at any rate some special ones which Mr. Eden
places in the more important categories, to use his own
expression, or which, in the words of Mr. Acheson, consti.
tute " more sensitive areas ". Those I believe are the
delicate questions which the three Powers relegate to the
last stage. We have not the slightest doubt that this cautious
approach is due solely to the desire to avoid, in actual fact,
providing any information on the atomic weapon, which
of course belongs specifically to that most secret category
which, according to Mr. Eden, is particularly difficult to
handle. It is like, if one might say 80, a very sensitive lady
who must be handled with special care and tenderness,
and never exposed to the pu?lic view.
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provide for prohibition of the atomic weapon, but provi~es
and this in my opinion is monstrous-that the internatIonal
control organ, responsible for ensuring that the future
decision prohibiting the atomic weapon is correctly, honestly
and conscientiously carried out, the very organ created for
that purpose, should possess a research department of
its own which would deal, as is stated in various American
documents, with the development and use o~ the at?mic
weapon, It is enough to make a cat laugh! An mternatlOnal
control organ is to be set up to ensure that no one should
be able to produce the atomic weapon ; and provision is
made for that control organ to include a special research
institution for the further study of the possibilities of
further developing the atomic weapon!

51. That is the plan which, according to the tripartite
statement, is to serve as the basis for that part of the general
programme for the reduction of armaments which concerns
atomic weapons. Naturally the Soviet Union was and still
is unable to agree to a plan which instead of prohibiting
atomic armaments, legalizes the production and Use of
those barbaric weapons for mass slaughter. The plan is
entirely unsatisfactory and cannot be accepted by any
sensible person who really wishes to solve the problem and
really stands for prohibition of the use of atomic energy
for military purposes and for its use exclusively for peaceful
purposes. Nevertheless, the plan is praised to the skies
here by Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden, who are attempting
to win us over by advancing, among their other proposals,
one for the inclusion of atomic weapons in the same" system
of disclosure and verification" as conventional armaments.
Mr. Eden calls this an advance with respect to atomic
armaments, and says that had the three Powers made no
other proposal their statement would nevertheless deserve
study by the Assembly. Even for the wisest it is never
too late to learn; the proverb contrasts" the light of leavning
with the darkness of ignorance ".

52. What is important, however, is not that certain
proposals should be studied, but the content and value of
those proposals ; whether or not a real and absolutely
necessary solution can be found to this serious, vital problem.
And there can be no serious solution of the problem of
atomi~ annan:ents witho~t their unconditional prohibition,
a subject whIch the Umted States of America, England
and France persistently avoid in their statement. That
is the fact.

53. The th:ee Powers also propose in their statement
th~t a resol~tlOn should be ado~ted ~oncerning the provision
?f mfOrn;tatlOn on armamen~s, It bemg understood that this
mformatIOn would be furm.shed progressively, or, in the
words of the statement, " 111 successive stages ". Some
people! ~cluding t~e last spealwr, General Romulo, are
enthUSIastIc about thIS proposal. I do not share his feelings
though I know him to be a very enthusiastic man and not
very d~fficult to inspire with enthusiasm; to command his
enthUSIasm a proposal has merely to originate in the United
States of America. We are used to that and must of course
expect it. An enthusiastic man like General Romulo can
be ~nt~usia~tic even about this proposal. But what, in
realIty, IS thIS system of successive stages ? I should with
your permission, like to go into that. '

54. Mr. Achesoll ,said-I should mention here that I am
using a Rus~ian transl~tion : it is possible that in places it
may not qUIte tally WIth some other Russian translation
and differ from the English text in some trifle of a comm~
o.r qu?t~tion mark ; but in tl~~ main it is clearly accurate,
since It IS the work of responSIble translators. I am using
the text of the official translators of the General Assembly,

whose work is well known to be excellent. At!Uly rate the
delegation of the Soviet Union has no .coropl~t to m~e
against their translations' it finds them mdeed hIghly Sa.tIS
factory. I repeat, Mr. Acheson said (335t!1 meeting] that
" this system of disclosure and venficatlOn !?U~t be .a
system which progresses". That is the first pnnclple : It
progresses. "Which progr~sses from stage .to ~tage ~~ S~ch ~
one is completed " : that IS the second prmclple.. I he
least vital information", he continued, "would be dIsclosed
first ". Where did General Romulo get the idea, which
made him so enthusiastic, that notifying, reporting and
providing information concerning atomic ar~l1amcnts would
begin immediately? Nobody said anythmg a.bout that.
On the contrary, Mr. Romulo, I must disappoint you and
ask you to approach the study of this statement more care- _
fully and without enthusiasm.

56. This was confirmed by Mr. Eden in his speech of
12 November [339th meeting]. "We suggest ", he said,
" that this should begin with the less important categories
of armed forces and armaments". Was I not right in
saying that a start would be made with ordinary rifles,
machine guns and so on, that is to say, with the less impor
tant weapons? That is what Mr. Eden said. I merely

,repeated it, though in doing so I evidently caused a certain
person displeasure. Apparently one must not repeat what <'
othe people have said even when it is to the point; one must
bring'out something fresh, indeed unusual, as the Australian
representative requested me to do today. Clearly he must
be satisfied, as I am saying something really unusual. W'hat
I am saying now is probably absolutely new to him. And
then, Mr. ,Eden said, that is to say, after going through the
less important categories, we shall go on to the more
important ones. He went on to explain what was meant
by those more important categories. They are the more
secret ones, and, 'consequently, he went on-another
remarkable expression !-" more difficult to handle ".
You see, when we reach the last, or some later stage, and
it comes to the disclosure of secrets, then, says Mr. Eden.
we come up against the need to disclose even things which
are difficult to handle.
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that would be all right if later on were not postponed to
what the ancients called the Greek calends ; ~you will
remember that the calends only existed in the Roman
calendar and never in the Greek.
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hydrogen bombs, tactical or maybe non-tactical ones, I
do not know; at any rate some special ones which Mr. Eden
places in the more important categories, to use his own
expression, or which, in the words of Mr. Acheson, consti
tute " more sensitive areas ". Those I believe are the
delicate questions which the three Powers relegate to the
last stage. We have not the slightest doubt that this cautious
approach is due solely to the desire to avoid, in actual fact,
providing any information on the atomic weapon, which
of course belongs specifically to that most secret category
which, according to Mr. Eden, is particularly difficult to
handle. It is like, if one might say 80, a very sensitive lady
who must be handled with special care and tenderness,
and never exposed to the pu)Jlic view.
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and this in my opinion is monstrous-that the mternatlOnal
control organ, responsible for ensuring that the future
decision prohibiting the atomic weapon is correctly, honestly
and conscientiously carried out, the very organ created for
that purpose, should possess a research department of
its own which would deal, as is stated in various American
documents, with the development and use o~ the at?mic
weapon. It is enough to make a cat laugh! An mternatlOnal
control organ is to be set up to ensure that no one should
be able to produce the atomic weapon ; and provision is
made for that control organ to include a special research
institution for the further study of the possibilities of
further developing the atomic weapon!

51. That is the plan which, according to the tripartite
statement, is to serve as the basis for that part of the general
programme for the reduction of armaments which concerns
atomic weapons. Naturally the Soviet Union was and still
is unable to agree to a plan which instead of prohibiting
atomic armaments, legalizes the production and Use of
those barbaric weapons for mass slaughter. The plan is
entirely unsatisfactory and cannot be accepted by any
sensible person who really wishes to solve the problem and
really stands for prohibition of the use of atomic energy
for military purposes and for its use exclusively for peaceful
purposes. Nevertheless, the plan is praised to the skies
here by Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden, who are attempting
to win us over by advancing, among their other proposals,
one for the inclusion of atomic weapons in the same" system
of disclosure and verification" as conventional armaments.
Mr. Eden calls this an advance with respect to atomic
armaments, and says that had the three Powers made no
other proposal their statement would nevertheless deserve
study by the Assembly. Even for the wisest it is never
too late to learn; the proverb contrasts" the light of leavning
with the darkness of ignorance ".

52. What is important, however, is not that certain
proposals should be studied, but the content and value of
those proposals ; whether or not a real and absolutely
necessary solution can be found to this serious, vital problem.
And .there can be no serious solution of the problem of
atoml~ annan:ents witho~t their unconditional prohibition,
a subject whIch the Umted States of America, England
and France persistently avoid in their statement. That
is the fact.

53. The three Powers also propose in their statement
th~t a resol~tion should be ado~ted ~oncerning the provision
?f mfOrn;tatlOn on armamen~s, It bemg understood that this
mformatIOn would be furm.shed progressively, or, in the
words of the statement, " III successive stages ". Some
people! ~cluding t~e last speal,er, General Romulo, are
enthUSIastIc about thIS proposal. I do not share his feelings
though I know him to be a very enthusiastic man and not
very d~fficult to inspire with enthusiasm ; to command his
enthUSIasm a proposal has merely to originate in the United
States of America. We are lIsed to that and must of course
expect it. An enthusiastic man like General Romulo can
be enthusiastic even about this proposal. But what in
reality, is this system of successive stages ? I should ~ith
your permission, like to go into that. '

54: Mr. Acheson ,said-I should mention here that I am
usmg a Rus~ian transl~tion : it is possible that in places it
may not qUIte tally WIth Some other Russian translation
and differ from the English text in some trifle of a comm~
o.r qu?t~tion mark ; but in tl~~ main it is clearly accurate,
Since It IS the work of responSIble translators. I am using
the text of the official translators of the General Assembly,

whose work is well known to be excellent. At!Uly rate the
delegation of the Soviet Union has no .coropl~t to ma!'-e
against their translations; it finds t~em mdeed hIg~ly satIS
factory. I repeat, Mr. Acheson SaId (335t!1 meetmg] that
" this system of disclosure and venficatIOn !?U~t be .a
system which progresses". That is the first prmclple : It
progresses. "Which progr~sses from stage .to ~tage ~~ S~ch ~
one is completed " : that IS the second pnncIple. I he
least vital information", he continued, "would be disclosed
first ". Where did General Romulo get the ide~1 which
made him so enthusiastic, that notifying, reportmg and
providing information concerning ~tomic ar~1amcnts would
begin immediately? Nobody SaId anythIng about that.
On the contrary, Mr. Romulo, I must disappoint you and
ask you to approach the study of this statement more care- _
fully and without enthusiasm.

56. This was confirmed by Mr. Eden in his speech of
12 November [339th meeting]. "We suggest ", he said,
" that this should begin with the less important categories
of armed forces and armaments". Was I not right in
saying that a start would be made with ordinary rifles,
machine guns and so on, that is to say, with the less impor
tant weapons? That is what Mr. Eden said. I merely

.repeated it, though in doing so I evidently caused a certain
person displeasure. Apparently one must not repeat what "
othe people have said even when it is to the point; one must
bring'out something fresh, indeed unusual, as the Australian
representative requested me to do today. Clearly he must
be satisfied, as I am saying something really unusual. ';Vhat
I am saying now is probably absolutely new to him. And
then, Mr. ,Eden said, that is to say, after going thl'ough the
less important categories, we shall go on to the more
important ones. He went on to explain what was meant
by those more important categories. They are the more
secret ones, and, 'consequently, he went on-anothcr
remarkable expression !-" more difficult to handle ".
You see, when we reach the last, or some later stage, and
it comes to the disclosure of secrets, then, says Mr. Eden.
we come up against the need to disclose even things which
are difficult to handle.
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65. The tripartite proposal does not refer at all to military
bases. You know, even under the strongest microscope
you won't find a trace of them, no trace at all of military
bases on foreign territory. But in the meanwhile these bases
are being established month after month by the organizers
of the aggressive Atlantic bloc, although they do not
mention the fact, and although the issue of the reduction
of armaments and the prohibition of atomic weapons is
closely connected with it. They cannot, however, be
convinced of this.

63. I must state that, of course, as soon as resolutions
are passed for the reduction of armaments and for the
prohibition of atomic weapons by all States-I stress this,
by all States-information on armaments must be furnished
as soon as possible.

64. As long ago as the first session of the General Assembly,
in New York in December 1946,3 the Soviet Union
submitted a proposal to recognize the necessity for all States
Members of the United States to furnish information on all
their armed forces and armaments. The tripartite proposal,
however, does not refer at all to military bases. It is of
course impossible to ignore military bases in any reference
to armaments and armed forces; for, when a military base
is situated on foreign territory it is one of the ways of using
armaments and armed forces which constitutes the greatest
danger to peace. But, gentlemen of the American dele
gation here present, that is precisely the matter which
we are discussing.

those engaged in extracting raw materials for atomic
weapons, and freed from all control those engaged in the
actual production of atomic weapons. An attempt is being
made to apply this system even now, although the United'
States has lost its former monopoly of production of
atomic weapons and so should l'ealize by now that what is
convenient for a monopolist is no longer convenient for
him when he stops being a monopolist. The United States
should know that it must find new paths to the solution
of this problem and not repeat the same thing over and
over again, like the magpie in our proverb which used to
repeat the same things about everyoody, no matter whom.

61. We have already said that all these proposals of the
three Powers amount in substance to proposals for a census
of armaments, which is to be carried out without any preli
minary resolution for the reduction of armaments and before
prohibition of atomic weapons, and which is designed to
drown the main issue of the reduction of armaments and
the prohibition of atomic weapons in a flood of words.
This, however, is the main issue. Until the Assembly passes
two resolutions on these two supremely important questions,
anything else will have no practical significance whatsoever
and will remain empty verbiage.

62. That is why we are urging that the Assembly should
not shelve this matter but should resolve to prohibit atomic
weapons, to establish strict international control to ensure
that this prohibition is conscientiously and honestly observed
and to reduce all other types of armaments. This resolution
must be adopted and duly registered in the miracle book
of the General Assembly. Afterwards it will be easy to
agree on the important practical measures. But until this
is done, alas! we shall be unable to move from our present
position owing to a number of circumstances about which I,
with your permission and if the Australian representative
has no objection, shall have to speak further.
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o tute a convenient means of refusing for an indefinitely longr period to carry out inconvenient and, from their own point
! of view, embarrassing control measures, or of implementing

these measures unilaterally with respect to others States.

60. The system of stages in the Baruch Plan for so-calledI" international control was intended to confine such control
to the first stage in the production of atomic energy, that

.. is, to subject to ~ontrol only the extraction of raw materials,r including uranium and others, and to prevent the extension

I.

' of international control to the· subsequent stages of pro
duction of a.tomic wea.pons. Under the conditions existing
when the United States held the .monopoly of atomic
weapons, this system of stages, elaborated in the Baruch
Acheson-Lilienthal Plan, admirably suited the United
States in atomic matters, for it pIaGed under control only
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r";. Here is just where we see the real point of the system
;: of succeMive stages devised by the three Powers. The

actual shift from one stage to another will, according to
Mr, Acheson's and Mr. Eden's statements, be made at
the discretion of those who hold the mechanism controlling
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this is in fact so, then an effort must be made to disclose as
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the best safeguard. But the tripartite statement turns the

... whole matter upside down, or, as the English and Americans
are fond of saying, " puts the cart before the horse " ;
or as it seems the Australians and Canadians say, evidently
preferring oxen to horses, " puts the cart before the ox ".
Mr. Acheson says that safeguards are necessary and that
only if such safeguards are forthcoming will transition from
one stage to the next be possible. He states directly: " As

~ we move from stage to stage, we would 1lave increasing evi
, dence ofgood faith and honesty. We would not go fonvard ",
l he adds, " without that evidence ". This way of stating

the issue can only mean one thing: that the transition from
one stage to the next in the submission of information on
armaments under the three-Power plan will be made
directly dependent on whether those States possessing the
most powerful, dangerous and threatening weapons, on

, wllich information has to be published and made known
\it succeeding stages, will be prepared to accept as satis
factory the results of submitting the required information
at the first stage. This can only mean that the fate of the
whole plan for collecting data on armaments, for verifying
these data and for implementing measures for the reduction
of armaments will reside in the hands of the possessors of
the more powerful and dangerous weapons. This, finally,
may well mean that the decision as regards the transition from
one stage to the next will be entirely up to those same Powers,
which will decide in accordance with their interests. If
they recognize that it is possible to make known the more
secret and dangerous types and forms of armaments, they
will accordingly do so, and wiII proceed to the ensuing
stage j if they do not recognize this to be possible, they will
not do so and will not transmit the information to anybody.
Thus the whole affair will come to a standstill and stop
at the preceding stage.

59. Naturally we cannot agree with this way of formulating
the problem. A programme for the teduction of armaments
in general, based on thiB principle, would be just as unaccep
table as the similar system of stages underlying the Baruch
Plan for the control of atomic weapons. This "system of
stages ", in the hands of the masters of the situation, which
the United States of America aspires to be, would consti
tute a convenient means of refusing for an indefinitely long
period to carry out inconvenient and, from their own point
of view, embarrassing control measures, or of implementing
these measures unilaterally with respect to others States.

60. The system of stages in the Baruch Plan for so-called
international control was intended to confine such control
to the first stage in the production of atomic energy, that
is, to subject to ~ontrol only the extraction of raw materials,
including uranium and others, and to prevent the extension
of international control to the· subsequent !tages of pro
duction of a.tomic wea.pons. Under the conditions existing
when the United States held the .monopoly of atomic
weapons, this system of stages, elaborated in the Baruch
Acheson-Lilienthal Plan, admirably suited the United
States in atomic matters, for it pIaGed l1ndet· control only

those engaged in extracting raw materials for atomic
weapons, and freed from all control those engaged in the
actual production of atomic weapons. An attempt is being
made to apply this system even now, although the United'
States has lost its former monopoly of production of
atomic weapons and so should realize by now that what is
convenient for a monopolist is no longer convenient for
him when he stops being a monopolist. The United States
should know that it must find new paths to the solution
of this problem and not repeat the same thing over and
over again, like the magpie in our proverb which used to
repeat the same things about everybody, no matter whom.

61. We have already said that all these proposals of the
three Powers amount in substance to proposals for a census
of armaments, which is to be carried out without any preli
minary resolution for the reduction of armaments and before
prohibition of atomic weapons, and which is designed to
drown the main issue of the reduction of armaments and
the prohibition of atomic weapons in a flood of words.
This, however, is the main issue. Until the Assembly passes
two resolutions on these two supremely important questions,
anything else will have no practical significance whatsoever
and will remain empty verbiage.

62. That is why we are urging that the Assembly should
not shelve this matter but should resolve to prohibit atomic
weapons, to establish strict international control to ensure
that this prohibition is conscientiously and honestly observed
and to reduce all other types of armaments. This resolution
must be adopted and duly registered in the miracle book
of the General Assembly. Afterwards it will be easy to
agree on the important practical measures. But until this
is done, alas! we shall be unable to move from our present
position owing to a number of circumstances about which I,
with your permission and if the Australian representative
has no objection, shall have to speak further.

63. I must state that, of course, as soon as resolutions
are passed for the reduction of armaments and for the
prohibition of atomic weapons by all States-I stress this,
by all States-information on armaments must be furnished
as soon as possible.

64. As long ago as the first session of the General Assembly,
in New York in December 1946,3 the Soviet Union
submitted a proposal to recognize the necessity for all States
Members of the United States to furnish information on all
their armed forces and armaments. The tripartite proposal,
however, does not refer at all to military bases. It is of
course impossible to ignore military bases in any reference
to al'mamentsand armed forces; for, when a military base
is situated on foreign territory it is one of the ways of using
armaments and armed forces which constitutes the greatest
danger to peace. But, gentlemen of the American dele
gation here present, that is precisely the matter which
we are discussing.

65. The tripartite proposal does not refer at all to military
bases. You know, even under the strongest microscope
you won't find a trace of them, no trace at all of military
bases on foreign territory. But in the meanwhile these bases
are being established month after month by the organizers
of the aggressive Atlantic bloc, although they do not
mention the fact, and although the issue of the reduction
of armaments and the prohibition of atomic weapons is
closely connected with it. They cannot, however, be
convinced of this.

• See Official Record. of the General Assembly, SeMI/a part 'of first
session, First Committee, annex:"go and annex: 91.
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, soon as possible the most important features which give
the best safeguard. But the tripartite statement turns the

... whole matter upside down, or, as the English and Americans
are fond of saying, " puts the cart before the horse " ;
or as it seems the Australians and Canadians say, evidently
preferring oxen to horses, " puts the cart before the ox ".
Mr. Acheson says that safeguards are necessary and that
only if such safeguards are forthcoming will transition from
one stage to the next be possible. He states directly: " As

~ we move from stage to stage, we would 1lave increasing evi
, dence ofgood faith and honesty. We would not go fonvard ",
l he adds, " without that evidence ". This way of stating

the issue can only mean one thing: that the transition from
one stage to the next in the submission of information on
armaments under the three-Power plan will be made
directly dependent on whether those States possessing the
most powerful, dangerous and threatening weapons, on

, wllich information has to be published and made known
\it succeeding stages, will be prepared to accept as satis
factory the results of submitting the required information
at the first stage. This can only mean that the fate of the
whole plan for collecting data on armaments, for verifying
these data and for implementing measures for the reduction
of armaments will reside in the hands of the possessors of
the more powerful and dangerous weapons. This, finally,
may well mean that the decision as regards the transition from
one stage to the next will be entirely up to those same Powers,
which will decide in accordance with their interests. If
they recognize that it is possible to make known the more
secret and dangerous types and forms of armaments, they
will accordingly do so, and will proceed to the ensuing
stage j if they do not recognize this to be possible, they will
not do so and will not transmit the information to anybody.
Thus the whole affair will come to a standstill and stop
at the preceding stage.

59. Naturally we cannot agree with this way of formulating
the problem. A programme for the teduction of armaments
in general, based on thiB principle, would be just as unaccep
table as the similar system of stages underlying the Baruch
Plan for the control of atomic weapons. This "system of
stages ", in the hands of the masters of the situation, which
the United States of America aspires to be, would consti
tute a convenient means of refusing for an indefinitely long
period to carry out inconvenient and, from their own point
of view, embarrassing control measures, or of implementing
these measures unilaterally with respect to others States.

60. The system of stages in the Baruch Plan for so-called
international control was intended to confine such control
to the first stage in the production of atomic energy, that
is, to subject to ~ontrol only the extraction of raw materials,
including uranium and others, and to prevent the extension
of international control to the· subsequent !tages of pro
duction of a.tomic wea.pons. Under the conditions existing
when the United States held the monopoly of atomic
weapons, this system of stages, elaborated in the Baruch
Acheson-Lilienthal Plan, admirably suited the United
States in atomic matters, for it pIaGed l1ndet· control only

those engaged in extracting raw materials for atomic
weapons, and freed from all control those engaged in the
actual production of atomic weapons. An attempt is being
made to apply this system even now, although the United'
States has lost its former monopoly of production of
atomic weapons and so should realize by now that what is
convenient for a monopolist is no longer convenient for
him when he stops being a monopolist. The United States
should know that it must find new paths to the solution
of this problem and not repeat the same thing over and
over again, like the magpie in our proverb which used to
repeat the same things about everybody, no matter whom.

61. We have already said that all these proposals of the
three Powers amount in substance to proposals for a census
of armaments, which is to be carried out without any preli
minary resolution for the reduction of armaments and before
prohibition of atomic weapons, and which is designed to
drown the main issue of the reduction of armaments and
the prohibition of atomic weapons in a flood of words.
This, however, is the main issue. Until the Assembly passes
two resolutions on these two supremely important questions,
anything else will have no practical significance whatsoever
and will remain empty verbiage.

62. That is why we are urging that the Assembly should
not shelve this matter but should resolve to prohibit atomic
weapons, to establish strict international control to ensure
that this prohibition is conscientiously and honestly observed
and to reduce all other types of armaments. This resolution
must be adopted and duly registered in the miracle book
of the General Assembly. Afterwards it will be easy to
agree on the important practical measures. But until this
is done, alas! we shall be unable to move from our present
position owing to a number of circumstances about which I,
with your permission and if the Australian representative
has no objection, shall have to speak further.

63. I must state that, of course, as soon as resolutions
are passed for the reduction of armaments and for the
prohibition of atomic weapons by all States-I stress this,
by all States-information on armaments must be furnished
as soon as possible.

64. As long ago as the first session of the General Assembly,
in New York in December 1946,3 the Soviet Union
submitted a proposal to recognize the necessity for all States
Members of the United States to furnish information on all
their armed forces and armaments. The tripartite proposal,
however, does not refer at all to military bases. It is of
course impossible to ignore military bases in any reference
to armaments and armed forces; for, when a military base
is situated on foreign territory it is one of the ways of using
armaments and armed forces which constitutes the greatest
danger to peace. But, gentlemen of the American dele
gation here present, that is precisely the matter which
we are discussing.

65. The tripartite proposal does not refer at all to military
bases. You know, even under the strongest microscope
you won't find a trace of them, no trace at all of military
bases on foreign territory. But in the meanwhile these bases
are being established month after month by the organizers
of the aggressive Atlantic bloc, although they do not
mention the fact, and although the issue of the reduction
of armaments and the prohibition of atomic weapons is
closely connected with it. They cannot, however, be
convinced of this.

• See Official Record. of the General Assembly, SeMI/a part 'of first
session, First Committee, annex"'90 and annex 91.
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the story of the so-called defence of the Near East, which
the United States is eager to defend without obtaining the
consent of the Near Eastern countries?

77. With all his restraint, Mr. EI-Khoury could not help
pointing out that this bears a strong resemblance to prepa
rations for American intervention in the Near East. I seem
to have understood him correctly. At least, he is not
correcting me now.

78. And what of the war in El1;ypt, which, as the Egyptian
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Salah-el-Din, has said,
is now being waged against Egypt by a country purporting
to be its ally? And what of this year's events in Iran, of
which Mr. Entezam has spoken?

79. Do these events not indicate the nature' of the present
policyofthe United States and the United Kingdom towards
economically and militarily weaker countries?

80. What about all the continuing excitement over the
armament and rearmament of Europe, which are crippling
a number of countries, including the United Kingdom, one
of the chief promoters of that armament, as well as France
which has also joined in?

81. And what about the excitement surrounding the
nervous activities of the American staff of the Atlantic bloc,
of which we are now spectators here? And the present.
gathering in Paris of the leading figures of the aggressive
Atlantic bloc, in which the United States Secretary of
Defense, Mr. Lovett, is playing an active part, with General
Bradley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
Mr. Harriman, not to mention Mr. Acheson, Mr. Perkins
or Mr. Adenauer, who is said to have arrived in Paris, or
even General Eisenhower, the Supreme Commander of
the armed forces of the bloc, and the other persons engaged
in preparing for the forthcoming session of the Council
of the Atlantic bloc in Rome on 22 November?

82. Even the Paris Le Monde has not been able to conceal
the real meaning and significance of all these facts. An
article in the issue of, the day before yesterday,
14 November, entitled ,~ From thc Atlantic to the Rhine
with the American Army" has a bearing on what I have
said. I will quote only a few passages from this article.

83. First, Le Monde says :
" At present more than ten thousand American soldiers

and officers are in France. This time they have not come
to pay their respects to Lafayette. Their assignment is
[the following] :... the U.S. Army in the rear of its forces
stationed in Germany is creating services and building
up stores of food and munitions for use in the event of a
conflict. This is the supply line, which is planned to run
from the Atlantic ports to the Rhine...

" English as you might hear it spoken near the banks of
the Potomac or Lake Michigan is heard on a Saturday
evening in the corridors of first-class coaches of tbe Limoges
Paris trains. With every week more American passengers
get onto the trains in Chateauroux and Orleans. Many of
them have put aside their khaki or air force blue uniforms
for the week-end, but they all have military papers in their
pockets...

Cl Motor cars and lorries covered with dirty green
tarpaulin impress the tourists more than the Packards and
Chevrolets on the French roads. On their bumpers can be
seen the letters E.C.C.Z., which signify 'European
Command Communication Zone', since these vehicles
form part of the fleet which the Americans are gradually

.building up in the rear of the occupation forces in Germany.H

84. Le Monde goes on to make the melancholy observation
that these activities have no regard for the sovereignty of
France.

85. But, however tolerant our attitude to these facts may
be, are we not justified in saying clearly, firmly and reso
lutely that statements to the effect that the removal of
international tension is the essential prerequisite for the
reduction of armaments are absolutely insincere? Such
statements do not accord with the facts I have quoted. They
are contrary to the activities which characterize the whole
foreign policy of the United States.

86. We cannot in fact daily and hourly create compli
cations which lead to tension in international affairs while
simultaneously making hypocritical appeals for the elimi
nation of such complications. Deeds speak louder than
words. Words are judged by deeds and no reliance is placed
on them unless they are borne out by deeds. We are faced
with a glaring contradiction between the juggling with
words of the United States leaders, who are playing the
chief part in the aggressive Atlantic bloc, and their deeds.

87. This contradiction fully exposes the hypocrisy and
insincerity of the proposal made by the United States, the
United Kingdom and France for the reduction of armaments,
and shows it to be a screen for their real aims, and for the
continued arms race and the preparations for a new war
which those aims envisage. These reservations, these
numerous other reservations scattered through the speeches
of Mr. Truman, Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden and in the
tripartite statement can be regarded only as an attempt to
prevent the adoption of practical steps for the reduction of
armaments and the prohibition of atomic weapons.

88. The treatment of the Korean question by Mr. Truman,
Mr. Acheson and Mr. Eden makes this particularly clear.
They regard the end of the war in Korea as an essential
prerequisite for the reduction of armaments. They have all
clearly stated that no general programme for the reduction
of armaments and armed forces can be carried into effect
while the war in Korea continues.

89. But the United States should first apply that requi~

rement to itself; to lay down such a condition is mere
hypocrisy and deceit. The hypocrisy of the position on
the reduction of armaments adopted by the United St~tes

Government and by the Governments of the Umted
Kingdom and France is absolutely obvious, since the
United States, the United Kingdom and France, with other
governments of the member states of the Atlantic bloc,
bear the full responsibility for the barbarous war forced
on the Korean people, a 'fact which some representatives
present here and speaking from this rostrum do not appear
to understand.

90. It was the United States which started the war in
Korea. It is for that country to bring this aggressive war
against the Korean people to an end. For the Governments
of the United States, the United Kingdom and France to
put forward the demand for the termination of this war
in Korea as an essential prerequisite for a .so-called system
of reduction of armaments can be regarded only as a
mockery of the idea of peace, of the desire for peace of
millions of people in all countries. This attitude of the
United States proves more clearly than any words that
that country does not in reality desire any reduction in
armaments.

91. The attitude of the USSR delegation to. the question
of reduction of armaments has been suffiCiently clearly
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in its leading article that the " disarmament" proposal
advanced by Mr. Acheson is only a " propaganda gesture ".

100. An article published on 9 November in the New York
Herald Tribune affirms that the rejection of the western
Powers' plan by the Soviet Union will be used by those
Powers in their campaign to shift the blame for the present
armaments race on to the Soviet Union, and that this was
precisely the purpose-this is the most important point
which American official representatives had in mind when
they proceeded to elaborate their plans many weeks ago.

101. The New York Wall Street Journal called the Ame
rican " disarmament" plan a chimera and a figment of the
imagination, and went on to say that in selecting " disar
mament" as a means of wresting the initiative from the
Soviet Union- the United States was really clutching at a
straw, since the plan ignored reality for the sake of propa
gandi'l effect.

102. It is characteristic that The New Y01'k Times, assertin~
emphatically now that the primary task of the United
Nations is to " elaborate" the western Powers' plan for
the purpose of displaying it to the whole world, at the same
time affirms that the second task concerns the western
Powers themselves, and is-according to The New York
Times-to go full speed ahead with their rearmament
programme.

103. What happens at Rome on 22 November wiU
undoubtedly provide a rich illustration of the justice of
this remark.

104. It is also impossible to ignore the statement bv the
American and a considerable part of the European 'Press
that the tripartite proposal for the reduction of armaments
was put forward because the idea of peace advanced bv
the ~oviet ,union, in conj1.!nction with the part played by the
SOVIet UnIOn as a champIOn of peace, has proved effective.
The western Powers, as the Nez/) York IIerald Tribune for
example, writes, have had to think in their tum of launching
proposals for the reduction of armaments in order to win
at least a propaganda battle at the General Assemhly.

105. And wa.s n~t this Confirmed here by Geneml Romuto.
:vho declared In hts speech that the United States had never
mtroduced such propogp.1s as on this occa!\ion. Why were
those proposals mtroduced precisely on this occasion ?

106. The New York Herald Tribune, The New York Times,
the .Washing,ton Po~t, the Wall Street Journal, and so on,
rep!led to thiS questIOn as follows: Becnuse the rulers of the
Un!ted States had to wrest the initiative from the Soviet
Umon and to make some kind of concession to their
partners, w~o, according to The New York Times, had
rebel!ed agatnst the plan of the Atlantic bloc at the last
meetIng at Ottowa.

107. That is the situation so far as the s~-caHed pence
proposals of the three Powers are concerned. As We have
~een, t~ose prop?sals evade the main questions requiring
ImmedIate a~tentlOn. These questions are the prohibition
of the atomIC weapon and the reduction of armaments.
.In those proposals an attempt is made to attach primary
Impor.tance to secondary matters, and thus to divert the
attentIOn 0'£ the General Assembly from the main problems r
have mentIOned.

108. The delegation of the Soviet Union has already
proposed to the General Assembly its positive programme
of measu~es for averting the threat of a new war and
guarante:m~ the peace and security of the peoples. At the
very begmnmg of our general debate we introduced our
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stated. It stresses the need to make a start with the reduction
of armaments forthwith, whether the war in Korea is
continued or ended.

92. We cannot agree with the statement made by
Mr. Truman, and repeated by Mr. Eden and Mr. Acheson,
that no what they term real progress towards the reduction
of armaments is possible until the war in Korea has been
ended or while, as Mr. Truman said, the political questions
which at present divide the nations remain unsettlcd.

93. If the termination of the war in Korea really must be
a preliminary condition of the reduction of armaments and
the prohibition of the atomic weapon, why in that case are
steps not taken to end the war immediately ? Why in that
case do General Ridgway and his associates at the Korean
front in the extermination of the peace-loving population
employ the most incredible chicanery to prolong the armis
tice negotiations themselves, as is apparent even from
today's papers ? Why ? Evidently because it is necessary
to prolong the armistice negotiations in order to defer and
delay the end of the war in Korea. And it is necessary
to defer the end of the war in Korea in order to avoid
reducing armaments and prohibiting atomic energy. The
logic of such an attitude is sufficiently clear. But it is a
vicious logic calculated to appeal to the simplicity and,
I must be outspoken, the foolishness of credulous people.
I do not think that any people of that kind· are to be found
amongst ourselves.

94. It is quite impossible to agree with Mr. Truman's
assCltion that the end of the war- in Korea is the essential
condition precedent to the reduction of armaments. It is
becoming quite obvious that in actual fact the tripartite
proposal !S !lathing but a propaganda manoeuvre to enable
the nep;otlatlOns for the reduction of armaments to be used
as a screen for the continuing armaments race conducted
by the organizers of the Atlantic bloc.

95. It is no coincidence that eVen the American Press has
been compelled to acknowledge that the so-called three
Power plan for the reduction of armaments as described
in the tripartite statement, was intended td serve purely
propaganda purposes. I should like to refer to a number
of organs of the American Press which have a large circu
lation imd which in the view of many Americans are autho
ritative, for example, The New York Times.

96.. O.n this matter The New York Times contains the open
admIS810n that one of the main reasons for the submission
of the" disarmament" plan by the United States Govern.
ment was that at the recent session of the Council of the
Atlantic bloc at Ottawa the attitude of the European allies
of ~he United S~ates was marked by stubborn rebellion
agamst the, American plan of rearmament. We behind the
Iron CurtaIn do not ~owwhat goes on there, it is all hidden
from us ; but, accordIng to The New York T£mes at that
Ias~ meeting of. the Council the attitude of the European
alh.es of the UnIted States was transformed into a stubborn
reSIstance to the American rearmament plan.

9? The New York Times writes that western Europe is
dtsturbed ~y the recent aggressive statements of American
representattves.

98. The New Y or~ T£mes writes that this was just the
reaso~ why, the Umted States had to stress its" peaceful
Intenttons. Fo!' these propagandist purposes, writes
T~e New York Ttmes, the American plan is good but it
wIll not serve as a means of bringing the cold War to 'an end.

?9. The Washington Post, a newspaper which presumably
lS. also well~known to the~United·States delegation, 8tates

~' . .
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119. I would also recall that during the general debate a
number of representatives, including Mr. Pearson, the head
of the Canadian delegation, who of course is also at the
same time chairman of the highest council of the aggressive
Atlantic bloc, endeavoured to thwart our proposals for
convening a world disarmament conference by asking :
" Why wait until June? Is not the General Assembly
itself a disarmament conference ? "

120. These reprcsentatives will perhaps now be quite
satisfied that we do not wish to postpone the reduction
of armaments until the world conference which will have to
draft practical measures but are proposing, as a supplement
to our proposal for a world conference to consider the
reduction of armaments, that a reduction by one-third of
the armaments of the five Powers and the prohibition of
atomic weapons should be discussed at the present session
of the General Assembly.

121. We are profoundly convinced that ifthe proposals for
the settlement of oustanding internationa~ question~, for an
endeavour to put an cnd to the aggressive Amenc~ war
in Korea for the reduction of armaments and the hke are
not mere'words but really express the desire of the United
States, the United Kingdom and France, the three PO,?ers
which lead the Atlantic bloc and whose conduct determmes
the political climate in. government circle,S in a number of
other countries, then mdeed the war wlll be opened. for
the General Assembly to adopt senous and] responslble
resolutions.
122. We are convinced, profoundly c.onvinc~d, that the
proposals of the Soviet Union make It posslble for the
General Assembly to proceed boldly and resolutely along
this path.
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proposals [A/1944] on this matter under the following 116 Th' dl th G 1 A bl .heads: . tr y, e enera ssem y should recommend
that forthwith,. and in any case not later than one month
after the adopt~o.n by the Ge!leral Assembly of the decisions
on the pr?hIbltlon of atomIC ,,'eapons and the reduction
by one-thIrd of the armaments and armed forces of the
:five Powers, all States should submit complete official data
?n th~ situation of their armaments and armed forces,
mcl~dlUg ~ata. on atomic weapons and military bases in
forel~~ terntones.. These data should relate to the situation
obtmmng at the tlme when the above-mentioned decisions
are adopted by the General Assembly.

117. Lastly, we make the additional proposal that the
General Assembly should recommend the establishment
within the Security Council of an international control
?rgan, the ~unctions of wh~c~ shaH be to supervise the
lmplementatlOn of the declslOns on the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the reduction of armaments and armed
forces, and to verify the data submitted by the States
regarding the situation of their armaments and armed forces.

118. The significance of the foregoing proposals is obvious
and requires no special clar.i~cation. I consider it necessary
to dwell merely on our addltlonal proposal for the one-third
reduct~on by. the permanent members of ~he Security
Councl1 of their armaments and armed forces, 111 connexion
with the proposal we made on 8 November for the convening
of a world conference on reduction of armaments and armed
forces and the prohibition of atomic weapons. We consider
it expedient and essential that the General Assembly should
adopt in principle a recommendation concerning the
reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic
weapons, and that a world conference, with a wider
membership, including all countries of the world, should
consider specific questions arising out of these rccommen
dations and affecting all the countries participating in the
conference.

109. The incompatibility of membership in the United
Nations with participation in the aggressive Atlantic bloc,
and the creation by certain States, and primarily by the
United States, of military bases in foreign territory;

110. The immediate cessation of military operations in
Korea, the conclusion of a truce, the wi thdrawal of forces
from the 38th parallel within a period of ten days, and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea within a period
of three months;

111. The convening of a world conference on the reduction
of armaments and armed forces, the prohibition of atomic
weapons, md the establishment of international control
over the observance of that prohibition;

112. The conclusion of a peace pact between the five great
Powers: the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
France, China and the Soviet Union.

113. As a development of these proposals, which were
made on 8 November the Soviet Union delegation deems it
essential at the present time, for the reasons just stated,
to make a number of additional proposals."

114. Firstly, we consider it essential that the General
Assembly should adopt a resolution that : considering the
use of atomic weapons, as weapons of aggression and of the
mass destruction of people, to be at variance with the
conscience and honour of peoples and incompatible with
membership of the United Nations, it proclaims the
unconditional prohibition of atomic weapons md the
establishment of strict international control over the
enforcement of this prohibition. We propose that the
General Assembly should instruct the Atomic Energy
and Conventional Armaments Commissions to prepare and
submit to the Security Council, not later than 1 February
1952, for its consideration, a draft convention providing
measures to ensure the implementation of the General
Assembly decision on the prohibition of atomic weapons, the
cessation of their production, the use of already manufac
tured atomic bombs exclusively for civilian purposes, and
the establishment of strict international control over the
observance of the above-mentioned convention.

115. Secondly, the General Assembly should recommend
the permanent members of the Security Council, the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, China and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, to reduce the armaments and
armed forces in their possession at the time of the adoption
of this recommendation by one-third during a yeriod of
one year from the date of its adoption. The Philippine
representative has, of coursej grossly distorted the facts by
saying that all countries have reduced their armed forces
with the exception of the Soviet Union. He has forgotten
or has not read a number of official documents. I shall
not deal with this aspect of the matter, as I am prepared
to postpone detailed discussion of it until it is taken up
in the First Committee; I shall merely say at this stage that
we have demobilized thirty-three military age groups since
the end of the war. It seems that Mr. Roroulo is a general;
he should know what thirty-three age groups means. If he

, does know and appreciate what they mean, he had no right
to say what he did say from this rostrum. As I have already
pointed out, however, he is an enthusiastic person and in his
enthusiasm is often led to make statements which are
contrary to the truth.

• Tltese additional proposals were subsequently distributed Q~ docu
. ment A./X96z.
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proposals [A/1944] on this matter under the following
heads:

109. The incompatibility of membership in the United
Nations with participation in the aggressive Atlantic bloc
and the creation by certain States, and primarily by th~
United States, of military bases in foreign territory;

110. The immediate cessation of military operations in
Korea, the conclusion of a truce, the withdrawal of forces
from the 38th parallel within a period of ten days, and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea within a period
of three months;

111. The convening of a world conference on the reduction
of armaments and armed forces, the prohibition of atomic
weapons, and the establishment of international control
over the observance of that prohibition;

112. The conclusion of a peace pact between the five great
Powers: the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
France, China and the Soviet Union.

113. As a development of these proposals, which were
made on 8 November the Soviet Union delegation deems it
essential at the present time, for the reasons just stated,
to make a number of additional proposals.'

114. Firstly, we consider it essential that the General
Assembly should adopt a resolution that : considering the
use of atomic weapons, as weapons of aggression and of the
mass destruction of people, to be at variance with the
conscience and honour of peoples and incompatible with
membership of the United Nations, it proclaims the
unconditional prohibition of atomic weapons and the
establishment of strict international control over the
enforcement of this prohibition. We propose that the
General Assembly should instriIct the Atomic Energy
and Conventional Armaments Commissions to prepare and
submit to the Security Council, not later than 1 February
1952, for its consideration, a draft convention providing
measures to ensure the implementation of the General
Assembly decision on the prohibition of atomic weapons, the
cessation of their production, the use of already manufac
tured atomic bombs exclusively for civilian purposes, and
the establishment of strict international control over the
observance of the above-mentioned convention.

115. Secondly, the General Assembly should recommend
the permanent members of the Security Council, the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, China and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, to reduce the armaments and
armed forces in their possession at the time of the adoption
of this recommendation by one-third during a yeriod of
one year from the date of its adoption. The Philippine
representative has, of coursej grossly distorted the facts by
saying that all countries have reduced their armed forces
with the exception of the Soviet Union. He has forgotten
or has not read a number of official documents. I shall
not deal with this aspect of the matter, as I am prepared
to postpone detailed discussion of it until it is taken up
in the First Committee; I shall merely say at this stage that
we have demobilized thirty-three military age groups since
the end of the war. It seems that Mr. Romulo is a general;
he should know what thirty-three age groups means. If he

. does know and appreciate what they mean, he had no right
to say what he did say from this rostrum. As I have already
pointed out, however, he is an enthusiastic person and in his
enthusiasm is often led to make statements which are
contrary to the truth.

• Tltese additional proposals were subsequently distributed Q~ docu
. ment !l./X96z.
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116. Thirdly, the General Assembly should recommend
that forthwith, and in any case not later than one month
after the adoption by the General Assembly of the decisions
on the pr?hibition of atomic ,,'eapons and the reduction
by one-thIrd of the armaments and armed forces of the
five Powers, all States should submit complete official data
?n th~ situation of their armaments and armed forces,
mcl~dlDg ~ata, on atomic weapons and military bases in
foreI~~ terntones., These data should relate to the situation
obtainIng at the tIme when the above-mentioned decisions
are adopted by the General Assembly.

117. Lastly, we make the additional proposal that the
General Assembly should recommend the establishment
within the Security Council of an international control
?rgan, the ~unctions of which shall be to supervise the
ImplementatIOn of the decisions on the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the reduction of armaments and armed
forces, and to verify the data submitted by the States
regarding the situation of their armaments and armed forces.

118. The significance of the foregoing proposals is obvious
and requires no special clar.i~cation. I consider it necessary
to dwell merely on our additIonal proposal for the one-third
reduct~on by ,the permanent members of ~he Security
CouncIl of their armaments and armed forces, 111 connexion
with the proposal we made on 8 November for the convening
of a world conference on reduction of armaments and armed
forces and the prohibition of atomic weapons. We consider
it expedient and essential that the General Assembly should
adopt in principle a recommendation concerning the
reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic
weapons, and that a world conference, with a wider
membership, including all countries of the world, should
consider specific questions arising out of these rccommen
dations and affecting all the countries participating in the
conference.

119. I would also recall that during the general debate a
number of representatives, including Mr. Pearson, the head
of the Canadian delegation, who of course is also at the
same time chairman of the highest council of the aggressive
Atlantic bloc, endeavoured to thwart our proposals for
convening a world disarmament conference by asking :
" Why wait until June? Is not the General Assembly
itself a disarmament conference ? "

120. These representatives will perhaps now be quite
satisfied that we do not wish to postpone the reduction
of armaments until the world conference which will have to
draft practical measures but are proposing, as a supplement
to our proposal for a world confere~ce to consid~r the
reduction of armaments, that a reductIon by one-third of
the armaments of the five Powers and the prohibition of
atomic weapons should be discussed at the present session
of the General Assembly. .

121. We are profoundly convinced that ifthe proposals for
the settlement of oustanding internationa~ question~, for an
endeavour to put an end to the aggreSSIve Amenc~ war
in Korea for the reduction of armaments and the lIke are
not mere'words but really express the desire of the United
States, the United Kingdom and France, the three PO,?ers
which lead the Atlantic bloc and whose conduct determlfies
the political climate in. government circle,S in a number of
other countries, then mdeed the wa,! Will be opened. for
the General Assembly to adopt senous and] responSible
resolutions.
122. We are convinced, profoundly c.onvinc~d, that the
proposals of the Soviet Union make It pOSSIble for the
General Assembly to proceed boldly and resolutely along
this path.

119. I would also recall that during the general debate a
number of representatives, including Mr. Pearson, the head
of the Canadian delegation, who of course is also at the
same time chairman of the highest council of the aggressive
Atlantic blQc, endeavoured to thwart our proposals for
convening a world disarmament conference by asking :
" Why wait until June? Is not the General Assembly
itself a disarmament conference ? "

120. These representatives will perhaps now be qu!te
satisfied that we do not wish to postpone the reduction
of armaments until the world conference which will have to
draft practical measures but are proposing, as a supplement
to our proposal for a world confere~ce to consid~r the
reduction of armaments, that a reduction by one-third of
the armaments of the five Powers and the prohibition of
atomic weapons should be discussed at the present session
of the General Assembly. .

121. We are profoundly convinced that ifthe proposals for
the settlement of oustanding international questions, for an
endeavour to put an end to the aggressive Americ~ war
in Korea for the reduction of armaments and the lIke are
not mere'words but really express the desire of the United
States, the United Kingdom and France, the three PO,?ers
which lead the Atlantic bloc and whose conduct determtnes
the political climate in government circle,S in a number of
other countries, then indeed the war Will be opened. for
the General Assembly to adopt senous and] responSible
resolutions.
122. We are convinced, profoundly c.onvinc~d, that the
proposals of the Soviet Union make It pOSSible for the
General Assembly to proceed boldly and resolutely along
this path.
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h~~~~s:als [A/1944] on this matter under the following 116. Thirdly, the General Assembly should recommend
that forthwith, and in any case not later than one month
after the adoption by the General Assembly of the decisions
on the pr?hibition of atomic ,,'eapons and the reduction
by one-thIrd of the armaments and armed forces of the
five Powers, all States should submit complete official data
?n th~ situation of the.ir armaments and armed forces,
mcl~dlUg ~ata. on atomic weapons and military bases in
foreI~~ terntones.. These data should relate to the situation
obtaIning at the tIme when the above-mentioned decisions
are adopted by the General Assembly.

117. Lastly, we make the additional proposal that the
General Assembly should recommend the establishment
within the Security Council of an international control
?rgan, the ~unctions of wh~c~ shall be to supervise the
ImplementatIOn of the deCISIOns on the prohibition of
atomic weapons and the reduction of armaments and armed
forces, and to verify the data submitted by the States
regarding the situation of their armaments and armed forces.

118. The significance of the foregoing proposals is obvious
and requires no special c1ar.i~cation. I consider it necessary
to dwell merely on our additional proposal for the one-third
reduct~on by . the permanent members of ~he Security
CouncIl of their armaments and armed forces, In connexion
with the proposal we made on 8 November for the convening
of a world conference on reduction of armaments and armed
forces and the prohibition of atomic weapons. We consider
it expedient and essential that the General Assembly should
adopt in principle a recommendation concerning the
reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic
weapons, and that a world conference, with a wider
membership, including all countries of the world, should
consider specific questions arising out of these rccommen
dations and affecting all the countries participating in the
conference.

• TlteBe additional proposals were subsequently diBtributed Q~ docu
ment A./I96z.

109. The incompatibility of membership in the United
Nations with participation in the aggressive Atlantic bloc
and the creation by certain States, and primarily by th~
United States, of military bases in foreign territory;

110. The immediate cessation of military operations in
Korea, the conclusion of a truce, the withdrawal of forces
from the 38th parallel within a period of ten da.ys, and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea within a period
of three months;

111. The convening of a world conference on the reduction
of armaments and armed forces, the prohibition of atomic
weapons, and the establishment of international control
over the observance of that prohibition;

112. The conclusion of a peace pact between the five great
Powers: the United States of America, the United Kingdom,
France, China and the Soviet Union.

113. As a development of these proposals, which were
made on 8 November the Soviet Union delegation deems it
essential at the present time, for the reasons just stated,
to make a. number of additional proposals.'

114. Firstly, we consider it essential that the General
Assembly should adopt a resolution that : considering the
use of atomic weapons, as weapons of aggression and of the
mass destruction of people, to be at variance with the
conscience and honour of peoples and incompatible with
membership of the United Nations, it proclaims the
unconditional prohibition of atomic weapons and the
establishment of strict international control over the
enforcement of this prohibition. We propose that the
General Assembly should instriIct the Atomic Energy
and CDnventional Armaments Commissions to prepare and
submit to the Security Council, not later than 1 February
1952, for its consideration, a draft convention providing
measures to ensure the implementation of the General
Assembly decision on the prohibition of atomic weapons, the
cessation of their production, the use of already manufac
tured atomic bombs exclusively for civilian purposes, and
the establishment of strict international control over the
observance of the above-mentioned convention.

115. Secondly, the General Assembly should recommend
the permanent members of the Security Council, the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, China and the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, to reduce the armaments and
armed forces in their possession at the time of the adoption
of this recommendation by one-third during a yeriod of
one year from the date of its adoption. The Philippine
representative has, of coursej grossly distorted the facts by
saying that all countries have reduced their armed forces
with the exception of the Soviet Union. He has forgotten
or has not read a number of official documents. I shall
not deal with this aspect of the matter, as I am prepared
to postpone detailed discussion of it until it is taken up
in the First Committee; I shall merely say at this stage that
we have demobilized thirty-three military age groups since
the end of the war. It seems that Mr. Romulo is a general;
he should know what thirty-three age groups means. If he

, does know and appreciate what they mean, he had no right
to say what he did say from this rostrum. As I have already
pointed out, however, he is an enthusiastic person and in his
enthusiasm is often led to make statements which are
contrary to the truth.



'Tbe above text is the English translation of tbe speech given in
Arabic provided by the delegation of Yemen.

123. Sayed Hassan IBRAHIM (Yemen) (translated from
Arab£c)o: I wish to associate myself with my colleagues in
saluting this generous city which has welcomed us to work
in the very field which it has chosen itself, the field of
freedom and social justice to all its nationals. Paris, the
capital of the French Republic, has welcomed the United
Nations twice within four years.

124. Six years have passed since this Organization came
into existence. It was constructed to best serve the'desires
of the peoples who bear the burden of war and for whose
sake peace is sought. These are the people of the world
regardless of their size or strength. Efforts have been made
in this Organization during past years, and every year before
the session of the General Assembly the whole world expects
the fulfilment of a hope which has been the sincere desire
of everyone. That is the hope of peace and liberty. However,
r believe that these very people, during recent years, have
come to expect or to know what will be the outcome of
our session. This fact is greatly regrettable as our work has
already been understood and judged. In every session we
have dealt with questions which are important to the whole
world, the solutions of which are desired by the whole
world, and which have been requested by the whole world.
They are questions of peace and the realization of social,
political and economic liberty. The result of every session
has unfortunately been the same. We have listened to
statements expressing divergent opinions and to declarations
evoking pessimism and filling humanity with despah·. I
believe that you share with me regret for this state of affairs.
We all know well that the Charter is adequate and perfect
in so far as it embodies the desires of the people. We know
that we have accepted this Charter in order to implement
its purposes and to be able to live as brethren in this world
which is so full of disputes, wars, suppressions of freedom,
exploitation of nations and the domination of the weaker
Powers by the strong Powers. This is the world which has
entrusted us with the sacred task of fulfilling the principles
of the Char,ter, and of guiding humanity towards its high
ideals along the path of peace.

125. Yet it is really a fact regrettable-I say regrettable
and I mean regrettable-from the point of view of all
mankind that this Organization has achieved, irrespective
of all that it has done, and regardless of all the good results
it has brought about, nothing more than a partial and
indirect fulfilment of our great goal, the goal which is being
Bought and pursued by humanity, namely, the prevention
of war and making it possible for all nations to enjoy the
full rights and liberties in all respects.

12Q. Here we may stop to ask ourselves who is respon~
sible for this tension which has caused anxiety to women
children, the old and even the young ? The answer is a~
simple as it is clear. Through their disputes and divergencies,
dividing the world into two camps, the great Powers must
fairly assume the responsibility for this state of affairs. The
disputes amongst the great Powers have become so acute
that the moment mav not be so remote when we shall hear
of the declaration of war. The international rostrums of
peace may thus become the ominous signs of the third
world war.

127. However, I wish to associate myself with: my colleague
the representative of Uruguay [343rd meeting] in sharing
t?e. ~elief that the small States bear equally the respon
slb111ty. Had the small States been co-operative and faithful
to the principles of the Charter, not guided or expecting
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to be guided by the great Powers, and had they formed a
bloc to prevent anything, at any time or in any form, which
would touch or impair the principles of the Charter, we,
the small nations, would have been able to realize for the
people of the world all that the great Powers have failed to
achieve. We would have been the hope of the whole world.
Owing to one reason or another, such a hope has never been
fulfilled, but, had it been fulfilled, we would have spared
the great Powers the efforts of dividing the world into two
blocs, and those Powers would have realized that the world
needs real peace, real prosperity and real brotherhood.

128. I have listened with great concern to some of my
distinguished colleagues who have expressed certain views
which are worthy of consideration. While speaking of the
Middle East, reference was made by one representative
to what he called a " supra-national "interest. With all
due respect to the opinions expressed here, I believe that
this is a very dangerous line of thinking, which drifts away
from the spirit of the Charter as it does from the sacred
desires of the peoples who want peace and liberty, and
whose blood is the blood that is shed in time of war. Why
then do we, the speakers from this rostrum, try to ignore
the desires of the people ? Why do we accept a policy of
power politics which does not aim at the fulfilment of these
aspirations ? Why should we defeat the very purpose of
the Charter by advocating such a dangerous policy ?

129. I wish to state also that the primary concern of every
nation is its security and its liberty. If its security and
liberty are threatened, then such a nation will not find a
great difference whether it alone is threatened and terrified
or whether the whole world is terrified, since that nation
is being threatened and its freedom strangled either from
this side or tile other, or by one principle or the other. I do
not believe that the interest of international politics lies in
the suppression of freedoms.

130. I have also listened with all respect to the represen
tative of the United Kingdom who referred to an attempt
which is to be made to proclaim a truce from name-calling
and angry words. I wish to associate myself with his appeal
that such an attempt should be welcomed and that agree
ment should crown the attempt. I look forward to the day
when the good example will be applied in one of the most
important centres of the world, namely, the Middle East.
r do not wish to dwell on the problems of the Middle East.
I wish to refer only to some of the problems which necessi
tate an immediate and fair solution in accordance with
the Charter.

131. There is, for example, the case of hundreds of
thousands of Arab refugees of Palestine who have been
evicted froin their homes, deprived of the use of their
property and denied the most elementary rights of man.
These refugees and the whole free world behind them
expect the implementation of the United Nations decisions
con~erning their repatriation and compensation. The
problems Of Palestine and the repatriation of refugees are
undoubtedly among the most important cases to be dealt
with by the United Nations. In fact it may be said without
exaggeration that the United Nations is directly responsible
for the desperate conditions of the Palestinian refugees.
Such conditions tend to encourage subversive movements
and illegal activities, thus rendering the fulfilment of
peace a matter far from realization. Every day, nay, every
hour and every minute, adds to the misery of these refugees
and detracts from the faith of nations in the justice of the
Charter, or rather in the goodwill of those Powers which
have made of thel Charter an elastic instrument applying
it or ignoring it according to their interest. These refugees;·
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123. Sayed Hassan IBRAHIM (Yemen) (translated from
Arab£c)o: I wish to associate myself with my colleagues in
saluting this generous city which has welcomed us to work
in the very field which it has chosen itself, the field of
freedom and social justice to all its nationals. Paris, the
capital of the French Republic, has welcomed the United
Nations twice within four years.

124. Six years have passed since this Organization came
into existence. It was constructed to best serve the'desires
of the peoples who bear the burden of war and for whose
sake peace is sought. These are the people of the world
regardless of their size or strength. Efforts have been made
in this Organization during past years, and every year before
the session of the General Assembly the whole world expects
the fulfilment of a hope which has been the sincere desire
of everyone. That is the hope of peace and liberty. However,
r believe that these very people, during recent years, have
come to expect or to know what will be the outcome of
our session. This fact is greatly regrettable as our work has
already been understood and judged. In every session we
have dealt with questions which are important to the whole
world, the solutions of which are desired by the whole
world, and which have been requested by the whole world.
They are questions of peace and the realization of social,
political and economic liberty. The result of every session
has unfortunately been the same. We have listened to
statements expressing divergent opinions and to declarations
evoking pessimism and filling humanity with despah·. I
believe that you share with me regret for this state of affairs.
We all know well that the Charter is adequate and perfect
in so far as it embodies the desires of the people. We know
that we have accepted this Charter in order to implement
its purposes and to be able to live as brethren in this world
which is so full of disputes, wars, suppressions of freedom,
exploitation of nations and the domination of the weaker
Powers by the strong Powers. This is the world which has
entrusted us with the sacred task of fulfilling the principles
of the Char,ter, and of guiding humanity towards its high
ideals along the path of peace.

125. Yet it is really a fact regrettable-I say regrettable
and I mean regrettable-from the point of view of all
mankind that this Organization has achieved, irrespective
of all that it has done, and regardless of all the good results
it has brought about, nothing more than a partial and
indirect fulfilment of our great goal, the goal which is being
Bought and pursued by humanity, namely, the prevention
of war and making it possible for all nations to enjoy the
full rights and liberties in all respects.

12Q. Here we may stop to ask ourselves who is respon~
sible for this tension which has caused anxiety to women
children, the old and even the young ? The answer is a~
simple as it is clear. Through their disputes and divergencies,
dividing the world into two camps, the great Powers must
fairly assume the responsibility for this state of affairs. The
disputes amongst the great Powers have become so acute
that the moment mav not be so remote when we shall hear
of the declaration of war. The international rostrums of
peace may thus become the ominous signs of the third
world war.

127. However, I wish to associate myself with: my colleague
the representative of Uruguay [343rd meeting] in sharing
t?e. ~elief that the small States bear equally the respon
slb111ty. Had the small States been co-operative and faithful
to the principles of the Charter, not guided or expecting

'Tbe above text is the English translation of tbe speech given in
Arabic provided by the delegation of Yemen.

to be guided by the great Powers, and had they formed a
bloc to prevent anything, at any time or in any form, which
would touch or impair the principles of the Charter, we,
the small nations, would have been able to realize for the
people of the world all that the great Powers have failed to
achieve. We would have been the hope of the whole world.
Owing to one reason or another, such a hope has never been
fulfilled, but, had it been fulfilled, we would have spared
the great Powers the efforts of dividing the world into two
blocs, and those Powers would have realized that the world
needs real peace, real prosperity and real brotherhood.

128. I have listened with great concern to some of my
distinguished colleagues who have expressed certain views
which are worthy of consideration. While speaking of the
Middle East, reference was made by one representative
to what he called a " supra-national "interest. With all
due respect to the opinions expressed here, I believe that
this is a very dangerous line of thinking, which drifts away
from the spirit of the Charter as it does from the sacred
desires of the peoples who want peace and liberty, and
whose blood is the blood that is shed in time of war. Why
then do we, the speakers from this rostrum, try to ignore
the desires of the people ? Why do we accept a policy of
power politics which does not aim at the fulfilment of these
aspirations ? Why should we defeat the very purpose of
the Charter by advocating such a dangerous policy ?

129. I wish to state also that the primary concern of every
nation is its security and its liberty. If its security and
liberty are threatened, then such a nation will not find a
great difference whether it alone is threatened and terrified
or whether the whole world is terrified, since that nation
is being threatened and its freedom strangled either from
this side or tile other, or by one principle or the other. I do
not believe that the interest of international politics lies in
the suppression of freedoms.

130. I have also listened with all respect to the represen
tative of the United Kingdom who referred to an attempt
which is to be made to proclaim a truce from name-calling
and angry words. I wish to associate myself with his appeal
that such an attempt should be welcomed and that agree
ment should crown the attempt. I look forward to the day
when the good example will be applied in one of the most
important centres of the world, namely, the Middle East.
r do not wish to dwell on the problems of the Middle East.
I wish to refer only to some of the problems which necessi
tate an immediate and fair solution in accordance with
the Charter.

131. There is, for example, the case of hundreds of
thousands of Arab refugees of Palestine who have been
evicted froin their homes, deprived of the use of their
property and denied the most elementary rights of man.
These refugees and the whole free world behind them
expect the implementation of the United Nations decisions
con~erning their repatriation and compensation. The
problems Of Palestine and the repatriation of refugees are
undoubtedly among the most important cases to be dealt
with by the United Nations. In fact it may be said without
exaggeration that the United Nations is directly responsible
for the desperate conditions of the Palestinian refugees.
Such conditions tend to encourage subversive movements
and illegal activities, thus rendering the fulfilment of
peace a matter far from realization. Every day, nay, every
hour and every minute, adds to the misery of these refugees
and detracts from the faith of nations in the justice of the
Charter, or rather in the goodwill of those Powers which
have made of thel Charter an elastic instrument applying
it or ignoring it according to their interest. These refugees;·
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130. I have also listened with all respect to the represen
tative of the United Kingdom who referred to an attempt
which is to be made to proclaim a truce from name-calling
and angry words. I wish to associate myself with his appeal
that such an attempt should be welcomed and that agree
ment should crown the attempt. I look forward to the day
when the good example will be applied in one of the most
important centres of the world, namely, the Middle East.
I do not wish to dwell on the problems of the Middle East.
I wish to refer only to some of the problems which necessi
tate an immediate and fair solution in accordance with
the Charter.

131. There is, for example, the case of hundreds of
thousands of Arab refugees of Palestine who have been
evicted froin their homes, deprived of the use of their
property and denied the most elementary rights of man.
These refugees and the whole free world behind them
expect the implementation of the United Nations decisions
con~erning their repatriation and compensation. The
problems Of Palestine and the repatriation of refugees are
undoubtedly among the most important cases to be dealt
with by the United Nations. In fact it may be said without
exaggeration that the United Nations is directly responsible
for the desperate conditions of the Palestinian refugees.
Such conditions tend to encourage subversive movements
and illegal activities, thus rendering the fulfilment of
peace a matter far from realization. Every day, nay, every
hour and every minute, adds to the misery of these refugees
and detracts from the faith of nations in the justice of the
Charter, or rather in the goodwill of those Powers which
have made of the, Charter an elastic instrument applying
it or ignoring it according to their interest. These refugees;,

123. Sayed Hassan IBRAHIM (Yemen) (translated from to be guided by the great Powers, and had they formed a
Arab£c)o: I wish to associate myself with my colleagues in bloc to prevent anything, at any time or in any form, which
saluting this generous city which has welcomed us to work would touch or impair the principles of the Charter, we,
in the very field which it has chosen itself, the field of the small nations, would have been able to realize for the
freedom and social justice to all its nationals. Paris, the people of the world all that the great Powers have failed to
capital of the French Republic, has welcomed the United achieve. We would have been the hope of the whole world.
Nations twice within four years. Owing to one reason or another, such a hope has never been

fulfilled, but, had it been fulfilled, we would have spared
the great Powers the efforts of dividing the world into two
blocs, and those Powers would have realized that the world
needs real peace, real prosperity and real brotherhood.

128. I have listened with great concern to some of my
distinguished colleagues who have expressed certain views
which are worthy of consideration. While speaking of the
Middle East, reference was made by one representative
to what he called a " supra-national " interest. With all
due respect to the opinions expressed here, I believe that
this is a very dangerous line of thinking, which drifts away
from the spirit of the Charter as it does from the sacred
desires of the peoples who want peace and liberty, and
whose blood is the blood that is shed in time of war. Why
then do we, the speakers from this rostrum, try to ignore
the desires of the people ? Why do we accept a policy of
power politics which does not aim at the fulfilment of these
aspirations ? Why should we defeat the very purpose of
the Charter by advocating such a dangerous policy ?

129. I wish to state also that the primary concern of every
nation is its security and its liberty. If its security and
liberty are threatened, then such a nation will not find a
great difference whether it alone is threatened and terrified
or whether the whole world is terrified, since that nation
is being threatened and its freedom strangled either from
this side or the other, or by one principle or the other. I do
not believe that the interest of international politics lies in
the suppression of freedoms.

124. Six years have passed since this Organization came
into existence. It was constructed to best serve the'desires
of the peoples who bear the burden of war and for whose
sake peace is sought. These are the people of the world
regardless of their size or strength. Efforts have been made
in this Organization during past years, and every year bcfore
the session of the General Assembly the whole world expects
the fulfilment of a hope which has been the sincere desire
of everyone. That is the hope of peace and liberty. However,
I believe that these very people, during recent years, have
come to expect or to know what will be the outcome of
our session. This fact is greatly regrettable as our work has
already been understood and judged. In every session we
have dealt with questions which are important to the whole
world, the solutions of which are desired by the whole
world, and which have been requested by the whole world.
They are questions of peace and the realization of social,
political and economic liberty. The result of every session
has unfortunately been the same. We have listened to
statements expressing divergent opinions and to declarations
evoking pessimism and filling humanity with despail·. I
believe that you share with me regret for this state of affairs.
We all know well that the Charter is adequate and perfect
in so far as it embodies the desires of the people. We know
that we have accepted this Charter in order to implement
its purposes and to be able to livc as brethren in this world
which is so full of disputes, wars, suppressions of freedom,
exploitation of nations and the domination of the weaker
Powers by the strong Powers. This is the world which has
entrusted us with the sacred task of fulfilling the principles
of the Char,ter, and of guiding humanity towards its high
ideals along the path of peace.

125. Yet it is really a fact regrettable-I say regrettable
and I mean regrettable-from the point of view of all
mankind that this Organization has achieved, irrespective
of all that it has done, and regardless of all the good results
it has brought about, nothing more than a partial and
indirect fulfilment of our great goal, the goal which is being
Bought and pursued by humanity, namely, the prevention
of war and making it possible for all nations to enjoy the
full rights and liberties in all respects.

121$. Here we may stop to ask ourselves who is respon~
sible for this tension which has caused anxiety to women
children, the old and even the young ? The answer is a~
simple as it is clear. Through their disputes and divergencies
dividing the world into two camps, the great Powers must
fairly assume the responsibility for this state of affairs. The
disputes amongst the great Powers have become so acute
that the moment may not be so remote when we shall hear
of the declaration of war. The international rostrums of
peace may thus become the ominous signs of the third
world war.

127. However, I wish to associate myself with: my colleague
the representative of Uruguay [343rd meeting) in sharing
t~e, ~elief that the small States bear equally the respon
SIbIlity. I~a~ the small States been co-operative and faithful
to the pnnclples of the Charter, not guided or expecting

• Tbe above text is the English translation of the speech given in
Arabic provided by the delegation of Yemen.
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questions. We are confident that these problems will receive
their share of the solutions which fulfil the national aspi
rations of all the people of the world. These nations have
been working steadily with the big Powers concerned in
the hope of achieving their aspirations and reaching accep
table solutions and fair settlements complying with the
Principles of the Charter and preserving good, friendly
relations. With such friendly relations, it would be possible
to co-operate in the settlement of international political,
economic and social matters. Such a stage cannot be
reached, however, until the nations of the Middle East
obtain their full rights and breathe liberty, as was very
ably expressed by Sir Mohammad Zafrulla Khan when he
said that freedom was as necessary as the air breathed by
man. Any attempt to strangle freedom by force can repre
sent nothing but an attempt to impair world security.

137. In point of fact, the Principles of the Charter, which
are the cornerstones of this Organization, cannot be
observed and respected until the great Powers treat them
with sincerity, a sincerity which will not be affected by
competition or obstl1lcted by disputes. Such a condition
cannot prevail except through the path of honest goodwill
and the realization by the great Powers that the United
Nations represents a turning point in history, a forum
where all States regardless of their size or strength have
come to enjoy the right of eq~ality, and ~hat all peop.les
have attained a degree of natlOnal conSClOusness wluch
does not permit the great Powers to ignore the voices of
mankind.

138. Mr. Robert SCHUMAN (France) (translated from
F1'ench) : In a speech marked by nobility of thou~ht an1 of
feeling, Mr. Anthony Eden has t?ld ifS of the dlsa~pol1lt
ment he experience~ on first commg mto ~Ol:tact WIth the
Organization, of whIch he was ~ne of the pnnclpal founders.
Like Mr. Eden, we do not WIsh to allow ourselves to be
discouraged. Institution~ which are still grO\ying have
their awkward age, likc children. What matteI'S IS that, by
means of proper education, they should pass through that
stage unharmed.

139. The general debate is a sort of self-examin~tion in
which we must with complete frankness recogmze the
defects that exist, the failures we have suffered and our
share of the responsibility for them.. Af!er th~t, we shall
find it easier to define the frame of mmd m whIch we shall
henceforward tackle both familiar and novel problems.

140. My remarks are concerned in the first. place w~th
the instrument at our disposal. It would certamly requIre
certain reforms. The misuse of the veto has prevented the
proper operation of the Security. Council. The ref~sal to
admit certain democratic countrIes, such as 1001y, IS not
only an injustice but a violatio~ of th~ principle ~f tl~e
universality of the United NatIons, whose ~uthonty IS
diminished thereby as it is by the fact that It does not
possess a permane~t armed f~rce cap~ble of providing a
minimum sanction to back Its declSlons. Other, less
serious, imperfections could easily be remedied.

141. The increasingly poisoned at.mosp~ere in w~~c~ we
work is, however, much more dlsturbmg. .Cntl.clsms,
which on occasion are full of hatred, are more m eVIdence
than the spirit of co-operation ; we are !;1eset by: a mlftual
distrust which paralyses action and dIstorts mtentIOns.
There is not or at least there does not seem to be, any
disagreement' among us regarding .the essential objectiye
we have in common : the protectlOn of peace. DespIte
than, we are all anxious regarding the peace which we are
unanimous in desiring. We fear that war may break out

who have reached a state of misery and poverty not difficult
to imagine, have observed with hearts full of anxiety the
efforts which have been made during the past few years to
obstruct the implementation of United Nations decisions.
These refugees have also noticed with misgivings and
suspicion the efforts which have been made by some States
to replace and to abrogate the decision concerning their
repatriation.

132. Call I be accused of exaggeration when I say that
the reputation and j~stice of the ~?ited Na~ions depend
on the extent to whIch these decIslOns are Implemented
and on the extent of the willingness of the concerned Powers
to put aside their ambitions and their interests for the sake
of justice ?

133. I wish to conclude my reference to the problem of
Arab refugees of Palestine, Without following the example
of the representative of Israel whose aim was to distort this
question, The injustice under the partition has been
committed not only against the Arabs themselves but
against their land ~nd prop~rty i~ disregar~ ~f the deci~i?ns
of the United NatlOns startmg- WIth the deCISiOn to parutlOn
Palestine [resolution 181 (11)]. The dangers of such a
decision are that it could be used by Israel as a means of
utilizing the pr?p~rty of the Ar~bs of P~lestine ~n.d therefore
to exceed the hmlts of the Untted NatlOns declslOn. Israel
has repeatedly ignored the deci~i?ns of. this A~sem1?ly
regarding Arab refugees, the deCISIon to mternatlOnahze
Jerusalem and others. My delegation does not wish to
comment ~n the many difficulties caused by Israel, because
we believe that responsibility for all these complications
rests on those who started the existence of Israel in the
first place. Furt~errnore, I do not wi~h to take up your
time by commentmg on any of the pomts referred to by
the representative ofIsrael. However, my delegation wishes
to say that, against .that which the representative ~f Israel
says in these meetmgs, Arab refugees are suffenng and
Arab men women and children are dying, and all this
because I~rael continues to violate the decisions of this
Assembly.

134. The problem of the Arab refugees of Palestine is
but one of the problems of the Middle East and its peoples,
these peoples who have struggled ~or their liberty ,and
independence, and some of whom sull struggl.e t~ aC~leve
their full sovereignty. Yemen has asked WIth Its SIster
Arab States for the inclusion in the agenda of the Moroccan
question. W,e have been prompted ~o this. action by our
faith in the nght of the people to deCIde theIr fa!e and a.lso
by our faith that France, cradle of the ~evolutlOn, whIch
has so willingly sacrificed the blood of. Its youth for t.he
causes of equality, liberty and fratermty, 18 more WIse
than to deprive a whole nation of the very principles of equa~
lity, liberty and fraternity.

135. The Yemen delegation has also defended and
supported the independence of Libya as it l~as supp~rted
all the great questions taken ~p by the U~lted Nat~ons.
The Yemen delegation would hke ~o exp:ess Its best .wlshes
to the people of Libya, and to HIS Majesty the Kmg for
whom we have the highest esteem. Meanwhile, we look
forward to the day when this nation will realize its unity
as well as its compiete sovereignty, so that it may co-operate
with its Arab sister States in the realization of prosperity
and international security.

136. The Yemen delegation believes that most of t~e
nations of the Middle East have their problems and theIr
claims, which do not conflict with the spirit of the Charter
and which up to this day are still awaiting solution. The
most important problems are the Egyptian and the Iranian
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who have reached a state of misery and poverty not difficult
to imagine, have observed with hearts full of anxiety the
efforts which have been made during the past few years to
obstruct the implementation of United Nations decisions.
These refugees have also noticed with misgivings and
suspicion the efforts which have been made by some States
to replace and to abrogate the decision concerning their
repatriation.

132. Call I be accused of exaggeration when I say that
the reputation and j~stice of the ~~ited Na~ions depend
on the "extent to whIch these deCISlOns are Implemented
and on the extent of the willingness of the concerned Powers
to put aside their ambitions and their interests for the sake
of justice ?

133. I wish to conclude my reference to the problem of
Arab refugees of Palestine, Without following the example
of the representative of Israel whose aim was to distort this
question. The injustice under the partition has been
committed not only against the Arabs themselves but
against their land ~od prop~rty il;1 disregar~ ~f the deci~i~ns
of the United NatIOns startmg wIth the decIsIOn to partItIon
Palestine [resolution 181 (ll)]. The dangers of such a
decision are that it could be used by Israel as a means of
utilizing the pr?p~rty of the Ar~bs of P~lestine ~n.d therefore
to exceed the hmIts of the Umted NatIOns deCISIOn. Israel
has repeatedly ignored the deci~i?ns of. this A~sem1;>ly
regarding Arab refugees, the deCISIon to mternatlOnalIze
Jerusalem and others. My delegation does not wish to
comment ~n the many difficulties caused by Israel, because
we believe that responsibility for all these complications
rests on those who started the existence of Israel in the
first place. Furt~ermore, I do not wi~h to take up your
time by commentmg on any of the pomts referred to by
the representati:re oHsrael. !fowever, my deleg:ation wishes
to say that, agamst .that whIch the representatIve ~f Israel
says in these meetmgs, Arab refugees are suffenng and
Arab men women and children are dying, and all this
because I~rael continues to violate the decisions of this
Assembly.

134. The problem of the Arab refugees of Palestine is
but one of the problems of the Middle East il!ld ~ts peoples,
these peoples who have struggled ~or theIr lIberty .and
independence, and some of whom stIll struggl.e t~ aC~Ieve
their full sovereignty. Yemen has asked WIth Its SIster
Arab States for the inclusion in the agenda of the Moroccan
question. W,e have been prompted ~o this. action by our
faith in the nght of the people to deCIde theIr fa!e and a.lso
by our faith that France, cradle of the RevolutIon, whIch
has so willingly sacrificed the blood of. its youth for t.he
causes of equality, liberty and fratermty, IS more wise
than to deprive a whole nation of the very principles of equa~
lity, liberty and fraternity.

135. The Yemen delegation has also defended and
supported the independence of Libya as it l~as supp~rted

all the great questions taken !lP by the U~Ited Nat!ons.
The Yemen delegation would lIke ~o exp:ess Its best,wlshes
to the people of Libya, and to HIS Majesty the Kmg for
whom we have the highest esteem. Meanwhile, we look
forward to the day when this nation will realize its unity
as well as its compiete sovereignty, so that it may co-operate
with its Arab sister States in the realization of prosperity
and international security.

136. The Yemen delegation believes that most of t~e
nations of the Middle East have their problems and theIr
claims, which do not conflict with the spirit of the Charter
and which up to this day are still awaiting solution. The
most important problems are the Egyptian and the Iranian

questions. We are confident that these problems will receive
their share of the solutions which fulfil the national aspi
rations of all the people of the world. These nations have
been working steadily with the big Powers concerned in
the hope of achieving their aspirations and reaching accep
table solutions and fair settlements complying with the
Principles of the Charter and preserving good, friendly
relations. With such friendly relations, it would be possible
to co-operate in the settlement of international political,
economic and social matters. Such a stage cannot be
reached, however, until the nations of the Middle East
obtain their full rights and breathe liberty, as was very
ably expressed by Sir Mohammad Zafrulla Khan when he
said that freedom was as necessary as the air breathed by
man. Any attempt to strangle freedom by force can repre
sent nothing but an attempt to impair world security.

137. In point of fact, the Principles of the Charter, which
are the cornerstones of this Organization, cannot be
observed and respected until the great Powers treat them
with sincerity, a sincerity which will not be affected by
competition or obstmcted by disputes. Such a condition
cannot prevail except through the path of honest goodwill
and the realization by the great Powers that the United
Nations represents a turning point in history, a forum
where all States regardless of their size or strength have
come to enjoy the right of eq~ality, and ~hat all peop,1es
have attained a degree of natIOnal conSCIOusness wluch
does not permit the great Powers to ignore the voices of
mankind,

138. Mr. Robert SCHUMAN (France) (translated from
F1'ench) : In a speech marked by nobility of thou~ht an~ of
feeling, Mr. Anthony Eden has t~ld 1;1s of the dISa~pOll1t
ment he experience~ 00 first commg mto ~Ol:tact WIth the
Organization, of whIch he was ~ne of the pnncIpal founders.
Like Mr. Eden, we do not WIsh to allow ourselves to be
discouraged. Institutions which are still grO\ying have
their awkward age, like children. What matteI'S IS that, by
means of proper education, they should pass through that
stage unharmed.

139. The general debate is a sort of self-examin~tion in
which we must with complete frankness recogmze the
defects that exist, the failures we have suffered and our
share of the responsibility for them.. Af!er th~t, we shall
find it easier to define the frame of mmd III whIch we shall
henceforward tackle both familiar and novel problems.

140. My remarks are concerned in the first. place w~th
the instrument at our disposal. It would certamly reqUIre
certain reforms. The misuse of the veto has prevented the
proper operation of the Security. Council. The ref~sal to
admit certain democratic countnes, such as 100ly, 1S not
only an injustice but a. violatio~ of th~ principle ~f tl;e
universality of the UIllted NatIOns, whose ~uthonty IS
diminished thereby, as it is by the fact that It d~e~ not
possess a permanent armed f~rce cap~ble of provldmg a
minimum sanction to back Its declSlons. Other, less
serious, imperfections could easily be remedied.

141. The increasingly poisoned at:nosp~ere in w~~c~ we
work is, however, much more dIsturbmg. .CntI.clsms,
which on. occasion are full of hatred, are more m eVIdence
than the spirit of co-operation ; we are !;Jeset by: a m:rtual
distrust which paralyses action and dIstorts mtentIOns.
There is not or at least there does not seem to be, any
disagreement' among us regarding .the essential objectiye
we have in common : the protectIon of peace.. Despite
than, we are all anxious regarding the peace whIch we are
unanimous in desiring. We fear that war may break out
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who have reached a state of misery and poverty not difficult
to imagine, have observed with hearts full of anxiety the
efforts which have been made during the past few years to
obstruct the implementation of United Nations decisions.
These refugees have also noticecl with misgivings and
suspicion the efforts which have been made by some States
to replace and to abrogate the decision concerning their
repatriation.

132. Can I be accused of exaggeration when I say that
the reputation and j~stice of the ~~ited Na~ions depend
on the extent to whIch these declslOns are Implemented
and on the extent of the willingness of the concerned Powers
to put aside their ambitions and their interests for the sake
of justice ?

133. I wish to conclude my reference to the problem of
Arab refugees of Palestine, Without following the example
of the representative of Israel whose aim was to distort this
question. The injustice under the partition has been
committed not only against the Arabs themselves but
against their land ~od prop~rty i~ disregar~ ~f the deci~i~ns
of the United NatIOos startIng WIth the deCISIOn to partitIon
Palestine [resolution 181 (ll)]. The dangers of such a
decision are that it could be used by Israel as a means of
utilizing the pr?p~rty of the Ar~bs of P~lestine ~n.d therefore
to exceed the hmIts of the Umted NatIOns deCISIOn. Israel
has repeatedly ignored the decisions of this Assembly
regarding Arab refugees, the decision to internationalize
Jerusalem, and others. My delegation does not wish to
comment on the many difficulties caused by Israel, because
we believe that responsibility for all these complications
rests on those who started the existence of Israel in the
first place. Furt~ermore, I do not wi~h to tal{e up your
time by commentmg on any of the pomts referred to by
the representative ofIsrael. However, my delegation wishes
to say that, against .that which the representative ~f Israel
says in these meetmgs, Arab refugees are suffenng and
Arab men, women and children are dying, and all th~s
because Israel continues to violate the decisions of thIS
Assembly.

134. The problem of the Arab refugees of Palestine is
but one of the problems of the Middle East il!ld ~ts peoples,
these peoples who have struggled for theIr lIberty .and
independence, and some of whom stIll struggl.e t~ aC~Ieve
their full sovereignty. Yemen has asked WIth ItS SIster
Arab States for the inclusion in the agenda of the Moroccan
question. We have been prompted ~o this. action by our
faith in the right of the people to deCIde theIr fa!e and a.lso
by our faith that Fr~nce, cradle of the ~evolutIon, whIch
has so willingly saCrIficed the blood of. Its youth for t.he
causes of equality, libert¥ and fratermtYl 1~ more wise
than to deprive a whole natIOn of the very pnnclples of equa
lity, liberty and fraternity.

135. The Yemen delegation has also defended and
supported the independence of Libya as it has supported
all the great questions taken !lP by the U~ited Nat~ons.
The Yemen delegation would lIke ~o exp:ess Its best,wlshes
to the people of Libya, and to HIS Majesty the Kmg for
whom we have the highest esteem. Meanwhile, we look
forward to the day when this nation will realize its unity
as well as its compiete sovereignty, so that it may co-oper~te
with its Arab sister States in the realization of prospenty
and international security.

136. The Yemen delegation believes that most of t~e
nations of the Middle East have their problems and theIr
claims, which do not conflict with the spirit of the Charter
and which up to this day are still awaiting solution. The
most important problems are the Egyptian and the Iranian

questions. We are confident that these problems will receive
their share of the solutions which fulfil the national aspi
rations of all the people of the world. These nations have
been working steadily with the big Powers concerned in
the hope of achieving their aspirations and reaching accep
table solutions and fair settlements complying with the
Principles of the Charter and preserving good, friendly
relations. With such friendly relations, it would be possible
to co-operate in the settlement of international political,
economic and social matters. Such a stage cannot be
reached, however, until the nations of the Middle East
obtain their full rights and breathe liberty, as was very
ably expressed by Sir Mohammad Zafrulla Khan when he
said that freedom was as necessary as the air breathed by
man. Any attempt to strangle freedom by force can repre
sent nothing but an attempt to impair world security.

137. In point of fact, the Principles of the Charter, which
are the cornerstones of this Organization, cannot be
observed and respected until the great Powers treat them
with sincerity, a sincerity whic.h will not be affecte~ .by
competition or obstmcted by dIsputes. Such a condltl(~n

cannot prevail except through the path of honest goodWill
and the realization by the great Powers that the United
Nations represents a turning point in history, a forum
where all States regardless of their size or strength have
come to enjoy the right of equality, and that all peoples
have attained a degree of national consciousness which
does not permit the great Powers to ignore the voices of
mankind.

138. Mr. Robert SCHUMAN (France) (translated from
French) : In a speech marked by nobility of thou~ht an~ of
feeling, Mr. Anthony Eden has told 1;1s of the dIsa~poll1t

ment he experienced 00 first coming mto contact WIth the
Organization, of which he was one of the principal founders.
Like Mr. Eden, we do not wish to allow ourselves to be
discouraged. Institutions which are still growing have
their awkward age, likc children. What mattel's is that, by
means of proper education, they should pass through that
stage unharmed.

139. The general debate is a sort of self-examin~tiol1 in
which we must with complete frankness recogmze the
defects that exist, the failures we have suffered and our
share of the responsibility for them.. Af!er th~t, we shall
find it easier to define the frame of mmd m whIch we shall
henceforward tackle both familiar and novel problems.

140. My remarks are concerned in the first. place w~th
the instrument at our disposal. It would certamly requIte
certain reforms. The misuse of the veto has prevented the
proper operation of the Security. Council. The ref~sal to
admit certain democratic countnes, such as 1001y, IS not
only an injustice but a violatio~ of the principle ~f tl;e
universality of the United NatIons, whose a.uthonty IS
diminished thereby, as it is by the fact that It d~e~ not
possess a permanent armed f~rce cap~ble of provldmg a
minimum sanction to back ItS declSlons. Other, less
serious, imperfections could easily be remedied.

141. The increasingly poisoned at:nosp~ere in w~~c~ We
work is, however, much more dlsturbmg. .CntI.clsms,
which on occasion are full of hatred, are more m eVIdence
than the spirit of co-operation ; we are \;leset by: a ml!tual
distrust which paralyses action and dIstorts mtentIOns.
The.re is not, or at least there does not see~ to b~, ~IlY
disagreement among us regarding .the essentIal obJectiye
we have in common : the protectIOn of peace.. Despite
than, we are all anxious regarding the peace which we are
unanimous in desiring. We fear that war may brealc out



like an electric discharge between two opposite poles. We'
shall prevent it only if we succeed in reducing the fatal
tension.

155. ~irstly, there ar~ the technical problems for which
We deSIre the co-operatIon of all but from which we regret
to note, yo~ ~?I~ aloof, if you are not openly hostile On the
generous InItIatIve of President Truman a . cl d
Pr f' , n expan e
b ogramme 0 aSSIstance to under-developed countries has

een adopted by the Economic and Social Council. Its
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148. This plan has already had an effect and. a certain
efficacy, for it prompted the head of the delegation of tbe
Soviet Union to make a special supplementary speech.
We are happy to note the importance wh.ieh he attaches
to our initiative. For myself, I prefer to awaIt deye!opments
in committee. In any case, it would be sound pruccdurc
if everybody awaited the appearance oEtIle final and complete
text of our motion before discussing it in detail.

149. You are accusing us of desiring and preparing for
war. That is a monstrous and senseless accw:ultion. For
myself, I am quite willing to believe th~lt you do not desire
war. I am trying to be fairer to you than yOll are to us. \\"ar
like all things evil, is prepared in secret. Let us raise th~'

curtain of secrecy frankly and in unison: that would be the
first decisive step towards peace. Uncertainty is as serious
as threats. Our peoples are agreeing to heroic sacrifices
in order to remove this terrible feeling of insecurity. I lun
sure the same is true of your peoples who worry nbo\lt their
future and who are kept in that state of anxiety by a pf()pa~

ganda that is an official monopoly. 'Vc I11l1st come to an
agreement to reassure the peoples-all the peoples. Speeches
are no longer enough i they are entirely discredited. Wc :Ire
met together here to take joint action and to agree upon what
joint action should be taken.

150. I know, of course, the argument that our regimes arc
opposed to and irreconcilable with each other. But the\'
can exist side by side without making war upon each other";
they can even agree on common tasks, as the victory in 19.1;1
so clearly showed. Why should such co-operation b~
impossible in efforts for peace?

1?1. It is true t~at such co-operation also, or more espe
CIally, needs a SUItable atmosphere. As a first step. there
mu.st be an cnd to that a~gressive hostility to our insti
tutlons, to th.e vicious defamation of indiYiduals, to the
methods of VIolence and sabotage which ~'()llr supporters
and followers practise in our countries. The Comintern
was abolished at a time of relaxed tension. V/hen will the
Cominform and its methods be abandoned?

152. Can we conceivably stretch out our hands confi
~ently to those who, day after day, unremittinglY shower
Insults and. threats. upon. us? We are prepared to
co-operate w~th you In seekIng a truce, and understanding
a.gradual easmg of ,the tension, in a dignified manner, bv~
kIlld o~ non-aggressIOn pact-I am speaking figl1ratlvcly~by
outlawmg weapons whIch are poisoned with hate and libel
a~ a prelude t? a modus vivendi genuinely respected by clthe;
SIde,. both WIthout our countries and in our international
relatIOns.

~53. J\re you ready to proceed on theBe lines and to give
InstructIOns a~cordInglJ:? Everything wi 11 be in vain
unless we begm by punfymg the atmosphere in this way.
Every such effort would be greeted with immense relief.
Could we not start here and now.

,154. What would be wanted are not necessarily specta
cular moves or carefully constructed texts followed bv
~lender r~sul~s. The opportunity to put this ne",,' s irft
llltO practIce IS offered ~D us every day in connexion witlfthe
concrete problems WhICh we have to deal with and solve
together.

142. Are we sufficiently concerned with avoiding whatever
might increase it dangerously? Are we at all times fully
aware of the responsibility we incur when, by words spoken
from this rostrum, we inflame feelings to add to the propa
ganda which divides us rather than to bring us closer
together by persuasion? We are concerned too much with
tactics and procedure, as if we wished to shut our eyes to
the real problems which beset us but which we are some
times afrai cl to tackle directly.

14:~. Mistrust distorts evelything, blocks every avenue.
Of what use are speeches if we are convinced that the
person we are addressing does not wish to listen to us or
understand us? Too often speeches give the impression
of being brilliant monologues whereas what we need is
frank discussion which would throw light on the points of
view of both sides, for the purpose of bringing them closer
together. Because we fear traps everywhere, we are tempted
to take refuge in more or less hypocritical subtleties.

144. All of this takes us further and further from our goal
which iB to ease the tension and so consolidate peace.
We must tackle the causes of this baneful mistrust.

145. For this mistrust your policy, Mr. Vyshinsky, is
lar~ely responsible. In the first place the mystery with
whIch you surround yourselves breeds uneasiness and
doubt : mystery regarding yOUl" objectives, mystei'y regarding
the res~urc~s you employ, mystery regarding the connexions
you rnamtam and the aSSIstance you grant, mystery as regards
public ancl priyate life alike; everything is mystery, a State
secret. Our dlp\omats. are confi~ed to their hotels; kept
under supervISlon like undeSIrables, prevented from
performing their natural duty of informing us on the state
of mmd and on the economic situation, a function which
el~ewhere t~ey ~arry out hono~rablyand fairly. Our compa
trIots who live In your countrIes, some of whom have lived
there for J?any years, who have family ties and have rendered
g;eat servI.ce there st1~~enly become suspect under a suspi
CI?US and mtolerant regIme. You are setting a record in spy
tnals.

~46. This fi.ercely guarded mystery breeds natural,
Illsufferable mIstrust on our part, and officially organized
tours cannot reassure us. Are you ready to lift the veil to
com.e forth from behind that screen of mystery and to stop
cut~tng.yourselve~ off from the rest of the world ? A regime
whIch IS .sure of Itself and has no evil intentions stands to
lose nothmg through open confrontation with other regimes.

147. The same applies to armaments. The chief merit of
our recent three-Power initiative is that it seeks to put
en~ thtJ:e mystery which shrouds the state of armamen~
an t e SIZ~ of the armed forces. You know perfectly well,
Mr. Vyshmsky-and. I apologize for addressin ou
p,ersonaIly-tliat the ob.jeet is not to count boots anlm~ss
tms! but rather to obtam the exact number of the frightf I
etgme.s of destruction .of all kinds which are threateni~g
t le eXIstence of humanIty.. Here again, the removal of the
hystery yvould 1;Je an essential element of secl\rity and trust
t ~ stalt~g f0Int for the regulation of the manufactur~
an stoc 0 arms, and a progressive limitation on the
~ange;s threateni~g peace. That is the unmistakable
l~tentIln. AccordIngly, it is hardly fitting for anybody who
sIncer:e y wants peace to answer our proposals b a ui
or alJeS\ 'Yhat we desire is to be able at last t6 mafe ~
reso ute egmnin~ with effective and positive measures.

. l'
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148. This plan has already had an effect and. a certain
efficacy, for it prompted the head of the delegation of tbe
Soviet Union to make a special supple~entary speech.
We are happy to note the importance which he attachC1l
to our initiative. For myself, I prefer to await den~lopments
in committee. In any case, it would be sound procedure
if everybody awaited the appearance of the final and complete
text of our motion before discussing it in detail.

149. You are accusing us of desiring and prep:lring for
war. That is a monstrous and senseless accu:sation. For
myself, I am quite willing to believe th'lt you do not desire
war. I am trying to be fairer to you than you are to us. \Yur
like all things evil, is prepared in secret. Let us raise the
curtain of secrecy frankly and in unison: that would b~ the
first decisive step towards peace. Uncertainty is us serious
as threats. Our peoples are agreeing to heroic: sacrifi.ces
in order to remove this terrible feeling of insecurity. I am
sure the same is true of your peoples who worry about their
future and who are kept in that state of anxiety by u propa~

ganda that is an official monopoly. 'Vc Illust come to an
agreement to reassure the peoples-all the pcoples. Speeches
are no longer enough i they arc entirely discredited. \Ye are
met together here to take joint action and to agree upon what
joint action should be taken.

150. I know, of course, the argument that our regimes are
opposed to and irreconcilable with each other. But they
can exist side by side without making war upon each other';
they can even agree on common tasks, as the victory in 19.1;1
so clearly showed. Why should such co-operation be
impossible in efforts for peace?

1?1. It is true t~at such co-operation also, or more espe
Cially, needs a sUltable atmosphere. As a fIrst step. there
must be an cnd to that a~gressive hostilitY to our insti
tutions, to the vicious defamation of indi"iduals, to the
methods of violenc: an.d sabotage w!lich ~'()ur supporters
and followers practIse tn our countnes. The Comintern
was abolished at a time of relaxed tension. When will the
Cominform and its methods be abandoned?

152. Can we conceivably stretch out our hands confi
~ent1y to those who, clay aftel' day, unremittinglY shower
Insults and, threats. upon. us? We are prepared to
co-operate w~th you In seekIng a truce, and understanding
a.gradual easmg of.the tension, in a dignified manner, bv~
lond o~ non-aggresslOn pact-I a~ speaKing figuratively-=by
outlawmg weapons which are pOIsoned with hate and libel
a~ a prelude t? a modus vivendi genuinely respected by eithe;
Side,. both WIthout our countries and in our international
relatIons.

:53. A;re you ready to proceed on these lines and to give
mstructlons a~cordtngl~?, Everything will be in vain
unless we begm by punfymg the atmosphere in this way.
Every such effort would be greeted with immense l"clief.
Could we not start here and now.

,154. What would be wanted are not necessarilv specta
cllar moves or carefully constructed texts followed by
~ ender r~sul~s. The opportunity to put this new spint
mto practice IS offered ~o us every day in connexion with the
concrete problems WhICh we have to deal with and solve
together.

155. ~irstly, there are the technical problems for which
we deSIre the co-operation of all but from which we regret
to note, yO? ~?l~ aloof, if you are not openly hostile. On the
generous mlttatlv~ of President Truman, an expanded
brogramme of aSSIstance to under-developed countries has

een adopted by the Economic and Social Council. Its
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like an electric discharge between two opposite poles. We·
shall prevent it only if we succeed in reducing the fatal
tension.
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142. Are we sufficiently concerned with avoiding whatever
might increase it dan&erously? Are we at all times fully
aware of the responsibIlity we incur when, by words spoken
from this rostrum, we inflame feelings to add to the propa
ganda which divides us rather than to bring us closer
togcther by persuasion? We are concerned too much with
tactics and proccdure, as if we wished to shut our eyes to
the real problems which beset us but which we are some
times afraid to tackle directly.

143. Mistrust distorts evelything, blocks every avenue.
Of what use are speeches if we are convinced that the
person we arc addressing does not wish to listen to us or
understand us? Too often speeches give the impression
of being brilliant monologues whereas what we need is
frank discussion which would throw light on the points of
view of both sides, for the purpose of bringing them closer
together. Because we fear traps everywhere, we are tempted
to take refuge in more or less hypocritical subtleties.

144. All of this takes us further and further from our goal
which is to ease the tension and so consolidate peace.
We must tackle the causes of this baneful mistrust.

145. For this mistrust your policy, Mr. Vyshinsky, is
lar&"ely responsible. In the first place the mystery with
whIch you smround yourselves breeds uneasiness and
doubt : mystery regarding your objectives, mysteiy regarding
the res~urc~s you employ, mystery regarding the connexions
you mamtam and the assIstance you grant, mystery as regards
public ancI pri.vate life alike; everything is mystery, a State
secret. Our dlp~omats. are confined to their hotels; kept
under superVISIOn lIke undesirables, prevented from
performing their natural duty of informing us on the state
of mmd and on the economic situation, a function which
el~ewhere t~ey ~arry out honourably and fairly. Our compa
trIots who !lve III your countries, some of whom have lived
there for t;lany years, who have family ties and havc rendered
great servl.ce there st1~~enly become suspect under a suspi
Cl?US and mtolerant regIme. You are setting a record in spy
tnals.

~46. This fi.ercely guarded mystery breeds natural,
msufferable mistrust on our part, and officially organized
tours cannot reassure us. Are you ready to lift the veil to
co~e forth from behind that screen of mystery and to stop
cut~tng.yourselve~ off from the rest of the world ? A re ime
which IS .sure of Itself and has no evil intentions stan9s to
lose nothmg through open confrontation with other regimes.

147. The same applies to armaments. The chief merit of
our recent three-Power initiative is that it seeks to put an
en~ thtJ~e mystery which shrouds the state of armamentsM t e SlZ~ of the armed forces. You know perfectly well,

r. Vyshmsky-and I apologize for addressin you
p,ersonally-that the ob,jcct is not to count boots and
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tlllS! ~ut rather to ~btam the e~act number of the frightfulIngmt;;.s of destructlOn .of all lnnds which are threatening
t le eXIstence of humamty.. Here again, the removal of the
~ystery yvould 1;>e an essential clement of secl.\rity and trust
t ~ startIng pomt for the regulation of the manufactur~
an stocks of arms, and a progressive limitation on the
~ange:s threateni~g pe~c~. That is the unmistakable
I~tenttln. Accordmgly, It IS hardly fitting for anybody who
smcer:e y wants peace to answer our proposals b a ui
or alJes\ 'Yh~t we desire is to be able at last t~ mafe ~
reso ute egmmn~ with effective and positive measures.
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148. This plan has already had an effect and. a certain
efficacy, for it prompted the head of the delegation of tbe
Soviet Union to make a special supple~entary speech.
We are happy to note the importance which he attachC1l
to our initiative. For myself, I prefer to await den~lopmenrs
in committee. In any case, it would be sound procedure
if everybody awaited the appearance of the final and compllttc
text of our motion before discussing it in detail.

149. You are accusing us of desiring and prep:1ring for
war. That is a monstrous and senseless accu:sation. For
myself, I am quite willing to believe th'lt you do not desire
war. I am trying to be fuirer to you than you are to us. \Vur
like all things evil, is prepared in secret. Let \IS raise the
curtain of secrecy frankly and in unison: that would be the
first decisive step towards peace. Uncertainty is as serious
as threats. Our peoples are agreeing to heroic sacrifices
in order to remove this terrible feeling of insecurity. I am
sure the same is true of your peoples who worry :l bO\l t their
future and who are kept in that state of anxiety by a propa~

ganda that is an official monopoly. \Yc must come to an
agreement to reassure the peoples-all the peoples. 8pcechcs
are no longer enough i they arc entirely discredited. \Yc are
met together here to take joint action and to agree upon what
joint action sllOuld be taken.

150. I know, of course, the argument that our regimes are
opposed to and irreconcilable with each other. But they
can exist side by side without making war upon each other';
they can even agree on common tasks, as the victory in 19.1;1
so clearly showed. Why should such co-operation be
impossible in efforts for peace?

1?1. It is true t~at such co-operation also, or more espe
Cially, needs a sUltable atmosphere. As a first step, there
must be an cnd to that a~gressive hostility to our insti
tutions, to the vicious defamation of indi"iduuls, to the
methods of violenc: an.d sabotage w!lich ~'()ur supporters
and followers practise III our Coulltnes. The Comint~rn
was abolished at a time of relaxed tension. V/hen will the
Cominform and its methods be abandoned?

152. Can we conceivably stretch out our hands confi
~ently to those who, clay after day, unremittingh' showel"
msults and, threats. upon. us? We are prepared to
co-operate w~th you 1n seek!ng a truce, and understanding,
a.gradual easmg of.the tenSIOn, in a dignified manner, bv a
lond o~ non-aggressIOn pact-I a~ speaking figurative!y-=by
outlawmg weapons which are pOisoned with hate and libel
a~ a prelude t? a modus vivendi genuinely respected by eithe;
Side,. both Without our countries and in our international
relations.

:53. A;re you ready to proceed on these lines and to give
mstruct10ns a~cordmgl~?, Everything will be in \'ain
unless we begm by punfymg the atmosphere in this way.
Every such effort would be greeted with immense l"elief.
Could we not start here and now.

,154. What would be wanted are not necessarilv specta
c11ar moves or carefully constructed texts followed by
~ ender r:sul~s. The opportunity to put this new spint
mto practice IS offered to us every day in connexion with the
concrete problems which we have to deal with and solve
together.

155. ~irst1y, there are the technical problems for which
We deSire the co-operation of all but from which we regret
to note, yO? ~?l~ aloof, if you are not openly hostile. On the
generous mltiatlv~ of President Truman, an expanded
brogramme of aSSistance to under-developed countries has

een adopted by the Economic and Social Council. Its
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like an electric discharge between two opposite poles. We·
shall prevent it only if we succeed in reducing the fatal
tension.
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142. Are we sufficiently concerned with avoiding whatever
might increase it dan&erously? Are we at all times fully
aware of the responsibIlity we incur when, by words spoken
from this rostrum, we inflame feelings to add to the propa
ganda which divides us rather than to bring us c1o~er

together by persuasion? We are concerned too much With
tactics and proccdure, as if we wished to shut our eyes to
the real problems which beset us but which we are some
times afraid to tackle directly.

143. Mistrust distorts evelything, blocks every avenue.
Of what use are speeches if we are convinced that the
person we arc addressing does not wish to listen to us or
understand us? Too often speeches give the impression
of being brilliullt monologues whereas what we need is
frank discussion which would throw light on the points of
view of both sides, for the purpose of bringing them closer
together. Because we fear traps everywhere, we are tempted
to take refuge in more or less hypocritical subtleties.

144, All of this takes us further and further from our goal
which is to ease the tension and so consolidate peace.
We must tackle the causes of this baneful mistrust.

145. For this mistrust your policy, Mr. Vyshinsky, is
lar&"e1y responsible. In the first place the mystery with
which you smround yourselves breeds uneasiness and
doubt : mystery regarding your objectives, mysteiy regarding
the res~urc~s you employ, mystery regarding the connexions
you ffimntam and the assistance you grant, mystery as regards
public and pri.vate life alike; everything is mystery, a State
secret. Our dlp~omats. are confined to their hotels; kept
under ~upervI.slOn like undesirables, prevented from
perfo.rmmg their natural duty of informing us on the state
of mmd and on the economic situation, a function which
el~ewhere t~ey ~arry out honourably and fairly. Our compa
trIots who live III your countries, some of whom have lived
there for I?any years, who have family ties and have rendered
g!'eat servI.ec there st1~~enly become suspect under a suspi
Cl?US and mtolerant reglme. You are setting a record in spy
tnals.

~46. This fi.ercely guarded mystery breeds natural,
msufferable mistrust on our part, and officially organized
tours cannot reassure us. Are you ready to lift the veil to
co~e forth from behind that screen of mystery and to s~op
cut~tng.yourselve~off from the rest of the world ? A regime
which IS .sure of Itself and has no evil intentions stands to
lose nothmg through open confrontation with other regimes.

147. The same applies to armaments. The chief merit of
our recent three-Power initiative is that it seeks to put an
end to tl~e mystery which shrouds the state of armaments
and the SIZ~ of the armed forces. You know perfectly well,
Mr. Vyshmsky-and I apologize for addressin you
p,ersonally-tlIat the ol~jcct is not to count boots anlmess
tins! ~ut rather to ~btam the e~act number of the frightful
etglllt;;.s of destructIOn .of all !nnds which are threatening
t le eXistence of humamty. Here again, the removal of the
mystery :vould ?e an essential clement of secl.\rity and trust
th~ startmg pomt for the regulation of the manufactur~
an stocks of arms, and a progressive limitation on the
?ange:s thrcateni~g pe~c~. That is the unmistakable
1I,1tentlon. Accordmgly, It IS hardly fitting for anybod who
sInce~ely wants peace to answer our pro osals b : u'
or a Jest. 'Yh~t we desire is to be able ~t last tI mafe l~
resolute begmnmO" with effective and 'ti'.. POSI ve measures.
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implementation will constitute one of the most productive
actlvities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.
It covers all fields: administration, finance, industry, trade,
agriculture, public health, labour, education, ~ciclltific
research. It is consequently, an undertllking of solidarity
which should raise us above our political antagonismg.
France, despite its hea\'y liabilities in the territorit~s for
which it is responsible sjngle-h,l1ltled, despite the expen
diture to which it is committed, for many years tn Wl1ll:, to
repair war damage, is making a substantial tlnancial contri
bution to this technical assistanct: and also lemh, the
co-operation of its experience ami experts.

156. In the field of child care, much highly gratifying
work has been initiated, but in view of the vast necds, they
demand greatly increased efforts and resources. Surely,
you ought to join us in these ctforts.

157. Again, the refugee problem is onc of the most
distressing, both because of the human values innll\'ed and
because of its political repercussions. A solution is urgently
needed, France has been a land of asylum for centuries
and has received waves of refugees of various origins without
any discrimination. Wc in France arc familiar with their
unhappy lot. OUl.' country's experience and traditional
liberalism support every act of goodwill and of generosity
on behalf of this vcry complex cause. This problem appcays
in different forms according to areas, ethnic ditTerences
and all other kinds of circumstances. As has already been
rightly pointed out from this platform, no uniform stilution
is possible. One solution is repatriation, :mother is rest'tt
lement on the spot, another is immigration; sometin1t:s it is
a question of aid, sometimes a question CIf manpower,
It therefore seems to us that uction will inc\'itablv have to
take more than one form. France will co-operate in all of
them, in the Council of Europe as in the intcrnational
specialized agencies, in Palestine ns e\'erywhere <:Isc wlll're,
for an)' reason, national resources arc insufficient to soln:
demographic difficulties, \Ve arc bidden to do so not only
by a humane Juty but also by the interests of p(;'at~C,

for any col1ecth'c misery produces disturbances ami
conflicts.

158. The unanimous collaboration, which wc hope to
find in dealing with cconomic and social problems. wou lcl
be C\'Cll more necessary in the case of political pmblcms.
The United Nations has accepted responsibility for dealing
with affairs in Korea, though, of course, without any thought
of domination. Let us also recall that the conflict occurred
shortly after the withdrawul of Amcrican troops. We urc
ready at all times to conclude peace without any advantage
to any of liS, on the onc condition that the Korean people
should be free to determine their own future. If this
conflict were settled, it would he possible to approach the
settlement of other Far Eastern problems with advantage.
That part of the world has for so Jong suffered such grievOus
divisions that the difficuhies which hamper its recovery
and free development and which endanger the lives of
h~.mdt'eds of l~illions of.human beings cannot be overcome
pl7c7meal. 1 hey me Interdependent by reason of their
orIgin and by reason of the solutions which they call for.

159. Austria is another case offering scope for our common
go~dwil1. The country is hop!ng for a peaceful settlement
whLch would release It from Its present crushing encum
brances. In the course of several years the four allied
delegations have met two hundreu and sixty times to work
out a draft treaty of less than one hundred clauses-a record
i~ dilatoriness, 'Why shoul~ signature be postponed inclefi
mtely for reasons wholly Irrelevant to the context of the
treaty ?

100. Even less progress has been made ill the case of
Germany, It has not hitherto proved pOiSible to initiatt:
negotiations for a peace treaty, and Germanv is still uncler
the occupation regime. Tbe r~gime in the Soviet Zone
is \-astl)' ditferent from the r~gime in the 'Western Zonc.
In the west, the population J1:15 heen ahle to choose frt'c
democratic institutions, whereas in the east a pcoph~'s

tlcmocratk republic on the pattern of all those in the
Eastern bloc is functioning. Ho\\' will it be possible to
merge thc two st'ctors? On what h:lsis is a' pcaceful
Gcrmany to he rt~-unilied ' That is the prohlem hefore liS.

Wc all appear to be in agl'\:elllent on the prindplc of frcc
elections in the occupied tt'rritorics as a whole, The way
in which they can be carried out remains to be ddincti.
For our part, we consider it necrs,;ar\, that intL'rnutional
impartial ohsen'ers, appninted hy VllU~ should conduct a
preliminary investigation in both -sectors so that the subse
quent elections would be protected by all the necessary
safeguards. We did not cxpcct our pnlposal to meet with
an ()pposition that is as vehement as it is unwarmnted,

161. Our objectives in Germany cannot oiTenu anybody,
In the centre of Europe, wher~ so rmm)' conflicts ha\'e
arisen, as we all know to our cost, it is our desire to ensure
the functioning of ti'cc democratic institutions and to
associate GerniallY with a collective polil:\' of peace, of
a peace and pcaceful co-operation covered by mutual
guarantces. In order to achic\"c this aim, it is neither
possihle nor is it ncct~ssar~' tn gn hack six years 0111\1 to
dl'ace an c\'olution which has tako.:n place fl'cdy in \V{:st
(ienn:\Il\' during' that p~·riod. A unilied (jcl'manv must
he able" to chnmw frcdy ; th(~ le~()ns lit tilt' n.:ccilt past
anu the count!'y's wish to take its p\;tCl~ among tlw free
nations show it thl' way_

lit!. The German pl'ObJtom is the prohklll of Europe.
Onc cannot he settlt:tl without thl' nth!.'... \\'c ,H;sert ami
repeat that only if it is unilt'd and nrganizt'd in frl:l:tlom,
can Europe he safcgllal'dt'd against hoth w,lr and want.
The di\'isions whkh, in tl\l' past, ha\'l: scp:mltt·t.l European
l'ountrics anti st:! thcm against each other have been tlH~

cause of tln'ir misfllrtl1l\l'. That is why Franee has propnsed
the crt'ation of a Eutnlwan cllInmunity. This l:ommunity
will tirst of all he achil'\'t:~1 in the field of coal and steel
production. ,,\. h()pt~d that the pt:ac~,ful nature elf this
mitiati\'t~ could not be t!lh::-tiom:d Iw ;\ll\'one ami that
it would bt: \,iewt·d as :m attclllpt to m~lke I~\lrope stronger
lInd more ind('p~:ndcnt. hoth economically ;md puliticillIy.
Wc thought that this desire to imprtl\'t.: prodm·tion and to
inl'l'l'use thl' welfan: of our pt'oples would be welcomed by
all. Indeed, in unlt:r to al:hic\'c this result, 'w han! deli
herately assunwd risks and surrendered snvcn'ign rights.

1li:t Yl~t, oncI.' again Wc arc bl~ing reproached with har~

houring warlike intcntiol\s and with preparing for war,
whereas our purposl' is t(l :,tr(~ngtht:n pt·ace. A s)'nchrllllir-cd
campaign has been laundlcd ng:linst this plan, which is a
purely internal 'ltfair; this suggests to liS a dclibCl'<lte
wish to prt'\'cnt EUroPl~ fnJln illlpl'O\'ing its position and
from organizing itself on any model other than the Eastern
model.

lli4. Our answer is that we intend to remain masters of our
own choice, As I have said, we n~spcct the choice made
by others for their own purposr:s. Pl.'acc means freedom
of choice and the reciprocal respect of such freedom. Is
that too much to ask ?

lG:i, How We should like to com'ince vou! I am loth
to believe that you do not wish to he cOll\'inced. Only
too often, unfortun,ltdy, you gin' us thl: opposite impres
sion. Did you remain tlnmo\'cd by the touching appc.11
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im~lementation will constitute one of the most productive
actlvities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.
It covers all fields: administration, finance, industry, trade,
agriculture, public health, labour, education, scientific
research, It is consequently, an undertllking of solidarity
which should raise us above our political antagonismg.
France, despite its hea\'y liabilities in the territoril~s for
which it is responsible single-h'l1ltled, despite the expen
diture to which it is committed, for many years to wr11l:, to
repair war damage, is making a substantial tlnancial contri
bution to this technical assistanct: and also lends the
co-operation of its experience ami experts.

156, In the field of child cart·, much highly gratifying
work has been initiated, but in view of the vast necds, they
demand greatly increased efforts and resources. Surely,
you ought to join us in these dforts.

157. Again, the refugee problem is onc of the most
distressing, both because of the human values innllved and
because of its political repercussions. A solution is urgently
needed. France has been a land of asylum for centuries
and has received waves of refugees of various origins without
any discrimination. Wc in France arc familiar with their
unhappy lot. Our country's experience and traditional
liberalism support every act of goodwill and of generosity
on behalf of this very complex cause. This problem appeays
in different forms according to arcas, ethnic ditTercnccs
and all other kinds of circumstances. As has alreadv been
rightly pointed out from this platform, no uniform s(ilution
is possible. One solution is repatriation, :mother is rest'tt
lement on the spot, another is immigration; sometimes it is
a question of aid, sometimcs a question CIf manpower,
It therefore seems to us that nction will inc\'itablv havc to
take more than onc form. France will co-operate in all of
them, in the Council of Europe as in the international
specialized agencies, in Palestine ns everywhere <:Isc w!ll're,
for an)' reason, national resources nre insufficient to slIln:
demographic difficulties. \Vc are bidden to do so not only
by a humane tluty but also by the interests of pl.'aee\
for any col1ecth'c misery produces disturbances ami
conflicts.

158, The unanimous collaboration, which wC hope to
find in dealing with economic and social problems, would
be C\'Cll more necessary in the c;\se of political pmblems.
The United Nations has accepted responsibility for dealing
with affairs in Korea, though, of course, without any thought
of domination. Let us also recall that the conflict occurred
shortly after the withdrawul of American troops. Wc arc
ready at all timcs to conclude peace without any advantage
to any of us, on the olle condition that the Korean people
should be free to determine their own future. If this
conflict were settled, it would he possible to approach the
settlement of other Far Eastern problems with advantage.
~h~~ part of the worl? !las f~)r so In,ng suffered such grievOus
dmsIOns that the dlfficultlcs which hamper its recovery
and free development and which endanger the lives of
h~.mdreds of l~illions of.human beings cannot be overcome
pl~c~meal. 1 hey me IOtcrdep~ndent by reason of their
orJgm and by reason of the solutIOns "which they call for.

159. Austria is another case offering scope for our common
go~dwill. The country is hoping for a peaceful settlement
whLch would release it from its present crushing encum
brances. In the course of several years the four allied
delegations have met two hundreu and sixty times to work
?ut ~ dra~ treaty of less than one hundred c1auses-a record
J~ dLlatonness. Why should signature be postponed indefi
lJ1te1y for reasons wholly irrelevant to the context of the
treaty ?

100. Even less progress has been made ill the case of
Gennany. It has not hitherto proved pOiSible to initiatt:
negotiations for a peace treaty, and Germanv is still under
the occupation regime. Tbe r~gime in the Soviet Zone
is \-astl)' ditferent from the regime in the "Western Zone.
In the west, the population J1'IS been ahle to choose frt·c
democratic institutions, whereas in the east a peoph~\~

tlcmocratk republic on the pattern of all those in the
Eastern bloc ig functioning. Ho\\' will it be possible to
llIerge the two sl'ctors? On what h:lsis is a' pcacefll1
Germany to bt: rl~-unilied ? That is the prohlem hefore Ill'.

We all appear to be in agreement on the principle of free
elections in the occupied tt'ITitorii!s liS a whole. The WlIV

in which thcy can be c3rrieti out remains to be ddincli.
For our part: wc consider it lleCl.'s,;ary that intL'rrwtional
impartial ohserwrs, appninted hv YOu: should conduct a
preliminary investigation in both 'sectol''; so that the subsc
quent election~ w~)Uld be prntectctl by :111 the necess,~rr

safeguards. '\e <lHl not expect our proposal to meet WHh
all (Ipposition that is as vehement as it is unwarmntcd.

161. Our objectives in German\' cannot oiTcnu am'bod".
In the centre of Europe, wher~ so many conHiets have
arisen, as we all know to our cost, it is our desire to ensure
the functioning of ti'ec democratic institutions and to
associate Gerniany with a collective polil:\' of peace, of
a peace and peaceful co-operation covered by mutual
guarantees. In order to achic\Oc this aim, it is neither
possihle nor is it nt:c(~ssary tn gn hack six years HIIII to
cll"ace an evolution which has tako.:n place rl'cdy in "~{:st
(;cnnanv during' that pt·rind. A unilied (jcl'manv must
he able ° tll chm)';l~ fredy; th(~ le~()ns lit till' n:ceilt past
anti t he country's wish to take its p\;trt,~ among tlw free
nations show it the way.

lit!. The German problem is tlte prohklll of Europe.
Onl' cannot be settll~ll without thl' nth!.'r. \\'c ,H;sert ami
repeat that only if it i5 unilt'd and nrganizl'd in frl:l~dllm,

can Europe he safcgual'lkd against hoth w,lr and want.
The dh'isinm; whkh, in till' pH:>t, ha\"l~ SCp:Iratl·t.l European
clluntrii!s and :id them against each other have been tll(~

cause of their misfllrtullt:. That is why France has propnsed
the crl'ation of a Eurolw:lll cmnmunity. This l:ommunity
will tirst of all hc ;lchic\'l~d in the field of coal and steel
production. ,,\. hoped that the pl~acl~ful naturl' of this
mitiati\'l~ could not be lllll~:,ti!lm:d I,," ,\lwone ami that
it would b(~ \"iew(·t1 as :m attempt to m~lkc !':uropc stronger
lInd more indepl:ndcnt. hoth l~cnnnmical1y ,\Lld pu!itiC:llly,
We thought that this desire to impwn.: prodm·tion and to
inl'l't:ase tilt: welfan~ of our j1l'oplcs would be wdcmncd by
all. Indeed, in nnll:r to achit:\"c this result, \\'(~ han! deli
herately assunwd risks and surrcndcred sO\'t:I'l~ign rights.

1li:t Yl~t, once again Wc are heing n:pmaclll'd with har~

homing warlike intentions and with prcp;u'illg fllr W:lI',

whereas our purposc is ttl :,tn'ngtlwn pl·ncc. A s)'nehrclllizcd
campaign has het:n laundlcd ngainsl this plan, which is l1
purely internal :ltfair; this !I11ggcsts tll liS a dcliber:ltc
wish to prt'vcnt Europe from impl'O\"ing its position and
fmm organizing itself on any model other thau the Eastern
model.

lli.1, Our answer is that we intend to remain masters of Our
own choice. As I have said, we respect the choice made
bv others for their own purposes. Pl.'acc means freedom
of choice and the reciprocal respect of sUl:h freedom. Is
that too much to ask ?

lG:i. How We should like to com'inee vou! I am loth
to believe that you do not wish to he cOllvinced. Only
too often, unfortun,ltdv, Yllu gin' us th~: opposite imprcs~

sion. Did you remairl unmr.lvcd by the touching appc,l1
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im~lementation will constitute one of the most productiYC
aCb.vities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies.
It covers all fields: administration, finance, industry, trade,
agriculture, public health, labour, education, scientific
research. It is consequently, an undcrtllking of solidarity
which should raise us aboye our political antag-onisms.
France. despite its hea\'y liabilities in the territorit~s for
which it is responsible single-h'l1ltlcd, despite the expen
diture to which it is committed, for many years to wme, tll
repair war damage, is making a suhstantial tlnandal contri
bution to this technical assistanct: and nlso lends the
co-operation of its experience ami experts.

156. In the field of child car~·. much highly gratifying
work has been initiated, but in view of the vast needs, they
demand greatly increased efforts and resources. Surely,
you ought to join us in thcse dIorts.

157. Again, the refugee problem is olle of the most
distressing, both because of the human \'<11 ues inn) l\'ed and
because of its pe>litical repercussions. A solution is urgently
needed, France has been a land of asylum for centuries
and has received waves of refugees of mrious origins without
any discrimination. Wc in France arc familiar with their
unhappy lot. Our country's experience and traditional
liberalism support every act of gocdwill and of generosity
on behalf of this very complex cause, This problem appcays
in different forms according to arcas, ethnic differences
and all other kinds of circumstances. As has alreadv heen
rightly pointed Qut from this platform, no uniform solution
is possible. One solution is repatriation, :mothcr is rest'tt
lement on the spot, another is immigration; sometimes it is
a question of aid, sometimes a question CIf manpower.
It therefore seems to us that uction will inc\'itablv h:n-e to
take more than one form. France will co-operate in alt of
them, in the Council of Europe as in the international
specialized agencies, in Palestine ns everywhere <:Ise wlll're,
for all)' reason, national resources arc insufficient to slIln:
demographic difficulties, \Ve arc bidden to do so not only
by a humane Juty but also by the interests of peace,
for any col1ecth'c misery produces disturbances ami
conflicts.

158. The unanimous collaboration, which wc hope to
find in dealing with cconomic and social problems, wou Id
be C\'CI1 more necessary in the c;\se of political pmblcms.
The United Nations has accepted respunsibility for dealing
with affairs in Korea, though, of course, without any thought
of domination. Let us also recall that the conflict occurred
shortly after the withdrawul of American troops. Wc :lre
ready at all timcs to conclude peace without any advantage
to any of us, on the olle condition that the Korean people
should be free to determine their own future. If this
conflict were settled, it would he possible to approach the
settlement of other Far Eastern problems with advantage.
That part of the world has for so long suffered slIch grievOus
divisions that the difiicuhies which hamper its recovery
and frce development and which endanger the li\"t$ of
h~.mdt'eds of l~illions of.human beings cannot be overcome
piecemeal. 1 hey me Interdependent bv reason of their
origin and by reason of the solutions "which they call for.

159. Austria is another case offering scope for our common
go~dwil1. The country is hoping for a peaceful settlement
whLch would release it from its present crushing encum
brances. In the course of several years the four allied
delegations have met two hundretl and sixty times to work
?ut ~ dra~ treaty of lcss than one hundred clauses-a record
J~ dllatonness. Why shoul~ signaturc be postponed indefi
Illtc1y for reasons wholly Irrelevant to the context of the
treaty ?

lliO. Even less progress has been made in the case of
Gennany. It has not hitherto proved pOiSible to initiatt:
negotiations for a peace treaty, and Germanv is still under
the occupation regime. Tbe r~gime in the Soviet Zone
is \-astl)' ditl'ercnt from the r~gime in the "Western Zonc.
In the west, the population JUI5 been ahlc to choose ft'l'c
democratic institutions, whereas in tile east a pcoph~'s

lkmocrati~~ republic on the pattern of al1 those in the
Eastern hloc is fundioning;. Ho\\' will it be possible to
merge thc two st'dors? On what h:ISis is a' pl'aceful
Germany to bt: rt~-unijieLl ? That is the problem before Ut'.

WC all appear to be in agreement on tht: principle of free
elections in tlH: occupied tt'lTitorics as a whole, The wow
in which thcy can be carried. out rem.lins to be ddincli.
For our part: wc clJnsidl.'r it nl.'ccs,;ary that int~'rrl<lti()nal
impartial ohserwrs, appninted hy nlll, should conduct a
preliminary investigation in both 'sector,; so that the :mbsc
qucnt elections would be prntcctctl by ull the nect:ssury
safeguards. We did not cxpect our pnlplIsal to meet witll
an ()pposition that is as vehement as it is unwarmnted.

161. Our objectives in Germam' cannot oiTentl am'body.
In the centre of Europe, wher~ so many canHict; have
arisen, as wc all know to our cost, it is our desire to ensure
the functioning of ti'cc democratic institutions and to
associate Gerniany with a collective polit:Y of peace, of
a peace and peaceful co-operation clJvcred by mutual
guarantecs. In order to achic\"c this aim, it is neithcr
pnssi hIe nor is it nt:c(~ssary tn go hack six ycars llllll to
cll"acc an e\'olution which has tako.:n place fl"~'cly in \Vest
(;cnnany duril1g' that pt'rind. A unilied (;crmanv must
he able" tll <:hml';(' fredy; th(~ IC~(lns lit tilt' reccilt pa~t
and. t he country's wi:;h to take its pLJ~:~~ among till' free
nations show it till' way.

lit!. The German probll'llI is till: prohklll of Europe.
One cannot be settlt~tl without thl' othl'r. ""c 'H'Rl.'rt ami
repeat that only if it is unikd and nrganizt'd in frt:~~dom.

can Europe he sat'cgu;J.l'dt·d against hoth \\",Ir and want.
The division:; whkh, in tl\l' past, ha\"~' scpJratt·t.l European
countries and sl't them against each other have been tll(~

caust: of thl.'ir misfllrllll\l'. That is why France has propnsed
the crt'atiol1 of a EurllIW<ln cllmmunity. This l:ommunity
will tirst of all he achil'\"t~d in the lidd of coal and ~tec1

prndul'lion, \\\' hoped that th~' JW;II.:l'ful naturt' of thili
lIlitiati\'t~ mull! not he lllll::-tilllll,:d I", ;Ul\'one ami that
it would l)(~ viewed as an attcmpt to m~lkc I~urnpc stronger
lInd more indcpl'l1llcnt, 1){lth n'nnnmically ;ll1d ptllitic;llly,
We thnu~ht that this desire to impro\t: flrouuctinn and to
inlTcase thl' wt'1fan~ of nur p~'oples mJllll be wdcnlllcd by
all. Indeed, in order to achieve this rl'sult, W~' haH~ deli
herately assullwd. risk::; ami surremlt~rcd $nvcn·i~n rights.

lli:t Yl~t, (Jnc/.' again wc arc ht·ing reprtlaclll:~l with har~

homing warlike intl'ntion!; and with prcp,u'illg fllr \\':1.1',

whereas our purpost: is t(l :,tH'ngtlwn pl..ICC. A s)'nchrclllized
campaign has been laundletl ngainst this plan, which is l1
purely internal 'ltfair; this !Illggcst!' t/1 liS a dt.:liber<lte
wish to prt-vent Europe from imprm"ing its position and
from organizing itself on any model other thau the Eastern
model.

lli.1, Our answer is that we intend to remain masters of our
own choice. As I have said, we respect the choice made
bv others for their own purposes. Pt:acc means freedom
of choice and tlte rcciprtlcal respect of SUl:h freedom. Is
that too much to ask ?

IG:i. How We should like to com'ince vou! I am loth
to believe that you do not wish to he cOllvinced. Only
too often, unfortun:ltl'1v, you givc us th~: opposite imprcs~

sion, Did you remairl unmrn"cd by the touching appc.tl
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made in the course of the last few days by our Danish
colleague [343?'d meeting] ? Do you really imagine us
to be so full of ill will and cynical deceit, and do you
really think that so many countries, proud of their inde
pendence, martyrs in their love of freedom and signally
free of any desire for domination, would be our accom
plices ?
166. The mere fact of being ready to listen to us, of
agreeing to conversations between those who are responsible
for the peace of the world and to exchange frank and honest
explanations, that fact alone would achieve the more
congenial atmosphere which we all desire, which we all
seek and by which we should begin.

167. Acceding to the wish expressed by many of you
to hold our sixth session in Europe, France invited you
to be its guests in the hope that you would be able to find
here a setting propitious to a closer understanding and to
the establishment of trust. More than any other, our
ancient country has witnessed the meeting and mingling
of regimes, races and ideas. It ascribes a special virtue
to personal contacts. We believe that this method of
conversations as between man and man is especially
appropriate in moments of crisis when there is a risk that
misunderstandings and emotions may prevail.

168. On behalf of our country, a particularly well qualified
spokesman has intimated the same idea to you, discreetly
and with the emotion of a troubled heart, devoid of any
calculating motives or polemical spirit. We are grateful
to all of you who understood the message and, for the
sake of peace, we hope that the idea will ripen.

169. I also thank the speakers who have spoken of France
with feeling and confidence. We can achieve nothing
without confidence, without confidence in each other,
without that minimum degree of confid~nce which assumes
and accepts a minimum of good faith in the other side.

170. I pray that during this session we may attain at
least this result, triumph over deliberate deafness and,
by frank and sincere words, reach the minds and hearts
of all.

171. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It has been my
privilege and usual practice to speak briefly at the close of
the general debate since the annual report of the Secretary
General on the work of the Organization' is one of the docu
ments now before you. I also want to take the opportunity
of thanking the delegations for the fair and friendly refe
rences which so many have made to the Secretariat and
myself during the discussion. Next, I should like, on
behalf of the Secretariat and myself, to thank the Govern
ment and the people of France for all they have done to
welcome the United Nations to their beautiful capital and
to provide a temporary headquarters at the same time so
graceful and so efficiently arranged and equipped.

172. As Secretary-General I address my thanks especially
to three men, to Mr. Cm-lu, Mr. Cunin and Mr. Broustra,
and to everyone of the thousands who have been associated
in this construction whether in high or in humble capacity,
I desire to pay the most sincere and heartfelt tribute for a
hard task magniBcently accomplished. I remember in
New York many occasions when representatives asked me :
" Will we be able to go to Paris and open the sixth session
on 6 November?" I always replied, "Yes", because we
had such a good team working for the United Nations here
in Paris, and here now for the next ten or twelve weeks will
be the political capital of the world.

, See Officials R~cords of the General Assembly, Sixth Smion, Supple
me/It No. 1 and No. 1 A.

173. We are engaged in a labour that Was begun six years
ago with high hopes that have in many respects been grie
vously disappointed, but it is a labour that the present
safety and future hopes of mankind require us to carry on
with unflagging purpose, both now and for many times six
years ahead, the labour of constructing peace.

174. No one could listen to the general debate or examine
the questions on the agenda without" feeling that here wei'e
reflected the troubles and fears of all humanity:. The
burdens of armaments, of poverty and hunger, the deep
mutual distrust, the conflicts of interest and ideology, the
universal sense of insecurity and fear of war that characte
rize this hour in history-all these are with us in the fullest
and most disheartening measure.

175. Equally, however, the general debate has reflected
the compelling desire of all peoples to extricate themselves
from the morass of fear and danger in which they are now
struggling. It has reflected their recognition that the United
Nations, as the Organization embracing the whole world,
provides the road that leads to permanent safety and
security.

176. I am convinced that all the peoples of the world,
Americans and Russians, British, Chinese and French,
and the peoples of every other country without exception,
want new efforts towards universal reduction of armaments.
They also want new efforts to build collective security.
They want new efforts towards economic and social deve
lopment. In spite of every failure over the past six years,
they want new efforts towards the step-by-step settlement
of the ~olitical conflicts that divide the world, and above
everythmg else the peoples of the world want peace with
freedom, liberty and equality of opportunity for individuals
and for nations. These are universal goals that have the
universal support of the peoples of the world. Therefore
they require the universal approach for which the United
Nations stands.

177. I do not state these goals in any order of priority.
I believe that the United Nations efforts in all these directions
must be carried on concurrently. Furthermore, they are
all interrelated and interacting. It should be the main
business of this session of the General Assembly to seek
out realistic means by which tangible progress can be made.

178. In the present time of tension, trouble and danger,
the difficulties and obstacles may appear insurmountable.
For that very reason the hope of peace requires that every
resource of wisdom and effort be devoted to overcoming
them. Even the smallest progress in anyone of these
directions will make it easier to make progress in the others.
Even a single step forward might ultimately have decisive
consequences in determining the final issue between war
and peace.

179. It is important, and it may become very significant
for the future of peace, that the question of reduction of
armaments has been returned to a central place on the
agenda. There has been a seemingly hopeless deadlock
over this issue for three years in the United Nations and
very little time and study have lately been given to it. Now
there is opportunity for a fresh start. No matter how poor
the prospects may seem at any moment of reaching the
necessary measlire of agreement, this question should
re~eive the major attention and effort it deserves, both at
thiS Assembly and throughout the year ahead. The United
Nations must never stop planning and working for the
reduction of armaments.

180. The creation of universal collective security under
the United Nations will not be complete until Article 43
of the Charter comes iIl;,to full effect. In the absence of the
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made in the course of the last few days by our Danish
colleague [343?'d meeting] ? Do you really imagine us
to be so full of ill will and cynical deceit, and do you
really think that so many countries, proud of their inde
pendence, martyrs in their love of freedom and signally
free of any desire for domination, would be our accom
plices ?
166. The mere fact of being ready to listen to us, of
agreeing to conversations between those who are responsible
for the peace of the world and to exchange frank and honest
explanations, that fact alone would achieve the more
congenial atmosphere which we all desire, which we all
seek and by which we should begin.

167. Acceding to the wish expressed by many of you
to hold our sixth session in Europe, France invited you
to be its guests in the hope that you would be able to find
here a setting propitious to a closer understanding and to
the establishment of trust. More than any other, our
ancient country has witnessed the meeting and mingling
of regimes, races and ideas. It ascribes a special virtue
to personal contacts. We believe that this method of
conversations as between man and man is especially
appropriate in moments of crisis when there is a risk that
misunderstandings and emotions may prevail.

168. On behalf of our country, a particularly well qualified
spokesman has intimated the same idea to you, discreetly
and with the emotion of a troubled heart, devoid of any
calculating motives or polemical spirit. We are grateful
to all of you who understood the message and, for the
sake of peace, we hope that the idea will ripen.

169. I also thank the speakers who have spoken of France
with feeling and confidence. We can achieve nothing
without confidence, without confidence in each other,
without that minimum degree of confid~nce which assumes
and accepts a minimum of good faith in the other side.

170. I pray that during this session we may attain at
least this result, triumph over deliberate deafness and,
by frank and sincere words, reach the minds and hearts
of all.

171. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It has been my
privilege and usual practice to speak briefly at the close of
the general debate since the annual report of the Secretary
General on the work of the Organization' is one of the docu
ments now before you. I also want to take the opportunity
of thanking the delegations for the fair and friendly refe
rences which so many have made to the Secretariat and
myself during the discussion. Next, I should like, on
behalf of the Secretariat and myself, to thank the Govern
ment and the people of France for all they have done to
welcom~ the United Nations to their beautiful capital and
to proVIde a temporary headquarters at the same time so
graceful and so efficiently arranged and equipped.

172. As Secretary-General I address my thanks especially
to three men, to Mr. Cm-lu, Mr. Cunin and Mr. Broustra,
and to everyone of the thousands who have been associated
in this construction whether in high or in humble capacity
I desire to pay the most sincere and heartfelt tribute for ~
hard task magniBcently accomplished. I remember in
New York many occasions when representatives asked me :
" Will we be able to go to Paris and open the sixth session
on 6 November?" I always replied, "Yes", because we
had such a good team working for the United Nations here
in Paris, and here now for the next ten or twelve weeks will
be the political capital of the world.

, See Officials R~cords of the General Assembly, Sixth Smion, Supple
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173. We are engaged in a labour that Was begun six years
ago with high hopes that have in many respects been grie
vously disappointed, but it is a labour that the present
safety and future hopes of mankind require us to carry on
with unflagging purpose, both now and for many times six
years ahead, the labour of constructing peace.

174. No one could listen to the general debate or examine
the questions on the agenda without'feeling that here wel'e
reflected the troubles and fears of all humanity:. The
burdens of armaments, of poverty and hunger, the deep
mutual distrust, the conflicts of interest and ideology, the
universal sense of insecurity and fear of war that characte
rize this hour in history-all these are with us in the fullest
and most disheartening measure.

175. Equally, however, the general debate has reflected
the compelling desire of all peoples to extricate themselves
from the morass of fear and danger in which they are now
struggling. It has reflected their recognition that the United
Nations, as the Organization embracing the whole world,
provides the road that leads to permanent safety and
security.

176. I am convinced that all the peoples of the world,
Americans and Russians, British, Chinese and French,
and the peoples of every other country without exception,
want new efforts towards universal reduction of armaments.
They also want new efforts to build collective security.
They want new efforts towards economic and social deve
lopment. In spite of every failure over the past six years,
they want new efforts towards the step-by-step settlement
of the ~olitical conflicts that divide the world, and above
everythmg else the peoples of the world want peace with
freedom, liberty and equality of opportunity for individuals
and for nations. These are universal goals that have the
universal support of the peoples of the world. Therefore
they require the universal approach for which the United
Nations stands.

177. I do not state these goals in any order of priority.
I believe that the United Nations efforts in all these directions
must be carried on concurrently. Furthermore, they are
all interrelated and interacting. It should be the main
business of this session of the General Assembly to seek
out realistic means by which tangible progress can be made.

178. In the present time of tension, trouble and danger,
the difficulties and obstacles may appear insurmountable.
For that very reason the hope of peace requires that every
resource of wisdom and effort be devoted to overcoming
them. Even the smallest progress in anyone of these
direction~will make it easier to make progress in the others.
Even a smgle step forward might ultimately have decisive
consequences in determining the final issue between war
and peace.

179. It is important, and it may become very significant
for the future of peace, that the question of reduction of
armaments has been returned to a central place on the
agenda. There has been a seemingly hopeless deadlock
over this issue for three years in the United Nations and
very little time and study have lately been given to it. Now
there is opportunity for a fresh start. No matter how poor
the prospects may seem at any moment of reaching the
necessary measlire of agreement, this question should
receive the major attention and effort it deserves, both at
this Assembly and throughout the year ahead. The United
Nations must never stop planning and working for the
reduction of armaments. .

180. The creation of universal collective security under
the United Nations will not be complete until Article 43
of the Charter comes il1;,to full effect. In the absence of the
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made in the course of the last few days by our Danish
colleague [343?'d meeting] ? Do you really imagine us
to be so full of ill will and cynical deceit, and do you
really think that so many countries, proud of their inde
pendence, martyrs in their love of freedom and signally
free of any desire for domination, would be our accom
plices ?
166. The mere fact of being ready to listen to us, of
agreeing to conversations between those who are responsible
for the peace of the world and to exchange frank and honest
explanations, that fact alone would achieve the more
congenial atmosphere which we all desire, which we all
seek and by which we should begin.

167. Acceding to the wish expressed by many of you
to hold our sixth session in Europe, France invited you
to be its guests in the hope that you would be able to find
here a setting propitious to a closer understanding and to
the establishment of trust. More than any other, our
ancient country has witnessed the meeting and mingling
of regimes, races and ideas. It ascribes a special virtue
to personal contacts. We believe that this method of
conversations as between man and man is especially
appropriate in moments of crisis when there is a risk that
misunderstandings and emotions may prevail.

168. On behalf of our country, a particularly well qualified
spokesman has intimated the same idea to you, discreetly
and with the emotion of a troubled heart, devoid of any
calculating motives or polemical spirit. We are grateful
to all of you who understood the message and, for the
sake of peace, we hope that the idea will ripen.

169. I also thank the speakers who have spoken of France
with feeling and confidence. We can achieve nothing
without confidence, without confidence in each other,
without that minimum degree of confid~nce which assumes
and accepts a minimum of good faith in the other side.

170. I pray that during this session we may attain at
least this result, triumph over deliberate deafness and,
by frank and sincere words, reach the minds and hearts
of all.
171. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It has been my
privilege and usual practice to speak briefly at the close of
the general debate since the annual report of the Secretary
General on the work of the Organization' is one of the docu
ments now before you. I also want to take the opportunity
of thanking the delegations for the fair and friendly refe
rences which so many have made to the Secretariat and
myself during the discussion. Next, I should like, on
behalf of the Secretariat and myself, to thank the Govern
ment and the people of France for all they have done to
welcom~ the United Nations to their beautiful capital and
to proVide a temporary headquarters at the same time so
graceful and so efficiently arranged and equipped.

172. As Secretary-General I address.my thanks especially
to three men, to Mr. Cm'lu, Mr. Cumn and Mr. Broustra,
and to everyone of the thousands who have been associated
in thi.s construction whether in high or in humble capacity,
I deSire to pay the most sincere and heartfelt tribute for a
hard task magniBcently accomplished. I remember in
Ne,,: York many occasions when representatives asked me :
" Will we be able to go to Paris and open the sixth session
on 6 November?" I always replied, "Yes", because we
~ad s~ch a good team working for the United Nations here
In Pans, and here now for the next ten or twelve weeks will
be the political capital of the world.

, See Officials R~cords of the Gene.al Assembly, Sixth Smion, Supple
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173. We are engaged in a labour that was begun six years
ago with high hopes that have in many respects been grie
vously disappointed, but it is a labour that the present
safety and future hopes of mankind require us to carry on
with unflagging purpose, both now and for many times six
years ahead, the labour of constructing peace.

174. No one could listen to the general debate or examine
the questions on the agenda without'feeling that here wel'e
reflected the troubles and fears of all humanity:. The
burdens of armaments, of poverty and hunger, the deep
mutual distrust, the conflicts of interest and ideology, the
universal sense of insecurity and fear of war that characte
rize this hour in history-all these are with us in the fullest
and most disheartening measure.

175. Equally, however, the general debate has reflected
the compelling desire of all peoples to extricate themselves
from the morass of fear and danger in which they are now
struggling. It has reflected their recognition that the United
Nations, as the Organization embracing the whole world,
provides the road that leads to permanent safety and
security.

176. I am convinced that all the peoples of the world,
Americans and Russians, British, Chinese and French,
and the peoples of every other country without exception,
want new efforts towards universal reduction of armaments.
They also want new efforts to build collective security.
They want new efforts towards economic and social deve
lopment. In spite of every failure over the past six years,
they want new efforts towards the step-by-step settlement
of the ~olitical conflicts that divide the world, and above
everythmg else the peoples of the world want peace with
freedom, liberty and equality of opportunity for individuals
and for nations. These are universal goals that have the
universal support of the peoples of the world. Therefore
they require the universal approach for which the United
Nations stands.

177. I do not state thesc goals in any order of priority.
I believe that the United Nations efforts in all these directions
must be carried on concurrently. Furthermore, they are
all interrelated and interacting. I t should be the main
business of this session of the General Assembly to seek
out realistic means by which tangible progress can be made.

178. In the present time of tension, trouble and danger,
the difficulties and obstacles may appear insunnountable.
For that very reason the hope of peace requires that every
resource of wisdom and effort be devoted to overcoming
them. Even the smallest progress in anyone of these
direction~will make it easier to make progress in the others.
Even a Blllgle step forward might ultimately have decisive
consequences in determining the final issue between war
and peace.

179. It is important, and it may become very significant
for the future of peace, that the question of reduction of
armaments has been returned to a central place on the
agenda.. There has been a seemingly hopeless deadlock
over thiS issue for three years in the United Nations and
very little time and study have lately been given to it. Now
there is opportunity for a fresh start. No matter how poor
the prospects may seem at any moment of reaching the
necessary measlire of agreement, this question should
receive the major attention llnd effort it deserves, both at
this .Assembly and throughout the year ahead. The United
NatlO~s must never stop planning and working for the
reductIOn of armaments.

180. The creation of universal collective security under
the United Nations will not be complete until Article 43
of the Charter comes il1;,to full effect. In the absence of the
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military agreements contemplated 'by the Charter, a begin
ning has been made during the past year towards building
a United Nations collective security system that will be a
protection against armed aggression in the meantime.
To make this system fully effective, I appealed in my
annual report to all the Member States to make more
clear than heretofore the commitment of their foreign
policies, their military strength and their economic resources
in support of collective security through the United Nations.
It has been encouraging to hear many expressions of support
for a further strengthening of United Nations collective
security in this direction.

181. Much attention has been quite rightly paid during
the general debate to the great importance of more rapid
progress in economic and social development. I firmly
believe that the United Nations will not succeed in esta
blishing peace and security in the world unless we do better
in these respects than we have done so far. In fact, I
believe that a world-wide crusade against hunger and
poverty under the United Nations is an urgent necessity
if we are to prevent the spread of violence and chaos.

182. This spring, I visited ten Member countries in South
America and around the eastern end of the Mediterranean.
I am grateful to all the Member Governments concerned
for their hospitality and for all that I learned during these
journeys. I was particularly impressed during my visits
by the need of a greatly expanded United Nations
programme of technical and financial assistance f01' economic
development. I am equally certain that such a programme
would contribute to peace and stability, especially in the
Middle East. Such festering sores as that created by the
plight of the Arab refugees from Palestine cannot be healed
without this assistance.

183. We have been'reminded by the Directors-General
of the specialized agencies during this debate that over half
the population of the world live with chronic hunger and
chronic disease, that they have not yet been given the
opportunity to learn to read and write or in any way to
lead a decent life.

184. It is dangerous for peace, and it undermines the
faith of over half the world in the possibilities of peaceful
progress through the United Nations, that we have thus far
made so small and slow a response to so great a challenge.
I believe it is necessary for the nations-as things stand
today-to arm for their own defence and for collective
security. But we must also find the means to carry out a
much greater United Nations effort to improve economic
and social conditions in the world. You will not find the
resolution and the courage to uphold peace, independence
and freedom among hungry and hopeless men.

185. I come now to the last and, in my opinion, the most
important, of the roads to peace that lie before this Assembly:
the step-by-step settlement of the main political conflicts
that divide the world today. Settlements of at least some of
these conflicts are essential if real progress is to be made
toward peace. The most serious divisions exist between
the Atlantic community and its allies on the one hand, and
the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China and their
Eastern European allies on the other hand. Serious divisions
also exist, however, between States of the Western world
and the Arab world and even between some of the States
of Asia themselves.

Prinfed in France

186. Something more than debate will be required to make
progress towards settlement of any of these differences
during the present sellsion of the General Assembly. Nego
tiation-genuine. nego~iation-is necessary. May I say,
however, ~h~t thIS sessIon offers an unequalled opportunity
for negOtIatIOn?

187. The Foreign Ministers and other leading represen
tatives of tyI~~ber States. are here together. They have
every pOSSibIlIty for qUIet, straight-forward discussion
a~ong th~mselves and for conciliation and mediation by
thud partIe~ s~ould these be helpful. In this connexion,
I am not thmkmg of myself. But we have here besides the
distinguished President of the General Assembiy, a number
of foreign ministers and other leading representatives, some
of whom have not been with us for some time who are
especially well fitted by their skill, experience and positions
of influence to encourage fruitful negotiation.

188. If we are to achieve settlements of any of the greater
or lesser issues that divide the world, this is the place and
the time to begin. The best beginning would, of course,
be a settlement for Korea, if a cease-fire and armistice can
be achieved there. All too long, now, we have been waiting
for the military negotiations to succeed. A real settlemerit
for Korea would do more than anything else to open the
way to serious negotiation on other great issues between
" East" and" West" that threaten world peace. Equally,
a set-back at this stage might have very serious consequences
indeed.

189. In so far as the questions between States of the
'Vestern world and the Arab world are concerned, I am
sure that solutions can be found in time if they are sought
in the spirit of the United Nations Charter. This means, in
my opinion, negotiation on a basis of genuine equality of
rights in every respect, a mutual understanding of national
aspirations and interests, and recognition of obligations
to the community of nations as a whole.

190. I wish with all my heart that the community of
nations were universally represented in this Assembly.
I am certain that it would be ,an important contribution
to progress toward all the major goals before this Assembly,
if the principle of universality could be laid down by the
Assembly, and Article 4 of the Charter applied in the light
of this principle to all applications for admission. This
must always be the meeting place of the world, of all govern
ments, all cultures, all political and social systems.

191. We IOlo}\' very well that it win take a long time to
reach the goals of the United Nations Charter. We cmmot
make peace secure at one session of the General Assembly,
nor satisfy the rightful aspirations of humanity for many
sessions still to come. Equally, however, there is a supreme
challenge before this session. It is the challenge to move
forward by every possible means in the direction of peace
and progress and away from war and poverty.

192. It is the duty, the sacred obligation? of the Membt7rs
of the United Nations not to let pass a slllgle 0fPortumty
to increase hope and lessen feal' for the peoples 0 the world
by the time this session of the General Assembly ~~mes to
an end. That is what the peoples of the world are waltlllg for.

The meeting rose at 6.45p.1ff.
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military agreements contemplated by the Charter, a begin
ning has been made during the past year towards building
a United Nations collective security system that will be a
protection against armed aggression in the meantime.
To make this system fully effective, I appealed in my
annual report to all the Member States to make more
clear than heretofore the commitment of their foreign
policies, their military strength and their economic resources
in support of collective security through the United Nations.
It has been encouraging to hear many expressions of support
for a further strengthening of United Nations collective
security in this direction.

181. Much attention has been quite rightly paid during
the general debate to the great importance of more rapid
progress in economic and social development. I firmly
believe that the United Nations will not succeed in esta
blishing peace and security in the world unless we do better
in these respects than we have done so far. In fact, I
believe that a world-wide crusade against hunger and
poverty under the United Nations is an urgent necessity
if we are to prevent the spread of violence and chaos.

182. This spring, I visited ten Member countries in South
America and around the eastern end of the Mediterranean.
I am gratenll to all the Member Governments concerned
for their hospitality and for all that I learned during these
journeys, I was particularly impressed during my visits
by the need of a greatly expanded United Nations
programme of technical and financial assistance fOl" economic
development. I am equally certain that such a programme
would contribute to peace and stability, especlally in the
Middle East. Such festering sores as that created by the
plight of the Arab refugees from Palestine cannot be healed
without this assistance.

183. We have been" reminded by the Directors-General
of the specialized agencies during this debate that over half
the population of the world live with chronic hunger and
chronic disease, that they have not yet becn given the
opportunity to learn to read and write or in any way to
lead a decent life.

184. It is dangerous for peace, and it undermines the
faith of over half the world in the possibilities of peaceful
progress through the United Nations, that we have thus far
made so small and slow a response to so great a challenge.
I believe it is necessary for the nations-as things stand
today-to arm for their own defence and for collective
security. But we must also find the means to carry out a
much greater United Nations effort to improve economic
and social conditions in the world. You will not find the
resolution and the courage to uphold peace, independence
and freedom among hungry and hopeless men.

185. I come now to the last and, in my opinion, the most
important, of the roads to peace that lie before this Assembly:
the step-by-step settlement of the main political conflicts
that divide the world today. Settlements of at least some of
these conflicts are essential if real progress is to be made
toward peace. The most serious divisions exist between
the Atlantic community and its allies on the one hand, and
the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China and their
Eastern European allies on the other hand. Serious divisions
also exist, however, between States of the Western world
and the Arab world and even between some of the States
of Asia themselves.

Printed in France

186. Something more than debate will be required to make
progress towardll settlement of any of these differences
during the present sellsion of the General Assembly, Nego
tiation-genuine. nego~iation-is necessary. May I say,
however, ~h'!-t thlS seSSlOn offers an unequalled opportunity
for negOtlatlOn?

18? The Foreign Ministers and other leading represen
tatlVes of IYI~~ber States. are here together. They have
every posslblhty for qUlet, straight-forward discussion
a~ong th~mselves and for conciliation and mediation by
thud partIes should these be helpful. In this connexion
I am not thinking of myself. But we have here besides th~
disting~ishe~ ~resident of the General Assembly, a number
of forelgn mllllsters and other leading representatives some
of whom have not been with us for some time, who are
esp~eially well fitted by their skill, experience and positions
of mfiuence to encourage fruitful negotiation.

188. If we are to achieve settlements of any of the greater
or lesser issues that divide the world, this is the place and
the time to begin. The best beginning would, of course,
be a settlement for Korea, if a cease-fire and armistice can
be achieved there. All too long, now, wc have been waiting
for the military negotiations to succeed. A real settlement
for Korea would do more than anything else to open the
way to serious negotiation on other great issues between
" East" and" West" that threaten world peace, Equally,
a set-back at this stage might have very serious consequences
indeed.

189. In so far as the questions between States of the
'¥estern world and the Arab world are concerned, I am
sure that solutions can be found in time if they are sought
in the spirit of the United Nations Charter. This means, in
my opinion, negotiation on a basis of genuine equality of
rights in every respect, a mutual understanding of national
aspirations and interests, and recognition of obligations
to the community of nations as a whole.

190. I wish with all my heart that the community of
nations were universally represented in this Assembly.
I am certain that it would be ,an important contribution
to progress toward all the major goals before this Assembly,
if the principle of universality could be laid down by the
Assembly, and Article 4 of the Charter applied in the light
of this principle to all applications for admission, This
must always be the meeting place of the world, of all govern
ments, all cultures, all political and social systems.

191. We lmo;w very well that it will tal,e a long time to
reach the goals of the United Nations Charter. We calIDot
make peace secure at one session of the General Assembly,
nor satisfy the rightful aspirations of humanity for many
sessions still to come. Equally, however, there is a supremc
challenge before this session. It is the challenge to move
forward by every possible means in the direction of peace
and progress and away from war and poverty.

192. It is the duty, the sacred obligation! of the Memb~rs
of the United Nations not to let pass a smgle 0rportuntty
to increase hope and lessen fear for the peoples 0 the world
by the time this session of the General Assembly ~~mes to
an end, That is what the peoples of the world are waltmg for,

The meeting rose at 6.45 p,m.
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military agreements contemplated by the Charter, a begin
ning has been made during the past year towards building
a United Nations collective security system that will be a
protection against armed aggression in the meantime.
To make this system fully effective, I appealed in my
annual report to all the Member States to make more
clear than heretofore the commitment of their foreign
policies, their military strength and their economic resources
in support of collective security through the United Nations.
It has been encouraging to hear many expressions of support
for a further strengthening of United Nations collective
security in this direction.

181. Much attention has been quite rightly paid during
the general debate to the great importance of more rapid
progress in economic and social development. I firmly
believe that the United Nations will not succeed in esta
blishing peace and security in the world unless we do better
in these respects than we have done so far. In fact, I
believe that a world-wide crusade against hunger and
poverty under the United Nations is an urgent necessity
if we are to prevent the spread of violence and chaos.

182. This spring, I visited ten Member countries in South
America and around the eastern end of the Mediterranean.
I am gratenll to aU the Member Governments concerned
for their hospitality and for all that I learned during these
journeys, I was particularly impressed during my visits
by the need of a greatly expanded United Nations
programme of technical and financial assistance fOl" economic
development. I am equally certain that such a programme
would contribute to peace and stability, especially in the
Middle East. Such festering sores as that created by the
plight of the Arab refugees from Palestine cannot be healed
without this assistance.

183. We have been l'eminded by the Directors-General
of the specialized agencies during this debate that over half
the population of the world live with chronic hunger and
chronic disease, that they have not yet been given the
opportunity to learn to read and write or in any way to
lead a decent life.

184. It is dangerous for peace, and it undermines the
faith of over half the world in the possibilities of peaceful
progress through the United Nations, that we have thus far
made so small and slow a response to so great a challenge.
I believe it is necessary for the nations-as things stand
today-to arm for their own defence and for collective
security. But we must also nnd the means to carry out a
much greater United Nations effort to improve economic
and social conditions in the world. You will not find the
resolution and the courage to uphold peace, independence
and freedom among hungry and hopeless men.

185. I come now to the last and, in my opinion, the most
important, of the roads to peace that lie before this Assembly:
the step-by-step settlement of the main political conflicts
that divide the world today. Settlements of at least some of
these conflicts are essential if real progress is to be made
toward peace. The most serious divisions exist between
the Atlantic community and its allies on the one hand, and
the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China and their
Eastern European allies on the other hand. Serious divisions
also exist, however, between States of the Western world
and the Arab world and even between some of the States
of Asia themselves.
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186. Something more than debate will be required to make
progress towardll settlement of any of these differences
during the present sellsion of !be General Assembly. Nego
tiation-genuine. nego~iation-is necessary. May I say,
however, ~h~t thIS seSSIOn offers an unequalled opportunity
for negOtIatIOn?

18? The Foreign Ministers and other leading represen
tatlVes of IYI~~ber States. are here together. They have
every posslbIhty for qUlet, straight-forward discussion
a~ong th~mse1ves and for conciliation and mediation by
thll'd partIe~ s~ould these be helpful. In this connexion,
I am not thmlung of myself. But we have here besides the
disting~ishe~~residentof the General Assembly, a number
of foreIgn minIsters and other leading representatives some
of whom have not been with us for some time, who are
esp~cially well fitted by their skill, experience and positions
of mfiuence to encourage fruitful negotiation.

188. If we are to achieve settlements of any of the greater
or lesser issues that divide the world, this is the place and
the time to begin. The best beginning would, of course,
be a settlement for Korea, if a cease-fire and armistice can
be achieved there. All too long, now, wc have been waiting
for the military negotiations to succeed. A real settlement
for Korea would do more than anything else to open the
way to serious negotiation on other great issues between
" East" and" West" that threaten world peace, Equally,
a set-back at this stage might have very serious consequences
indeed.

189. In so far as the questions between States of the
'¥estern world and the Arab world are concerned, I am
sure that solutions can be found in time if they are sought
in the spirit of the United Nations Charter. This means, in
my opinion, negotiation on a basis of genuine equality of
rights in every respect, a mutual understanding of national
aspirations and interests, and recognition of obligations
to the community of nations as a whole.

190. I wish with all my heart that the community of
nations were universally represented in this Assembly.
I am certain that it would be ,an important contribution
to progress toward all the major goals before this Assembly,
if the principle of universality could be laid down by the
Assembly, and Article 4 of the Charter applied in the light
of this principle to all applications for admission. This
must always be the meeting place of the world, of all govern
ments, all cultures, all political and social systems.

191. We lmo;w very well that it will take a long time to
reach the goals of the United Nations Charter. We calIDot
make peace secure at one session of the General Assembly,
nor satisfy the rightful aspirations of humanity for many
sessions still to come. Equally, however, there is a supreme
challenge before this session. It is the challenge to move
forward by every possible means in the direction of peace
and progress and away from war and poverty.

192. It is the duty, the sacred obligation! of the Memb~rs
of the United Nations not to let pass a smg1e opportunity
to increase hope and lessen fear for the peoples of the world
by the time this session of the General Assembly ~~mes to
an end, That is what the peoples of the world are waltmg for,

The meeting rose at 6.45 p.m.




